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In writing this book I have taken much inspiration from the writings of
ecologist and conservation ethicist Aldo Leopold, who opened his own
book—A Sand County Almanac—with the declaration “There are some
who can live without wild things, and some who cannot.These [writings]
are the delights and dilemmas of one who cannot.”These words have res-
onated with me ever since I was first introduced to Leopold’s ideas as an
undergraduate. Like Leopold, I have a lifelong professional and personal
passion to live in, understand, and write about the workings and wonders
of the natural world. As an ecologist, I do this for the pure joy of testing
out ideas through scientific discovery and reporting on my findings.As an
ecologist, I also do this to contribute to a scholarly community whose goal
is to build a body of knowledge that can help society make informed deci-
sions about its interactions with the environment.

The prescience that Leopold demonstrated in his writings is remark-
able. His “Land Ethic” sketches out many of the modern themes that ecol-
ogists address in their research and in their efforts to inform society about
ways to reconcile economic development with ecosystem conservation.
These include the evolution of species interactions in food webs and the
consequences of disrupting this evolutionary process, the interconnected-
ness of ecosystems in time and space through material flows and species
movement, and the services that ecosystems provide to humankind. In the
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intervening fifty-odd years since A Sand County Almanac’s publication, the
ecological science community has done much to fill in details large and
small and thereby provide vibrant color to Leopold’s sketches.

I wrote this book to convey these exciting scientific insights to a read-
ership—including undergraduate environmental studies majors and envi-
ronmental conservation professionals—that is not intimately familiar with
ecology as a scientific discipline. My hope is that readers will come to
appreciate the intricate ways that humans are connected to their environ-
ment and how their interactions can alter the sustainability of the very
ecosystems of which they are a part and from which they derive vital serv-
ices.

I do not consider myself to be an environmentalist, which I define as
someone who advocates particular ways of solving problems.As a scientist
who studies the workings of ecological systems, I feel it is my duty to pre-
sent the science as clearly and as objectively as possible, and in ways that
illuminate the consequences of different actions so that each reader can
make informed decisions about how he or she chooses to interact with the
environment. Most importantly, I hope to provide readers the very hum-
bling understanding that the consequences of our decisions today will be
felt by our grandchildren and great-grandchildren. These are the
timescales—at the least—on which ecosystem functions operate and on
which we need to anticipate our impacts.

Several colleagues have provided thoughtful comments and discussion
on various drafts, including: Brandon Barton, Holly Jones, Gus Speth,
Karen Stamieszkin, and Mark Urban. I very much appreciate the time and
effort they put into reviewing. I also thank Leslea Schmitz for her patience
during the entire project and for “holding the fort” while I was absorbed
in writing.

— Oswald J. Schmitz
Yale University

New Haven, Connecticut
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IT IS BECOMING INCREASINGLY IMPOSSIBLE TO TALK ABOUT HUMANS’ RELA-
tionship to nature without mentioning ecology. More and more, this par-
ticular field of science is being called upon to play a leading role in
illuminating and solving environmental problems. So much so that the en-
vironmental historian Donald Worster suggests that the twenty-first century
might well be called the “Age of Ecology” (Worster 1994).

In the post–World War II era, ecological science has played a prominent
role in identifying the cause of major environmental problems and moti-
vating consequent policy to mitigate them. Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring
(1961) alerted us to the danger to humans and wildlife species of pesticides,
which led to government regulation of chemicals in the environment.The
investment of resources and brainpower to discover that phosphate pollu-
tion from households caused massive algae blooms that choke out other
forms of life in major freshwater bodies (Schindler 1974) was nothing short
of an ecological Manhattan project that led to the Clean Water Act.At the
same time, the prospect that acid precipitation (Likens and Borman 1974),
produced when sulphur and nitrous oxides from industrial and automo-
bile emissions react and mix with atmospheric oxygen and hydrogen and
rain back down, could corrode major terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems
spurred tougher sulfate and nitrous emissions standards.

Ecological science successfully led to policy solutions to these problems
because ecologists could easily trace the causal chain of effects:“the prob-
lems could be seen and smelled and their sources easily identified” (Speth
2004).The problems also were localized and they resonated with society be-
cause they directly jeopardized local livelihoods and well-being.

1
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Solving other contemporary environmental problems, such as habitat
fragmentation and attendant species extinctions (Simberloff and Abele
1976), has been a less successful enterprise. In this case, the solution to the
problem—halting land development and massive scale resource extraction—
is usually perceived as standing in the way of human enterprise and eco-
nomic well being. Moreover, those most directly affected by such activity
often are non-human species.And, in many cases, the direct consequences
of the actions (e.g., tropical forest loss) occur in distant lands under differ-
ent government regimes. In this case, the problems were “out of [immedi-
ate] sight” and so could be relegated “out of mind.”

The irony in such reasoning is that we take great pains to understand
how one kind of economy—the market economy—functions; and we take
great pains to protect the integrity and functioning of the capital markets
that drive economic progress. Society spends comparatively much less time
thinking about, understanding, and protecting another major economy—
the natural economy—resulting from ecosystem functions and services.Like
market economies, myriad lines of dependency exist between species of
producers and consumers within natural economies. Humans are not ex-
empted from these dependencies.Any collapse in ecosystem functions, in-
cluding collapse due to deforestation and fragmentation, stands to
reverberate through the market economy, in turn, affecting human well
being.Therefore, slogans such as “jobs versus the environment” that pit pu-
tative economic progress against measures to conserve ecosystem functions
may be misguided. Ecosystems ultimately undergird and drive our eco-

nomic stability.
The aim of this book is to offer in-

sight into the link between the diver-
sity of life—biodiversity—and the
structure and functioning of ecosys-
tems. As with the problems of the
mid 1900s, the role of ecological sci-
ence is central to identifying and illu-
minating the intricate ways that
nature works. However, unlike in the
past, the challenge for ecological sci-
ence in discerning the causal chain of
effects is becoming more difficult.
But the challenge is surmountable.
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Meeting the challenge requires a new way of thinking about the intricate
dependencies between humans and nature in society’s endeavor to sustain
long-term health and well being.

Human impacts are many, they are global in reach, and they often com-
bine in synergistic or antagonistic ways at many different geographic scales.
Thus, the effect of any single impact is often insidious and therefore requires
decades to centuries before it becomes fully manifest. It becomes difficult
to pinpoint a specific culprit for such ails as rising cancer levels, degrada-
tion of water quality, species’ limb deformities, endocrine dysfunction, and
many others.Answers require in-depth and critical understanding of the
complex ways that species and impacts are linked.

Resolving this complexity is what makes ecological science exciting.At
the same time, this complexity is what makes environmental problems eco-
logically “wicked problems” to solve (Ludwig et al. 2001). Murkiness about
causality makes it very easy for governments to dismiss a putative cause of
any one impact and therefore avoid action to solve the problem. But, is dis-
missing an environmental problem for lack of clear causal understanding a
wise decision? Such a question cannot be answered without first having a
clear understanding of the way that impacts propagate along the myriad
lines of dependency within ecosystems.

This book aims to offer such understanding by conveying ecological
principles that are relevant to the grand scientific questions about sustain-
ing ecosystem functions. In identifying those questions I take some guid-
ance from a forward-looking report produced in the early 1990s on behalf
on the Ecological Society of America
titled “The Sustainable Biosphere Ini-
tiative” (Lubchenco et al. 1991).This
report first underscored the point that
most of the environmental problems
that human society faces are funda-
mentally ecological in nature.

In anticipation of the increasing
need for ecologists to play a leading
intellectual role in solving environ-
mental problems, the authors—lead-
ing senior ecologists—developed a
plan of action to assemble critical sci-
entific knowledge required to con-
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serve and to wisely manage global ecosystems in the twenty-first century.
This report recognized that citizens, policy makers, resource managers, and
leaders of business and industry routinely must make decisions concerning
the exploitation of resources, but that these decisions cannot be made ef-
fectively with limited understanding of the interplay between human dom-
ination of ecosystems and impacts on ecosystem function.

According to the report, effective environmental decision-making re-
quires better scientific understanding on three major issues at the nexus be-
tween human society and their exploitation of ecosystems:

• Global Change, which includes the ecological consequences of natu-
ral and human-caused changes in climate, soil properties, water
quality, and land- and water-use patterns.

• Biological Diversity, which includes the natural basis for the distribu-
tion and abundance of species and habitats, human-caused alter-
ations to those patterns locally as well as globally, and the link
between diversity and the sustainable functioning of ecosystems.

• Sustainable Ecological Systems, which includes the response of ecologi-
cal systems to exploitation and disturbances, the restoration of
ecosystems, the sustainable management of ecological systems,
and the interface between ecological processes and human social 
systems.

I deal with each of those issues consistently throughout the book. But
each issue can grade into the other.For example,global change through con-
version of forest land into agriculture can impact the distribution and abun-
dance of species—biodiversity.Thus, rather than treat each issue separately,
they are interwoven throughout book.The Sustainable Biosphere Initiative
report also points out that in order to make effective choices and decisions
about the environment in light of these issues we need to answer several big
questions about ecology and ecological systems.These questions are:

1. What is the role of ecological science in decision-making?
2. What factors govern the assembly of ecosystems and determine

their response to various stressors?
3. How does the earth’s climate system function and determine the

distribution of life on Earth?
4. What factors control the size of populations?
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5. What are the population level consequences of species’ life-history
adaptations?

6. How does fragmentation of the landscape affect the persistence of
species on the landscape?

7. How does biological diversity influence ecosystem process?
8. What ecological principles need to be considered in the design of

strategies to protect biological diversity?

My aim here is to address these big research questions by structuring the
narrative around example environmental problems.At the same time I will
show how the questions posed in the Sustainable Biosphere Initiative doc-
ument have lead to fresh ways of thinking about ecosystems that are directly
relevant to solving problems, including the link between biodiversity and
ecosystem functioning, valuing ecosystem services, interconnections of
ecosystems across geographic scales, and emergence of ecosystem proper-
ties consequent to species sorting processes on landscapes.

I deal with each of the questions in individual chapters.The chapters
highlight the latest concepts aimed at answering the big research questions.
The book then closes with a final chapter that addresses the need, not only
to understand ecological science, but to put that science into an ecosystem
ethics perspective. It also returns to and answers the question: Is it wise for
policy makers to dismiss environmental problems when their cause is un-
certain?

In answering this question, I recognize that society must reconcile sig-
nificant trade-offs between human health and economic welfare and the pro-
tection of natural ecosystem function.One role of ecological science, as I see
it, is not to judge,but rather to illuminate the ecological consequences of dif-
ferent potential choices that might be made.Another role, which I also try
to convey, is to engender new thinking and awareness of the looming spa-
tial and temporal scales of our impact on nature as globalization of market
economies increases the human footprint on the environment.

ecosystem conversation: the need for ecolog ical science 5



ASK SOMEONE TO DESCRIBE AN ECOLOGICAL SYSTEM AND YOU MIGHT GET

the response that it is a group of organisms living together in a fixed place.
This is a view likely derived from the familiar elementary school science
experiment in which soil,water, nutrients such as nitrogen,bacteria,worms,
some plants, and perhaps some herbivores such as snails or insects are put
into a hermetically sealed glass container, placed in sunlight, and then left
to their own devices. Observers of this experiment always marvel that this
simple ecosystem is able to maintain itself indefinitely without any kind of
nutrient or species input from the outside.This is because the experiment
does not merely assemble a haphazard collection of species. Rather, the ex-
periment deliberately assembles species that together create a natural econ-
omy involving a chain of production and consumption, albeit of food
energy and nutrients, but an economy nonetheless. In this economy, plants
draw up water and nutrients from the soil and carbon dioxide from the air
and are stimulated by sunlight to convert those different chemicals into tis-
sue; herbivores eat that plant tissue and when old individuals die the chem-
ical constituents of their body are broken down by worms and bacteria and
are recycled back through the system.This economy functions whenever
the important lines of dependency, that is the linkage between consumers
and their resources and the recycling feedbacks, are sustained.

This simple container system is a powerful metaphor for the way species
assemble and interact in nature.The processes of production and consump-
tion are fundamental to sustaining the functioning of all ecological systems
globally. Natural ecological systems differ from the container system in that
they are comprised of vastly more species with many more interdependen-
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cies than those found in the glass container. Understanding these complex
interdependencies is the fundamental purpose of that subfield of biology
known as ecology.

What Is Ecology?

Ecology is a science aimed at understanding:

• The processes by which living organisms interact with each other
and with the physical and chemical components of their surround-
ing environment.

• The way those processes lead to patterns in the geographical distri-
bution and abundance of different kinds of organisms.

The result of the process leading to a
pattern is the assembly of a natural econ-
omy.In ecology such a natural economy
is formally called an ecosystem.

Ecosystems encapsulate many
forms of biological diversity (also
called biodiversity). Biodiversity re-
sults from a variety among individu-
als comprising a species owing to sex,
age, and genetic differences among
those individuals. It also stems from
differences between species living to-
gether in a geographic location. For
example, species may differ in their
functional roles (e.g., plant, herbivore,
carnivore) and the efficiency with
which each carries out its function in different environmental conditions.
Biodiversity also arises from the myriad ways that species are linked to each
other in ecosystems.As a consequence of these many forms of biodiversity,
there is considerable complexity underlying the structure of ecosystems.The
challenge in ecology is resolving this complexity.

Resolving Ecological Complexity

One way to begin resolving complexity is to envision an ecosystem as com-
prised of vertical food chains in which soil nutrients are linked to plants,
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plants are linked to herbivores, and herbivores are linked to carnivores. Such
linkages indicate that plants are consumers (predators) of soil nutrients, her-
bivores are consumers (predators) of plants, and carnivores are consumers
(predators) of herbivores. Ecologists give such consumer-resource interac-
tions a special name—trophic interactions. Species engaging in a particular
kind of trophic interaction belong to the same trophic level of the food
chain. So, for example, species engaging in herbivory belong to the herbi-
vore trophic level, species preying on herbivores belong to the carnivore
trophic level, and so on.

In addition, plant species are limited by, and thus must compete for, light
and soil nutrients. Herbivore species may therefore compete for limited
plant resources and carnivores may potentially compete for an even more
limited number of herbivores that comprise their prey. Limiting resources
and the need to compete for them can lead to ecological innovation in the
way species vie for their share of resources.Thus, we can elaborate our ver-
tical conception of an ecological system by envisioning horizontal linkages
within a trophic level as species engage in various strategies to maximize
consumption of particular resources.

Conceptualizing Predation and Competition

Together, the vertical chain comprised of consumer-resource links coupled
with horizontal links between species at the same trophic level create a
highly interconnected web of life—a food web. Individual species within
this web are sandwiched between their predators, their resources, and their
competitors.The easiest way to imagine the implications of such complex-
ity is to begin by drawing food web diagrams that depict the interdepen-
dencies among species created by their linkages and the nature of each
species’ net effect on the other species (figure 2.1). Such an approach as-
sumes that we can ignore the diversity of individuals within a species and
understand interactions simply on the basis of a typical or average individ-
ual.This is a good staring point for conveying principles that can be later
elaborated with the added complexity of variety within a species.

In the case of a consumer-resource interaction, the arrow pointing from
the consumer to the resource is denoted by a minus sign and the arrow
pointing from the resource to the consumer is denoted by a plus sign (fig-
ure 2.1a) called a (+/–) link.This implies that the consumer derives a net
nutritional benefit (hence +) by directly feeding on the resource; and the
resource, being the victim suffers a cost (hence –). If the victim is another

8 ecology and ecosystem conservation



animal, then the cost is the victim’s life. If the victim is a plant, then the cost
is loss of some plant tissue such as leaves or stems. (Herbivores rarely kill and
consume an entire plant—leaves, flowers, stems, and roots—in the same way
that carnivores kill and consume their herbivore prey.)

If two species within a trophic level usurp one another’s access to the
same resources by holding territories or through direct physical struggles
then each species pays the price for such interactions. Such competitors will
have a direct mutually negative effect on each other’s abundance.This is de-
noted by two arrows each with a minus sign (figure 2.1b).

Two species may influence each other’s abundance in less direct ways.
Suppose that two species shared a common resource but never interacted
directly with each other for access to that resource. In this case, the con-
sumer-resource interaction reduces the availability of the resources through
consumption.As a consequence, one species reduces the availability of re-
sources for the other species. So, the one species has a negative effect on the
other species. Here, both species again are competitors, but the effect is in-
direct (as denoted by the dotted line) as opposed to direct (denoted by solid
lines).

the science of ecology 9

Figure 2.1. Three simple kinds of species interactions. (a) A direct consumer-resource
interaction (solid arrows) in which species 1 (S1) is the consumer and species 2 (S2) is the
resource.The consumer derives a net nutritional benefit (hence +) by directly feeding
on the resource; and the resource, being the victim, suffers a cost (hence –). (b) A direct
competitive interaction (soild arrows) between two species in which each species phys-
ically preempts the other species’ access to resources (hence a mutual –/– interaction).
(c) A system in which two species (S1 and S2) vie for a common resource (S3) through
direct consumer-resource interactions. As a consequence, the two competitor species
have a mutually indirect (hence dashed line) negative effect on each other mediated by
the abundance of the resource species.



Thus, there are two kinds of com-
petitive interactions. The first, in
which species directly interfere with
each other’s ability to access re-
sources, is known as contest or inter-
ference competition. The second
form of competition is indirect and
results from a mutual effort to exploit
the greatest share of a common re-
source, called scramble or exploitative
competition.

Conceptualizing Complexity: Direct
Effects, Indirect Effects, and 
Species Diversity

The advantage of conceptualizing species interactions in terms of the cou-
plets or triplets depicted in figure 2.1 is that we can assemble more com-
plex structures by combining different couplets and triplets. For example,
we could combine two consumer-resource couplets to create a linear, three-
trophic-level food chain comprised of a top carnivore, a herbivore, and a
plant species (figure 2.2a).We could build more branching systems by com-
bining the basic exploitative competition triplet with two additional con-
sumer-resource links to create a system in which two consumers each have
exclusive access to a resource and share a common third resource (figure
2.2b).We could add a consumer link to an interference competition sys-
tem such that a superior competitor is also more vulnerable to predation
than a weaker competitor (figure 2.2c), called consumer-mediated compe-
tition.Alternatively, we could add two consumer links to two sets of inter-
ference competition systems (figure 2.2d) resulting in a trophically-mediated
interference competition system.

The food web diagrams help to understand additional, important prop-
erties of species interactions in ecosystems. First, species diversity may arise
as a consequence of many different dependencies or interactions. Second,
whenever more than two species are linked together by direct consumer-
resource or competitive interactions, we see the emergence of an indirect
effect in which the middle species mediates the nature and strength of ef-
fect of the first species on the third species.

10 ecology and ecosystem conservation
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Figure 2.2. Complex food web structures assembled by linking combinations of the
couplets or triplets presented in figure 5.1. (a) A three-level food chain in which a car-
nivore (C) directly feeds on an herbivore (H) that directly feeds on a plant (P).The car-
nivore has an indirect beneficial affect on the plant (dashed line) by virtue of suppress-
ing the abundance of the herbivores eating plants. (b) A competitive system in which two
consumer species (C) vie for a shared resource (S) and consume mutually exclusive (E)
resources. (c) A system in which the abundance of a competitively dominant species (S1)
is controlled by a consumer species (C) thereby releasing less competitive species (S2 and
S3) from domination. Consequently, the consumer has an indirect, beneficial affect on
the less competitive species. (d) A multi-trophic variation of (c) in which a top predator
(P) alters herbivore foraging and abundance on dominant and subordinate competitor
species thereby introducing a host of indirect effects.



Predator Control of Species Lower in the Food Chain

A classic indirect effect occurs in the three-trophic-level food chain (fig-
ure 2.2a) in which the top carnivore species (C) feeds on the herbivore
species (H), which in turn feeds on a plant species (P). Because the carni-
vore reduces the abundance of herbivores that inflict damage to the plants,
the carnivore provides an indirect benefit to the plants.That is, from the
plant’s perspective, carnivores fulfill the adage “the enemy of my enemy is
my friend” (Holt 2001). Ecologists call this indirect effect a trophic cascade
because the effects of manipulating the top trophic level of the system cas-
cades down the food web to the lowest trophic level.This is the kind of
indirect effect that is imagined whenever managers introduce predator
species to control an outbreak of insect pests that are devastating to eco-
nomically important crops.

Exploitative Competition—Ingenious Ways of Dividing-up Resources

A fundamental tenet of ecology is that no two competing species can co-
exist by exploiting exactly the same resource—called the competitive ex-
clusion principle.The species that wins in an exploitative competitive system
(figure 2.1c) is the one that consumes the resource the quickest or draws it
down to levels where individuals of the other species can no longer meet
their food requirements and sustain themselves. But many ecological sys-
tems, especially ones that have species-rich plant assemblages, seem to con-
tradict this fundamental tenet. Indeed, globally the approximately three
hundred thousand species of terrestrial plants have only about twenty dif-
ferent limiting resources (light, water, CO2, and minerals), and ecological
science has shown that at most only three or four resources are limiting in
any single location (McKane et al. 2002).

Resource limitation of plants is especially acute in arctic tundra systems
in which plant growth is limited almost singularly by soil nitrogen availabil-
ity. At the same time, many species of grasses, deciduous and evergreen
shrubs, and forbs co-occur within areas of 0.1 square meter—a “paradox
of diversity” (McKane et al. 2002). But, plants have evolved ingenious ways
of dividing up the resources making the paradox only apparent.

Tundra plant species differ in rooting depth, timing of life-cycle devel-
opment, and uptake preferences for different chemical forms of nitrogen
(ammonium,nitrate, and amino acids).A sedge species (Carex bigelowii) uses
mainly nitrate, which differs from a cottongrass species (Eriophorum vagina-
tum) and low-bush cranberry (Vaccinium vitis-idaea),which draw mainly from
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soil glycine and ammonium stores.
Furthermore, low-bush cranberry
obtains most of its nitrogen forms
earlier in the growing season and at
a shallower rooting depth than cot-
tongrass. The herb Labrador tea
(Ledum palustre) and the shrub dwarf
birch (Betula nana) use mainly ammo-
nium but differ in the seasonal timing
of uptake.Each species divides up the
nitrogen pool on the basis of chemi-
cal form, seasonal timing of use, and rooting depth. In other words, they
minimize competitive overlap by dividing up the resource in ways that give
each of them an exclusive spatial or temporal advantage.

Many exploitative competitors also can co-occur when they share a
common resource because they also have an exclusive resource (figure 2.2b).
In such cases, no single competitor species can dominate the other because
each species has a safety net in the form of a resource that is available for
their own exclusive use.Thus, the shared resource does not determine the
outcome of competition. Species diversity is maintained in this system be-
cause the consumer species (e.g.,C1 and C2) mutually limit their abundance
through exploitation of their shared resource species (S) and thus do not
reach abundances in which they can overexploit their exclusive resource
species (E1 and E2).

Predation: The Keystone of Ecological Structure

The examples presented above represent two ways that diversity originates
and is maintained in ecological systems. In a food chain, species diversity is
maintained vertically by consumptive interactions between trophic levels;
in the competitive system, species diversity is maintained horizontally
through fine partitioning of resources. In reality, many ecological systems
are more complex than this because they are driven by combinations of ver-
tical and horizontal diversifying mechanisms.We can begin to explore the
kinds of complexity that arise by combining vertical and horizontal fac-
tors with two more examples that are effectively variations on a theme.

In figure 2.2c, the carnivore species again mediates competitive interac-
tion, but in this case it is an interference competition system. Species di-
versity is maintained in this system because the abundance of a
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competitively dominant species, which would normally physically usurp
space that could be occupied by other species, is suppressed by a carnivore.
This allows less competitive species to gain a foothold in the system.

A textbook example of such an interaction occurs in rocky intertidal
ecosystems where the starfish (Pisaster ochraceus) preferentially feeds on com-
petitively superior barnacles and mussels.This allows other marine species
including several species of algae, a sponge, and herbivores (limpets and chi-
tons) to persist in the ecosystem. Removal of the starfish leads to a cascade
of events including aggressive preemption of other species’ space by barna-
cles.Barnacles are then overtaken by mussels.At the same time,many of the
algae species are lost owing to a lack of space and their associated herbivores
are lost due to a lack of food.A study of one such sequence of events found
that diversity collapsed from fifteen to eight species (Paine 1966).

In a multitrophic level variation on this theme (figure 2.2d), a top car-
nivore (C) species interacts with an herbivore (H) species that consumes
two or three plant (P) species leading to an indirect keystone effect.At the
heart of this system lies an asymmetrical plant competition interaction in
which the middle species, P2, is competitively dominant to the other two
species (depicted by a thick arrow of effect toward the other species).This
can lead to a host of indirect effects. In one such field system (Schmitz 2003)
a hunting spider carnivore (Pisaurina mira) interacts with a grasshopper her-
bivore (Melanoplus femurrubru), a grass species (Poa pratensis), and the com-
petitively dominant species of goldenrod (Solidago rugosa).The grasshopper
eats both the grass and the goldenrod.But, it prefers the grass in the absence
of predators owing to its high nutritional value and can inflict consider-
able damage to it.Mortality risk caused by predator spiders causes grasshop-
pers largely to forego feeding on grass and to seek refuge in and forage on
less nutritious but safer leafy goldenrod.This in turn causes high damage
levels to this species.Thus, spiders exert strong cascading effects by having
a positive indirect effect on grass abundance and a negative indirect effect
on goldenrod abundance.Because of the spider’s indirect effect on the com-
petitively dominant plant, it releases other plant species from competition
thereby having a positive indirect effect on plants not consumed by the
grasshopper.The top predator here has an overall net diversity-enhancing
effect on plants.

Both systems are examples of what is now called “keystone predation”
(sensu Paine 1966): the former a direct keystone effect, the latter an indirect
keystone effect.This concept derives its name from the keystone in an arch.
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The structural integrity of an arch arises because an angled keystone at the
top of the arch prevents the many (diverse) stones or blocks comprising the
arch from falling into themselves and collapsing.Thus, if a predator that sup-
presses the abundance of a competitively dominant species is lost, species
diversity in that system will collapse.

A limitation of using the food web
diagrams to resolve complexity is that
it assumes that these species interac-
tions remain unchanged over time.
Yet, species populations and hence
their interactions can change over
time because of one of the most fun-
damental processes driving life on
earth: the evolutionary processes. In this process, diversity is effectively rep-
resented as different strategies that are pitted against each other in striving
to achieve one goal: to maximize survival and reproduction.

Life as a Game

The simple object of life’s game is to contribute more genetic copies of
yourself, offspring, to future generations than other members of your pop-
ulation (i.e., accrue as much natural capital as possible over your lifetime).
Doing this successfully requires gaining the most resources possible and out-
witting your enemies (competitors
and predators). In this game, there are
myriad strategies for success ranging
from individuals pitting themselves
against other individuals in outright
competitive struggles to developing
coalitions of cooperating individuals.

Natural populations are ensembles
of individuals of the same species liv-
ing together in some location. The
strategies that individuals in these
populations can use in the game are
constrained by traits such as mor-
phology, physiology, and behavior.
No individual is exactly alike in any
set of traits.Accordingly, no individ-
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ual is likely to play the game exactly the same way.There are important im-
plications that arise from such biological differences among individuals. In
the extreme, any individual in a population that cannot outrun a hunting
predator is doomed.So, slow-running individuals in a population may avoid
death by hiding rather than running.There are, however, subtler ways that
the game can be played.

Take, for example, the case of herring gulls caught during winter and
placed on an ice block (Bartholomew 1977). During winter, they restrict
blood flow to their legs and feet to minimize heat loss; thus, they can stand
on the ice with no problem.However, these same birds increase blood flow
to their legs and feet when experimentally exposed in an environmental
chamber to warmer and warmer conditions that emulate the onset of sum-
mer.This is a physiological adjustment to increase heat loss. Now they melt
into the ice when again placed on ice blocks.The seasonal adjustment in
blood flow to the extremities is a physiological strategy or trait exhibited by
all members of a herring gull population. However, individuals will vary
in this trait. Most individuals likely will change their physiology quickly
enough from winter to summer. Some, however, may acclimatize to the
warmth very slowly because of a limited physiological capacity to adjust.
The consequence is that as the environment becomes rapidly very warm,
those individuals that acclimatize slowly become physiologically stressed.

Now, in the game of life organisms must deal with trade-offs because
they have limited pools of resources or energy that can be allocated to the
different competing demands. Individuals that allocate more energy to their
own survival have less to allocate to offspring production, and vice versa.
The consequence of this trade-off is that stressed individuals must allocate
more energy toward their own survival (e.g., regulating their body tem-
perature) than less stressed individuals: energy that could otherwise be al-
located to reproduction.Chronically stressed individuals stand to survive less
well and produce fewer offspring than less stressed individuals.They are said
to be less fit than individuals with less stress.

Fitness

There is a special term applied to the quantity net survival and reproduc-
tion: it is called Darwinian fitness, evolutionary fitness, or simply fitness (Mayr
1982).The usage of the term here should not be confused with the ver-
nacular that connotes physical health and well-being (e.g., aerobic capacity
or endurance).This is not to say that physical health and well being do not
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have any bearing on fitness.Potential mates might find certain physical attrib-
utes attractive in the first place and perhaps be inclined to pair with healthy
looking individuals more so than sickly looking individuals. But, physical
health is only a proximate indicator of potential fitness. Fitness in a Darwin-
ian evolutionary sense represents the lifetime contribution of an individual or
a strategy to the breeding population, relative to other individuals or strate-
gies. It is a measure of the relative success of a strategy in the game.

Individuals or strategies with low
fitness (be it through lower offspring
production or early death) fulfill the
object of the game less well than in-
dividuals with higher fitness. Conse-
quently, there will be fewer copies of
themselves represented in future iter-
ations of the game.That is, their strat-
egy type or set of traits will become
increasingly more rare or may even
be absent in future populations.

Essentially,what is being described
here is a process that leads to change in the mean value of a trait or strat-
egy in a population. It began with an ensemble of individuals that, on the
average, have the capacity to make adjustments to environmental change
modestly fast.As the environment changes, those individuals with difficulty
coping become stressed and produce fewer genetic copies of themselves than
individuals that cope well with the environment.The result is that the envi-
ronmental change will favor certain coping strategies over others.The envi-
ronmental gauntlet known as Nature determines whether or not a strategy
stays in the game through a process of differential survival and reproduc-
tion.The process is known as natural selection. It is a process that begins
with biological differences in some trait(s) among individuals and may lead
to a change in the mean value of that trait in a population.The key point
here is that biological differences among individuals exist.Without these differ-
ences natural selection could not happen and species populations will be
unable to adapt to new environmental conditions.

Evolution by Natural Selection

Although natural selection sorts among biological differences in a popula-
tion, such a process does not de facto mean that we should see a lasting
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change in the mean trait value or mean strategy in the population.That is,
biological differences alone do not lead to the evolution of a trait or a strat-
egy.The reason for this is that if no relationship existed between the trait
value of a parent and those of their offspring, there would be no way that a
parent could pass on the benefit of a particular trait to its offspring. So, the
next reproductive period would produce offspring with the same degree of
biological difference in traits as observed in the parental population.

Evolution via natural selection comes about when three conditions are
fulfilled (Endler 1986). First, there must be biological differences among in-
dividuals in a trait that influences their capacity to cope with prevailing en-
vironmental conditions. Second, individuals with a particular trait must pass
on that trait to their offspring.That is, offspring must inherit a particular
trait from their parents.This will come about by passing a genetic code to
offspring—called genetic transmission of a trait. Finally, there has to be a
consistent relationship between a trait and fitness.Together, these three cri-
teria can be used to explain how different traits or strategies come about
in a population as a consequence of environmental change.

An example of this process is revealed in the evolution of beak depth
among seed-eating finches (Geospiza species) of the Galapagos Islands.These
are the celebrated group of finches that, in part, inspired Darwin to for-
mulate his theory of evolution by natural selection. In this group of finches,
beak thickness is important because it determines what kinds of seeds each
species is adapted to utilize.Birds with thick, fat beaks are able to crush thick
seeds that have a hard seed coat. Birds with narrower, nimble beaks are bet-
ter suited to gathering and consuming thin seeds.

Gibbs and Grant (1987) conducted a long-term study during which time
they made careful measurements on beak depths of birds within a popula-
tion under different environmental conditions determined by a cyclic phe-
nomenon of global weather change called El Niño.The measurements were
made during El Niño years when there was plenty of rainfall and during
drought conditions in years between El Niño events. Plants on the Gala-
pagos produce seeds in all kinds of environmental conditions.However, the
seeds of different plant species dominate in different conditions because dif-
ferent plant species do well in different environmental conditions. Drought
conditions favor those plants that produce seeds with thick seed coats; thus
there is a surplus of those seed types in the environment.Alternatively, rainy
conditions favor those plants that produce thin seeds. In drought years then,
there is abundant food for those individuals within a species that have com-
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paratively thick beaks.Those individuals take in more energy than the thin-
ner-beaked members of their population. Individuals with thicker beaks
thus survive and reproduce better than individuals with thin beaks. Over
time, the majority of individuals in the population will be thick beaked,
which is reflected as an increase in the mean value of the measured beak
depths among birds that remain alive in the population during and imme-
diately after drought. Natural selection favors increasing beak depth. If the
drought conditions persisted, or El Niño drought events become more fre-
quent and longer lasting, we could eventually see the thin-beaked pheno-
type become rarer and rarer and even disappear altogether.

The tendency to favor thick beak depth can be reversed when there is a
period of rainy conditions and disproportionately higher production of thin
seeds, because thick beaks are not sufficiently nimble to pick up these seeds.
This results in a population containing individuals with comparatively thin-
ner beak depths on average. So environmental conditions that fluctuate back
and forth cause mean beak depths in a population to fluctuate back and
forth accordingly.Traits that are favorable to individuals in one kind of en-
vironment may not be as favorable in other environmental conditions.As
the environmental conditions of the game—the playing field—change, so
do successful strategies.

It is conceivable, then, that any human action that alters the environment,
from local changes in land use patterns to serious insults such as habitat frag-
mentation, pollution, and climate change on regional and global scales, has
the potential to change the course of
evolution. Human alteration of the
environment imposes brand new nat-
ural selection pressures on existing
strategies within the world’s biota.
This can then kick off a string of
changes in coping strategies.The im-
plication here is that changes in indi-
vidual strategies ultimately change
the nature of the playing field and the
game in a continuous feedback cycle.
This is what ecologists call a complex adaptive system (Levin 1999).The
perpetual feedback cycles that lead to adaptive change coupled with the
myriad, simultaneous impacts that humans have even on a single location
creates a high degree of uncertainty about the root cause of change in
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species composition and the functioning of ecosystems.This makes envi-
ronmental problems “wicked”problems (Ludwig et al.2001). In light of this,
ecologists must be careful about the way they conduct their science to en-
sure that they gain reliable understanding of the way environmental change
influences ecosystems.

Ecological Science: Gaining Reliable Knowledge 
about Ecosystems

Ecologists conduct their science by asking functional questions about or-
ganisms, their relationship to each other, and their relationship to the envi-
ronment.Asking functional questions is a powerful way to study nature and
contribute to environmental problem solving because it forces one to think
about the root cause of a pattern or process.One way to begin deriving such
a causal understanding of nature is to ask “Why” certain natural processes
and patterns exist.Why questions, in a sense, are synonymous with func-
tional questions because we must come up with answers that have an ulti-
mate (cause-effect) basis, as opposed to a proximate (correlational) basis
(Mayr 1982).To illustrate this point, consider the following example.

Suppose that you woke up one morning with a high fever. Fever is often
a tell-tale sign that you have a disease.Technically, the fever is a disease symp-
tom, a proximate indication that you have contracted a disease. But, many
diseases can cause a fever—it is part of the body’s normal immune re-
sponse—so we don’t know what kind of infection (e.g., bacterial, viral)
caused that response. If the fever was severe enough, we might see a doctor
to solve the problem with medication.The doctor has two choices. She or
he could prescribe medication to reduce the severity of the fever. If this
were the case, the doctor would be treating the symptom of the disease, or
metaphorically, simply providing a proximate answer or solution to the prob-
lem. Prescribing medication such as antibiotics would be reasonable if the

fever was caused by a bacterial infec-
tion. It would be an egregious mis-
take, if not malpractice, to give you
the same prescription to treat viral
meningitis or smallpox. Indeed soci-
ety, through guidelines enforced by
professional medical societies and the
law, insists that doctors do not merely
treat disease symptoms, but rather
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give a proper diagnosis for the cause of the disease. In other words, doctors
are expected to understand the cause to give the correct solution to the
problem.

The problem facing ecologists, however, becomes more complex when
the patient is the entire natural system.Take, for example, the case of Lyme
disease. It is a serious human ailment especially in the northeastern United
States (Barbour and Fish 1993). It causes debilitating arthritic conditions and
even serious nervous disorders in infected individuals if the disease is not di-
agnosed and treated early on in the infection stage.Lyme disease is transmit-
ted to humans from a species of tick.These ticks normally feed on the blood
of wildlife species such as white-tailed deer (Odocoileus virginianus) and deer
mice (Peromyscus sp.), but they will feed on humans given the opportunity.
Humans contract Lyme disease locally when the disease-causing spirochete
passes from the tick into the human bloodstream while the tick is obtain-
ing a human blood meal. Immediate symptoms of the disease include a
bulls-eye target rash surrounding the location where the tick obtained its
blood meal, followed by a high fever. One solution is to prescribe antibi-
otics that kill the spirochete after verifying that the patient has contracted
the disease. From a medical standpoint, this is treating the root cause of the
human disease condition. From an ecological standpoint, however, it is
merely treating the symptom.Antibiotics will never eradicate Lyme disease.

The way to begin controlling Lyme disease on a human or landscape
scale is to understand why ticks, deer, and deer mice populations thrive to-
gether in the semi-rural environment of northeastern United States in the
first place; and why they sustain spirochete populations.This is what ecol-
ogists try to do. However, environmental problems like this are very com-
plex because they are often intertwined with a variety of other
environmental factors and they usually occur on an extraordinarily large
scale. Furthermore, they are often consequent to long-term changes humans
have caused to natural landscapes. In the case of Lyme disease, this involves
interdependencies that carry over many years. For example, the effect of
mass acorn production in a given year is only realized two years later by in-
creased abundances of mice that in turn are hosts for juvenile ticks that in
turn carry Lyme disease.The increase in host abundance means that the ticks
have a higher chance of obtaining the blood meals needed for survival, lead-
ing to increased abundance of the carriers of the disease. It took thirteen
years of field research to identify this causal chain of interdependency and
rule out other potential explanations (Ostfeld et al. 2006).
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Environmental problems are thus typically more difficult than medical
problems to solve because the chain of causal events is more difficult to trace.
Sorting through such complexity scientifically is not insurmountable, but it
represents the single most important challenge facing ecological science
(Levin 1999). It requires following a systematic procedure that allows one
to develop understanding of how the components of natural systems fit to-
gether and function.That systematic process is scientific methodology.

In attempting to provide reliable scientific knowledge, ecology, like any
other scientific discipline, follows certain scientific methodology.Ecologists
use any or all of several scientific methods including (Romesburg 1981;
Mayr 1982):

1. Induction
2. Retroduction
3. Hypothetico-Deduction

These methods offer different perspectives about nature and the degree of
causal understanding of its functioning. In the following, I provide a brief
overview of these methodologies.

Induction

Induction is the fundamental step in any scientific enterprise. Induction pro-
vides the foundational understanding of natural pattern or process that de-
mands explanation. In an ecological context, induction is the formalization
of natural history observations. Let me illustrate with an example.

An important goal in ecology is to derive explanations for patterns of
species diversity in nature. Suppose we asked the question:What is the re-
lationship between the diversity of insect species in an area and the diver-
sity of herbaceous plant species comprising their habitat? Suppose also that
there were no published data yet available to answer this question.The only
recourse, then, is to go into the field and gather those data by sampling.

Let’s assume that we chose to sample in three different areas.The three
areas range from a plant monoculture in the low diversity case to a multi-
ple species plant mix in the high diversity case. Let us assume, for the sake
of argument, that species in our example can be identified by their appear-
ance, or morphology.A simple count of morphologically different types re-
veals that the low diversity area has four insect species residing on the single
plant species.A similar count reveals that the medium diversity area con-
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tains two plant species and six insect species and the high diversity area has
three plant species and eight insect species.An answer to our initial ques-
tion is that insect species diversity increases with plant species diversity.That
is, there appears to be a positive relationship between plant and insect species
diversity.

Induction here led to the discovery of an association between two kinds
of observations or variables (known as correlation). In our particular exam-
ple, a positive correlation implies that plant species diversity is somehow re-
lated to insect diversity.There is, however, one important hitch.Although
we have identified a relationship,we still haven’t explained why higher plant
species diversity is associated with higher insect species diversity. Formu-
lating explanations for observed phenomena lies within the next phase of
science methodology.

Retroduction

Retroduction ascribes a reason—or technically an hypothesis, because the
reason is only proposed and thus not yet validated by a scientific test—for
the association or trend observed through induction.This is perhaps the
most creative aspect of science.The scientist uses his or her imagination in
combination with accumulated knowledge about nature to explain why we
see a particular phenomenon or trend.This phase of science often leads to
those new ideas or theories that form the important conceptual foundation
for a discipline.

In our example, one plausible explanation for the positive correlation be-
tween insect species diversity and plant species diversity is this:A greater va-
riety of plant species provides a greater variety of resources for insect species
with different food requirements.Therefore habitats rich in plant species
offer a host of food resources to support a rich variety of insect species.

This may seem like a satisfactory answer. Nonetheless, it remains
untested. So,we don’t know if our particular explanation is the correct one.
Without testing the hypothesis, the knowledge we acquire from this stage
can be shaky. One must be mindful that all hypotheses, however well con-
ceived, could be flatly wrong. Serious negative consequences can ensue if
we stopped at this stage and applied this knowledge to policy and manage-
ment (Romesburg 1981).The danger here is that we may create significant
changes to ecosystems before we really know whether or not the hypoth-
esized causal relationship exists in nature.Hypotheses must be tested before
applying them widely to environmental problem solving because equally
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plausible alternative hypotheses to explain a particular pattern or process
may exist.

To know if a hypothesis is a reliable explanation, it must be tested exper-
imentally by manipulating the putative causal variable(s).This is the domain
of the Hypothetico-deductive method.

Hypothetico-deduction

In the Hypothetico-deductive (HD) method, one deduces testable predic-
tions based on the hypothesis.Then, most critically, one tests the hypothesis.

Let me illustrate by building on our example. Suppose that we chose to
test the hypothesis that higher plant species diversity leads to higher insect
diversity because of the inherent food value afforded by the variety of plant
species. One possible food source for many insects is flowers because they
provide nectar and pollen. Each plant species will have unique flower char-
acteristics that attract different insect species. So, more plant species lead to
a greater diversity of flower types, which then offers a greater variety of
pollen and nectar resources.The logical deduction then is that if we manip-
ulated the diversity of flowers in a patch,we should see an associated change
in insect species diversity.

One way to experiment with flower diversity is simply to cut off selected
flowers from plots in the field containing high plant diversity. Such a ma-
nipulation is called an experimental treatment or experimental perturba-
tion. If our hypothesis (and associated logical deduction based on it) is
correct, then we should see a decline in insect species richness in the plot
following the application of the experimental treatment. If we see the de-
cline, we may conclude that a higher diversity of food leads to higher in-
sect species diversity. But, is this conclusion reliable? The answer is no.This
is because under the current experimental design we have failed to include
an experimental control.

The experimental control serves as a critical, unmanipulated baseline for
comparison with the experimental
treatment. It is established simply by
leaving some plots alone, or techni-
cally leaving plots “untreated.” The
control allows us to tease apart the ef-
fects of the experimental treatment
from random and potentially con-
founding environmental effects. For
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example, suppose that during experimentation we encountered a period of
unusually cold days that caused many insects in the field to crawl under
leaves on the ground and take advantage of the insulative value of the leaf
litter. Such a temperature change also could lead to a decline in the num-
ber of insect species observed in our experimental plots. If temperature
change was the driver of insect abundance, then we should see a decline in
both treatment and control plots. So, without a control, there is a risk that
we may falsely conclude that the experimental manipulation of food caused
the decline in insect species diversity.The point is if we do not have an ex-
perimental control, then we cannot draw reliable conclusions about our hy-
pothesis test. No Control = No Conclusion.

The discussion of ecological complexity, evolution by natural selection
and science methodology provided above has equipped us with working
foundational concepts.These concepts are variously applied in the rest of
the book to show how ecological science can offer a scientific route to un-
derstanding ecosystem structure and function, and to offer policy makers
and managers insights to ensure the sustainability of ecosystems.
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THE PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT,THE NONLIVING PART OF OUR WORLD, SETS

the background for all living beings.A major factor of the physical environ-
ment is climate,which ultimately determines water availability and thermal
conditions.These two factors interact to determine how an amazing vari-
ety of organisms are distributed in different parts of the world. But what
determines climate? Climate is determined by interactions between the sun,
as producer and emitter of energy, and the earth as both a receiver and trans-
mitter of energy.The nature of the energy exchange between sun and earth
is what eventually leads to patterns in the distribution of life on earth.

The Physics Underlying Life on Earth

The sun radiates energy into space.That energy is absorbed by any body
that is cooler than the sun that has mass. One such body is the planet earth.
Because of its proximity to the sun, solar radiation strikes the earth at very
high intensity.That energy is absorbed at the earth’s surface, and because the
earth has mass, there is a high storage capacity for that energy causing the
planet to heat up. If all the energy striking the earth were just stored, how-
ever, the planet would reach exceedingly high temperatures and then va-
porize.The reason that this doesn’t happen is that the earth, like all absorbing
bodies, reradiates much of that heat back into space. Eventually, absorbed
energy is exactly balanced by reradiated energy, according to physical laws,
leading to a steady state heat budget.The specific temperature, at steady state,
depends upon the make-up of the absorbing body (e.g.,mineral rock,water,
woody tissue, etc.).The estimated average temperature for the planet,which
is predominately rock and water, is –21° C. But, a temperature of –21° C
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means that the earth should largely be a frozen ball of ice, not the green-
blue planet we see in satellite images from outer space.

The factor that we have neglected to consider in our calculation is the
earth’s atmosphere. Or more directly, we have neglected to consider the ef-
fect of certain gases—water vapor (H20), ozone (O3), methane (CH4), and
carbon dioxide (CO2)—in the earth’s atmosphere. These gases together
make the atmosphere opaque.This opacity does two things. First, it prevents
a good amount of (but not all) the solar radiation from striking the planet
by reflecting that radiation back to outer space, which in turn reduces the
amount of potentially harmful radiation like ultraviolet rays from striking
the earth.This is why we worry about holes in the ozone layer of the at-
mosphere.

Nevertheless, some radiation has wavelengths small enough to pass be-
tween the gas molecules and reach the earth’s surface.As the earth’s surface
heats up, it becomes much warmer relative to the surrounding air and so
reradiates heat energy back toward outer space.The energy that is emitted
is now in the form of a longer-wave radiation called infrared radiation that
has difficulty penetrating through the layer created by the atmospheric gases.
This energy would be completely lost were it not for the absorbing capac-
ity of the gases.The energy absorbed by the gases is then reradiated back
to the earth resulting in a moderation of the earth’s climate.We have all
experienced evidence of this moderating effect during the course of our
daily lives. For example, summer nights with clear skies often require one
to don a sweater because the temperatures are much colder than summer
nights with opaque (cloudy) skies, even though daytime temperatures could
have been identical.

We apply this basic principle of physics whenever we warn society not
to leave their pets in cars with closed windows on hot summer days or when
we construct greenhouses for growing plants. Consequently, the energy 
absorbing and moderating effect of
these gases on the planet is meta-
phorically called the greenhouse effect.
The gases that contribute to this ef-
fect are accordingly called greenhouse
gases. The greenhouse effect caused
by the presence of these gases is what
leads to an estimated steady state
temperature of 15° C for the planet.
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Now, we know that there are places on earth such as arctic regions that
rarely if ever reach 15° C and other places such as equatorial tropical regions
and deserts that routinely exceed this temperature.What scientific value,
then, is there to an estimate of 15° C? There are two values. First, this tem-
perature represents a baseline average for the entire planet.This average ac-
counts for regional temperatures that may fall below or exceed this value.
Second, the recognition that this is an average and not applicable to the en-
tire globe generates questions about why there are regional differences in
temperature to begin with.The answer lies again in considering the nature
of the sun as producer and emitter of radiant energy and the earth as ab-
sorber of that energy.

Like the sun, the earth is a ball.The earth is, however, far enough from
the sun that all beams of the sun’s radiation can be considered to be paral-
lel to each other.The combination of parallel incoming radiation and the
curvature of the earth results in differential intensities of heat radiation that
strike the earth’s surface at different locations. If we measured the amount
of solar radiation striking a fixed-size plot near the equator and at the pole,
we find that the intensity of radiation striking the plot near the equator is
far higher than that striking the same-size plot near the pole.That is to say,
the intensity of radiation striking a unit area is far higher at the equator than
at the pole (figure 3.1).As a consequence, there is less energy to heat up a
unit area at the pole than at the equator. Less energy absorbed means lower
realized temperatures.

The differential thermal regimes when coupled with the earth’s rotation
then generate prevailing winds and ocean currents.Warm water or air flows
to colder regions; colder water or air circulates back to warmer regions.This
circulation pattern, coupled with the earth’s geographic formations (e.g.,
mountains, flatland, etc.), determines the kind and amount of precipitation
that occurs at different geographic locations.

Ecosystem Types

The combination of temperature and moisture determine patterns in the
distribution of life on earth. A method to quantify pattern in global life
zones or ecosystem types using such climatic data was developed by
Holdridge (1947).These ecosystem types range from tundra and taiga in
polar and alpine regions, temperate deciduous and coniferous forests in the
northern and southern latitudes, tropical rainforest, savanna grasslands, and
deserts in the midlatitudes. Figure 3.2 demonstrates that different regions
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share physical attributes even though they are comprised of different kinds
of species. For example, arctic tundra regions are effectively deserts with cold
temperatures; and rainforests are not found solely within warm tropical re-
gions.

Coping with Climate

A species’ capacity to cope with its surrounding physical environment is de-
termined by its physiology. Physiological processes operate at different rates
under different conditions. For example, rates of photosynthesis and respira-
tion (burning of food energy) are temperature related. Other processes de-
pend upon water or nutrient availability. A species’ performance in or
tolerance of local climatic conditions is defined by certain limits.

Tolerance can change over the short term (individuals’ lifetimes) as indi-
viduals become exposed to seasonal changes in environmental conditions.
For example,with the onset of winter warm-blooded species such as white-
tailed deer (Odocoileus virginianus) face cold temperatures and poor quality
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Figure 3.1. Illustration of differential heating of the earth’s surface leading to global dif-
ferences in temperature. The arrows depict parallel rays of sunlight striking the earth’s
surface. Due to the earth’s curvature, the intensity of solar radiation (depicted as the
number of arrows) striking a unit area of surface (grey rectangle) is less in the polar
regions than near the equator. Lower intensity of radiation at the poles translates into less
heating of the surface than near the equator.



Figure 3.2. The global distribution of some key ecosystem types.The location of spe-
cific ecosystems is determined both by average annual temperature and by average annu-
al precipitation.The figure shows that deserts are not strictly in hot regions: arctic tun-
dra is effectively a cold desert. Likewise, rainforests are not restricted to tropical regions.



forage (woody twigs).The rate of heat loss to the environment is propor-
tional to the difference in surface temperature of a body and the tempera-
ture of the surrounding environment.To lower the rate of heat loss, deer
increase the thickness of their undercoat to decrease the amount of warm,
bare skin exposed to the cold elements. In addition, the thin legs of deer
have a high surface area to body volume ratio.This is akin to having large
picture windows in a tiny bungalow. Essentially, considerable amounts of
heat within the core of the house (or the deer’s leg) will radiate out to the
environment because there are many large yet poorly insulated surfaces over
which heat is quickly exchanged with the environment.To reduce heat loss
deer restrict the amount of warm blood flowing to these extremities and
they lay down fat to insulate the extremities with body tissue that is not
highly prone to freezing. Deer also compensate for poor quality forage by
lowering their metabolic rate during winter to decrease their demand for
food energy.These changes are reversed with the onset of warmer temper-
atures and better quality forage in spring.

Climatic Conditions and Performance

Different species are located in different geographic regions in part because
they have different capacities to deal with regional differences in climatic
conditions. For example, consider two species that have different abilities to
tolerate temperature and direct solar radiation. Differences in temperature
tolerance may arise because some species such as birds and mammals have
feathers or fur that insulate their body whereas other species such as reptiles
and amphibians do not. Differences in solar radiation tolerance may arise
because of differences in the color of the body surface, which determines
the amount of solar radiation absorbed: darker surfaces absorb more solar
energy than do lighter surfaces.We can depict these species-specific abili-
ties to tolerate temperature and solar radiation by plotting individual fitness
(that is individual survival and reproduction) against temperature and against
absorbed solar radiation (figure 3.3).These curves can be determined ex-
perimentally by placing individuals of a species in different temperature
regimes, while holding the amount of incoming solar radiation constant,
and by placing individuals in different solar radiation regimes while hold-
ing temperature constant.The net result is that we tend to find that indi-
viduals of a species have a temperature or solar radiation level where they
exhibit peak performance (high fitness) and there are neighboring temper-
atures or radiation regimes where they can perhaps do all right (medium to
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low fitness). Finally, there are extreme temperatures and radiation regimes
that these species cannot cope with and so exhibit zero fitness.This is be-
cause extreme temperatures or solar radiation levels could cause species to
overheat or freeze to death depending on their physical (e.g., presence of
fur or feathers) and physiological (e.g., ability to adjust metabolism) traits.
Note that figure 3.3 also depicts an important characteristic of species,
namely a trade-off in coping abilities. Species 2 is able to tolerate higher
temperatures than species 1 but it is less able to tolerate higher solar radia-
tion regimes than species 1.These trade-offs are noteworthy because they
indicate that species cannot be good at coping with everything.

The species-specific information
provided in the upper graphs in fig-
ure 3.3 can be combined to create a
“contour map” depicting different
levels of fitness over the entire range
of temperature and solar radiation
that each species has been deter-
mined to tolerate.The value of this
information is that it can help us un-
derstand how individuals of a species
might play the game of life. For ex-
ample, individuals of species 2 will

have the highest fitness in regions with high temperatures but modest solar
radiation.These conditions are considered optimal for that species. Individ-
uals of that species are then expected to seek out habitats on a landscape
that provide such optimal conditions for living. Environmental conditions
could change such that the optima shift to a new location. For example,
species 2 might be associated with meadow habitats.As plant succession fills
in the meadows with trees, and it thus becomes cooler with less solar radi-
ation hitting the ground, the location is no longer optimal for this species.
Individuals will either have lower fitness or even die if they remain at this
location.Or they can move and seek out new meadow habitats on the land-
scape that offer optimal conditions.The ability to move and seek optimal
conditions obviously varies with the kind of species. Individual trees that
are firmly rooted in a location have no recourse to move.Animal species
have considerable flexibility to move and seek better conditions.
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Climatic Conditions and Adaptation

From a functional standpoint, we typically want to know why a particular
species came to cope with a certain set of conditions in the first place. Un-
derstanding why species have these abilities allows us to make some reason-
able forecasts about what impact changing climate might have on these
species in the long run.
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Figure 3.3. Hypothetical example of temperature and solar radiation effects on fitness
of individuals of a species.The composite figure presents fitness contours that represent
the range of temperature and solar radiation under which individuals in a species can
thrive at optimal levels (black zone) to conditions in which they have a modest level of
survival and reproduction (medium gray to light gray zones).The light gray bounded by
the dotted line represents conditions likely found at the geographic range margins for
the species.The figure illustrates that species 1 is better able to cope with lower temper-
atures but higher solar radiation than species 2.



Whenever we want to derive an ultimate answer to a functional ques-
tion we need to appeal to an evolutionary process.The one used in this
book is the principle of adaptive evolution by natural selection. Let’s now
apply it to see how different species might have come to tolerate certain en-
vironmental conditions.

We begin with a rabbit species that lives in semi-desert shrub land
ecosystem at middle to southern latitudes. Hot temperatures and high lev-
els of direct solar radiation typically characterize this life zone. Let’s assume
that individuals of this species live there because this environment offers op-
timal climatic conditions for that species. Individuals of this rabbit species
tend to be very large (about the size of a beagle dog); they have long ears
and long, gangly legs and a very thin fur coat.

Suppose that the region providing optimal conditions is crowded so that
individuals residing there compete fairly intensely for resources that are im-
portant to fitness (e.g., vegetation). In such a case, some individuals (less
competitive ones) may be preempted from getting enough resources to sup-
port their survival needs. Suppose that these individuals are forced to relo-
cate to more northerly, cooler conditions—otherwise they would die. In the
new locations, they live under less than optimal conditions.These individ-
uals may survive and reproduce at these new locations, but not to the same
extent as their counterparts that live under optimal conditions. Indeed, in-
dividuals that live under extreme temperature and solar radiation conditions
that push their tolerance limits may not survive at all.One reason that those
individuals might not live is that their large bodies and thin coats result in
a high surface area to body volume ratio with limited insulation. In addi-
tion, traits—long ears and gangly legs—that allow this species to cope well
in hot conditions by rapidly dissipating heat now become a penalty because
they exacerbate heat loss in an environment where it would be better to
conserve heat.

Now, individuals in a population do not have identical body structure.
There is variety in populations. Suppose that, as part of the variety, there
were individuals living at the cooler margin that had a somewhat smaller
body size and smaller ears and legs and a slightly thicker fur coat.These in-
dividuals would not lose body heat as rapidly as their larger, gangly coun-
terparts. Essentially, we now have two strategies in the same population
vying for existence at the cooler margin. However, individuals with the
smaller body plan have a distinct advantage because they are able to con-
serve heat better than larger individuals. Suppose that this energy saving can
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be allocated to reproduction and that small parents tend to produce off-
spring with a similar body plan. Individuals with the smaller body plan, a
smaller phenotype, will then have higher fitness at the cooler margin than
their larger counterparts and over time come to dominate the population
at the margin. Suppose now that small individuals preferred to breed with
similar-size individuals (what evolutionary biologists call assortative mating,
[Mayr 1982]) and that larger individuals tended to avoid the cooler margin
whenever possible.The consequence is that eventually, smaller individuals
might only associate with other smaller individuals and thus create popula-
tions of their own that eventually do not interbreed with larger individuals.
Such reproductive isolation, over a long period of time, may eventually lead
to a new species.That is, adaptation via natural selection has led to a new
species that tolerates the cooler conditions much better than the large indi-
viduals of the other species from which it originated.

Climate-Space

One of the difficulties in forecasting the effects of climate on species is that
it is hard, in practice, to measure individual fitness under field conditions.
As a consequence, ecologists (e.g., Porter and Gates 1969; Gates 1980) have
used principles of energy physics to define the larger envelope of climatic
conditions that a species could tolerate.This now classic approach is called
a climate-space analysis (see Box 3.1).

Organisms tolerate temperature changes through day-to-day physiolog-
ical and behavioral adjustments and seasonal acclimatization. But, coping
with climate isn’t simply about coping with temperature. Organisms also
must tolerate changes in incoming solar radiation and radiative energy ex-
changes with their surrounding environment.To illustrate this principle
consider an elk (Cervus elaphus) lying on a patch of grass on a hillside cov-
ered by trees and rocks.

The elk will lose heat through several processes. It will radiate heat to the
environment if its body temperature is warmer than the environment. It will
conduct body heat to the ground upon which it is lying.Wind will draw
heat away from the body surface exposed to the air through convection.
The stronger the wind, the faster heat will be lost. It will lose heat by pant-
ing.The moisture in the mouth leads to the same kind of evaporative cool-
ing as in humans when they sweat. Unlike humans, however, elk and many
other species pant because they do not have sweat glands.

The elk will also gain heat from several sources.The elk will absorb in-
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coming solar radiation.Like the elk, the surrounding rocks and trees absorb
solar radiation and reradiate that energy back to the environment, some of

which is absorbed by the elk. The
elk’s own metabolism will produce
heat much like a furnace in a house.
The elk must balance the exchanges
of heat energy with the environment
in order to prevent overheating or
freezing. That is, the elk reaches its
own steady state body temperature by
balancing absorbed and emitted radi-
ation.The elk does this through be-
havioral and physiological means that
are determined by its phenotype.
Thus, the physiological and behav-
ioral traits that make up its phenotype
determine the range of environmental

conditions that it can tolerate, as illustrated with the rabbit example above.
The climate-space approach allows us to formalize these physical processes
and quantitatively account for the effects of the thermal environment on an
organism’s energy (heat) budget.The climate space effectively represents the
outer boundary of a fitness “contour map.”The power of a climate-space ap-
proach is that it can be extended to understand and forecast the effects of cli-
mate change on a species’ geographic range, as is demonstrated in Box 3.1.

Effects of Global Climate Change

We now are entering an era where global climate change, brought about by
rising levels of greenhouse gases, has the potential to alter the distribution
of life on the planet as we know it. It is easy to deduce using the principles

described at the beginning of this
chapter that higher atmospheric con-
centrations of greenhouse gases will
lead to rising average global temper-
ature. But, what exactly is that new
temperature? What will be the atten-
dant consequences of that tempera-
ture rise on the diversity of life on
earth?
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Box 3.1 Climate-Space Analysis

A climate-space analysis is an approach that quantifies how solar radiation, envi-

ronmental temperature, and physical and physiological processes (conduction,

convection, evaporative cooling) influence the exchange of heat energy between

an individual organism and its environment. A climate-space delineates the range

of environmental conditions that an individual species can tolerate and still

survive.

The approach generates a climate envelope on a graph (see below) relating

ambient air temperature and absorbed solar radiation (Qa) by species. Qa is deter-

mined by characteristics of a species such as surface color, thickness of fur, body

shape, and thickness of body fat in conjunction with the level of direct and indirect

solar radiation striking the body surface of the species. In the envelope, lines with

positive slope represent combinations of minimum nighttime (top left line) and

maximum daytime (bottom right line) temperature and solar radiation that can be

tolerated. The lines on the left and right sides of the envelope are combinations of

temperature and solar radiation that can be tolerated when the animal has

attained the minimum (left line) and maximum (right line) allowable body temper-

atures. The animal incurs injurious, if not lethal, effects when body temperatures

exceed these limits. The climate-space approach has been validated with numer-

ous small-scale experiments and field observations (see Gates 1980).

The climate-space approach can be tested at the geographic scale of species

distributions. The figure below depicts the range

distribution (light gray area) of a hypothetical

species that lives in southwestern Canada. If the

climate-space gave correct insight, then meas-

ures of ambient temperature and absorbed solar

radiation at explicit locations within a species

current range distribution (light gray circles)

should fall within the climate envelope. Values

measured outside the geographic range (dark

gray circles) should fall outside the envelope. This has indeed been shown to be

the case (Johnston and Schmitz 1997).



The environmental science community has worked feverishly for most
of the last two decades to answer just that question (IPCC 2001).The cur-
rent expectation is that there will be at least doubling of mid-1980s level
CO2 emissions by the year 2050.The effect of this on future climate has
been forecast using General Circulation Models (GCMs). GCMs are de-
signed to provide, on a global-scale grid (i.e., a 0.5° Latitude/Longitude
grid), information such as daily and monthly maximum surface air temper-
ature,monthly precipitation, total incident solar radiation, and surface wind
speeds.These models are first calibrated by comparing simulated base cli-
matic conditions (current CO2 levels) with existing conditions.They are
then used to forecast the plausible effects on climate of a doubling of at-
mospheric CO2. Each of the models paints a slightly different picture of
change, depending on their built-in assumptions.Collectively, however, they
are consistent in their prognosis for extent and range of effect, namely a rise

in mean temperature between 3° C
to 5° C , thereby increasing our con-
fidence that doubling atmospheric
CO2 is a phenomenon that has a
high likelihood of occurring. Such
changes have occurred throughout
the geological history of the earth.
The difference between then and
now is the rate at which this change
is taking place. For example, current
projections show that mean global
temperature will rise 3 to 5 degrees
within the next fifty to one hundred
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Box 3.1 Continued
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years—a change that required thousands of years in the geological past.One
might argue that this, nevertheless, is a minor change. But remember, this
is 3 to 5 degrees above a 15 degree Celsius global mean temperature—or a
12 to 30 percent change.

The key issue in conducting assessments of climate change on species is
that it cannot be done using the long-standing, time-tested tradition of con-
ducting hypothetico-deductive research in which one carries out detailed
experiments to test hypotheses that lead to cause-effect insights.This natu-
rally creates a dilemma for environmental policy because one cannot obtain
the kind of strong empirical evidence normally needed to effect policy
change.One way to circumvent this limitation is to develop forecasting tools
(models) that build upon the physiological models that have been calibrated
empirically via small scale, replicated experiments and link them with large-
scale output from climate models.This approach links the ecology of or-
ganisms at smaller scales with climate change data that are relevant at much
larger scales (Pacala and Hurtt 1993).We can then examine, through com-
puter simulations, the climate sensitivity of a species (i.e., how much a
species’ geographic range distribution changes with a change in climate).

Forecasting Effects on Wildlife Species

Such an exercise was undertaken to evaluate the sensitivity to climate
warming on several mammal species (elk, white-tailed deer, Columbian
ground squirrel [Spermophilus columbianus], and eastern chipmunk [Tamias
striatus) within the continental United States (Johnston and Schmitz 1997).
These species were chosen for several reasons. First, they represent the kind
of species that immediately come to mind when society thinks about bio-
diversity. Second, the ability to cope with heat stress varies with body size,
and the species chosen are near the endpoints of the spectrum of body sizes
of North American mammals. Finally, climate change effects will differ be-
tween the western and eastern United States.The first two species have
largely eastern distributions, and the latter two have western distributions.

Climate change is expected to affect wildlife species in two ways. First,
it could directly affect an animal species by compromising its ability to cope
with anticipated levels of heat.This arises because excessive heat can have in-
jurious effects on biochemical and physiological processes especially in lo-
cations where species already are living close to lethal temperature limits.
Second, climate change is likely to impact wildlife species indirectly by caus-
ing sweeping changes in continental scale distributions of their habitat.
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Direct Effects

Following the approach outlined in Box 3.1, the direct effects of climate on
wildlife species was evaluated by gathering data on solar radiation, environ-
mental temperature, physical (conduction, convection), and physiological
processes (evaporative cooling) for different locations within and outside of
each species known geographic range.These values were then compared
against the climate envelope defined for each species by a climate-space
model.An example climate-space diagram for current (1990s) temperature
and incoming solar radiation is presented for elk in figure 3.4.The data val-
ues lie in the midrange of the climate envelope, which is to be expected if
each species were living at or near its climate optimum.Figure 3.4 also pres-
ents the expected combinations of air temperatures and solar radiation ex-
changes that elk are expected to encounter under a doubling of atmospheric
CO2 in the hottest part of the year (July climate) within their current ge-
ographic ranges.All of the data points still fall within the climate envelope,
indicating that these particular species should have the physiological capac-
ity to tolerate anticipated levels of climate warming. Note, however, that the
data cluster has moved toward the edge of the climate envelope, relative to
1990s, indicating that conditions will move away from the optimum.This im-
plies that elk may see a decline in fitness at their current locations and so may
have to migrate to new geographic locations that offer optimal conditions.
These conclusions extend also to the other three mammal species studied.

Indirect Effects

It is likely that the impact of global warming extends far beyond the direct
effects it has on wildlife species. Indirect effects including response of
wildlife to shifting habitat are also likely to be of significant importance.
Thus, a more complex analysis is required to examine the effects of distri-
butional changes in vegetation communities that comprise habitat on the
distribution of wildlife species. Such an analysis requires obtaining fore-
casts of climate change effects on the geographic distribution of vegetation
communities and relating that to the distribution of wildlife species (e.g.,
Johnston and Schmitz 1997).

Geographically explicit information on climate change effects on plant
communities has been generated by the VEMAP project (VEMAP mem-
bers 1995).This project developed very detailed models that simulated the
physical processes determining the biotic composition of vegetation com-
munities.These models were then linked with GCM forecasts for current
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Figure 3.4. Climate-space diagram showing temperature and solar radiation values for
coordinates within the current range distribution of elk under (a) current 1990s condi-
tions and (b) under a doubling of atmospheric CO2. Injurious or lethal effects would
only occur if solar radiation or temperatures fell outside the limits. Note that all the data
points lay within the thermal limit or climate envelope, implying that elk can tolerate
the direct effects of climate change.The figure also presents the indirect effects that cli-
mate change could have on the geographic range distribution of elk within the United
States.The black regions represent locations where elk currently reside and where they
are expected to reside under climate warming. The gray regions represent locations
where elk currently reside but where they could disappear under climate warming due
to loss of suitable habitat.All figures drawn using data presented in Johnston and Schmitz
(1997).



and future climate.This modeling predicts some significant northward shifts
in major vegetation communities within the continental United States. For
example, the eastern United States is expected to lose much of its cool-tem-
perate mixed forest because it is expected to shift northward into Canada.
This will be replaced by expansion of a warm temperate mixed forest that
is currently characteristic of southeastern United States. Prairie habitats that
characterize north-central states will be replaced by range expansion of
prairie habitat that is characteristic of south-central states.Temperate arid
shrub lands, alpine tundra, and taiga in the intermountain region will dis-
appear from most of their current range.

The effect of these vegetation shifts on wildlife species distributions was
evaluated by following several steps. First, maps of current species distribu-
tions were overlaid onto a map of the current continental United States dis-
tribution of ecosystem types and the statistical relationship between them
was estimated.This statistical estimator was used in conjunction with a new
map,depicting ecosystem change in the face of climate warming, to assess cli-
mate impacts on the two wildlife species. In general, white-tailed deer, east-
ern chipmunks, and Columbian ground squirrels were expected to retain the
same range size or increase it.The geographic distribution was expected to
shift somewhat for white-tailed deer, almost entirely for Columbian ground
squirrels, and not at all for eastern chipmunks. Elk were expected to suffer
the greatest impact with a 93 percent loss of current range and no prospect
for range expansion or redistribution (figure 3.4). Consequently, some
species are expected to be very sensitive to climate change with consequent
range reduction; others will be able to tolerate changing climate.This type
of analysis can target which species are most likely to be sensitive.

Global climate change is not only a future concern.With increases in
temperatures around the world of an average of 0.5° C in the past one hun-
dred years (IPCC 1996), climate change has had contemporary effects on
some wildlife populations. In the northern hemisphere, winter minimum
temperatures have risen 3° C and spring maximum temperatures have risen
1.4° C since the middle of the twentieth century (Easterling 1997). More
frequently, we are encountering signals that hint that climate change is al-
ready altering the distribution of wildlife. Studies that have compared range
distributions over this time period shed light on the direction and extent of
wildlife shifts in response to warming trends.

It appears that there has been a significant northern shift in geographic
range for several species of birds, insects, and mammals. For instance, nearly
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two-thirds of the European butterfly species surveyed had shifted north (by
35–240 kilometers); only 3 percent shifted their range to the south. Like-
wise, birds in Britain and birds and mammals in North America have un-
dergone significant northward range shifts in the past decades (Parmesan
and Yohe 2003).

The Pace of Change

Although some species seem to be moving fairly rapidly, there is evidence
that even for some highly mobile species such as birds and butterflies, the
response to climate change is not as quick as would be expected were ani-
mals perfectly tracking shifts in climatic isotherms (Paremsan and Yohe
2003). For example, the European climatic isotherms have moved north 120
kilometers this century (+0.8° C), and a substantial portion of the nonmi-
gratory European butterflies have shifted only a portion of this distance
(Parmesan et al. 1999).A major constraint on migration may be availability
of habitat. For example, habitat may not exist in contiguous patches due to
urban development.

Whether or not human land development and/or natural barriers se-
verely impact the ability of species to respond to changing climatic condi-
tions will depend on the species’ dispersal ability as well as the distribution
of habitat and land use practices around the habitat. For example, it has been
shown that for some species of butterflies dispersal will be seriously con-
strained because of habitat loss and habitat fragmentation, whereas other
species of butterflies may not be so encumbered (Parmesan et al. 1999).We
may also see evolution of morphologies designed to overcome barriers to
dispersal (i.e., longer wings in some insect species;Thomas et al. 2001).

The above analyses address only one component of fitness: the ability to
survive by seeking out more climatically favorable geographic locations.
Without knowing the effects of climate change on reproduction, one can-
not conclude that wildlife populations will remain viable simply because
habitat is still available. Likewise, we cannot conclude that wildlife species
will exhibit the same life-history traits under a doubling of atmospheric
CO2 as they do under current climate regimes. Indeed, mounting empiri-
cal evidence suggests that climate warming is altering the timing of life-his-
tory events. Examples comparing historical to current records has indicated
shifts in breeding dates, body mass, and migration that are concurrent with
increased mean spring and winter temperatures.Many common bird species
have shown significantly earlier breeding dates ranging from a week to a
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month in advance of previous dates (Parmesan and Yohe 2003).Amphibians
in the United Kingdom now breed two to seven weeks in advance of breed-
ing schedules from earlier in the century. Insects are passing through larval
stages faster and are becoming adults earlier.This may have particular im-
portance for the expansion of pest species ranges, and the extent of dam-
age they are able to inflict on agricultural crops and on naturally occurring
species.

Changes in the timing of life-history events due to climate change may
not necessarily lead to species declines, however.We need to view these
events in an environmental context to determine the important implica-
tions these life-history shifts may have for the populations and communi-
ties that are involved. For example, amphibians that are able to breed earlier
may be relieved from a serious summer bottleneck (pond drying), allow-
ing more individuals to metamorphose into adults.The effect of climate
change may be that there is greater population recruitment than under cur-
rent conditions.Alternatively, it is also important to realize that any benefit
of earlier breeding may be offset if pond drying also occurs earlier in the
season, or if biotic shifts such as abundance of important prey species cause
environmental conditions to become less favorable. Also, a shift in earlier
breeding dates for birds may allow a greater proportion of the population
to produce multiple clutches during the breeding season, or to take advan-
tage of new insect prey that are only available at earlier dates in the season.
Thus uncommon species may become highly abundant.

The important point is that strong scientific evidence shows that human
activity is causing mean temperatures to rise globally. Such change stands to
impose strong natural selection on species. Some species may mitigate those
environmental changes by migrating to more favorable climatic conditions
but others will be constrained. Regardless, all species are being forced to
adapt to the changes through selection on life-history traits and dispersal
abilities. Such evolutionary response has been part of the natural cycle of
life on earth for millennia.The difference now is the rate at which the en-
vironment is changing relative to change in our geological past. Such rapid
change imposes very strong selection on species,many which may not have
the genetic capacity or life history traits to respond quickly enough, if at all.
Eventually natural selection may become so strong that individuals may fail
to survive or reproduce altogether.This may precipitate one of the highest
extinction events ever witnessed on earth (Thomas et al. 2004).
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THE ECOLOGIST AND CONSERVATIONIST GRAEME CAUGHLEY (1976B) WROTE

that all problems in wildlife management and conservation fall into one of
three categories: (1) too many (overabundance), (2) too few (threatened and
endangered), and (3) too many harvested. But, this begs the question:Too
many or too few relative to what reference? In many cases, such as for ex-
ample the problem of overabundance of North American white-tailed deer
(Odocoileus virginanus;McShea et al.1997;Cote et al.2004), the frame of ref-
erence often involves the biological properties of the population intertwined
with human perception (Sinclair 1997).As a consequence, scientific prin-
ciples sometimes are muddled by differing human values, which, in turn,
can cloud the policy debate about what management actions to take.

For example, to those who wish to avoid car accidents or the destruc-
tion of ornamental garden plants, even one deer may be too many.Those
who oppose killing deer to reduce their population size, counterargue that
the presence of one or a few individual deer within a local area is insuffi-
cient evidence to claim an overabundance problem. Either way, such val-
ues may or may not have any relation to the number of deer the natural
environment can support. In order to have productive policy debates, we
need to disentangle biological principles from value judgments.This requires
first understanding basic principles of population dynamics and factors that
may limit population size followed by application of these principles to rec-
oncile human values of abundance with the biological capacity of the en-
vironment to support a population.

4

45

Ecological Limits and the
Size of Populations



Simple Population Growth

Most species are capable of reaching huge abundances.Typically, however,
they do not.Why? To answer this question, we need to consider the funda-
mental properties of population growth.

In discussing the life-as-a-game metaphor in chapter 2, I noted that the
point of the game is to contribute as many descendants as possible to future
generations.Thus, if there are two phenotypes that differ in their rate of sur-
vival and reproductive output (fitness), natural selection will favor the one
that has the higher net survival and reproduction.This is because that phe-
notype produces genetic copies of itself at a higher rate than the other phe-
notype. Fitness, then, is a measure of that rate of increase in the abundance
of a phenotype.

Suppose we now counted the
number of individuals in a population
of a phenotype after each generation
and plotted that number against time
(figure 4.1a). This would produce a
curve that begins slowly but then
rises very rapidly.This kind of popu-
lation growth is known as geometric
or exponential growth because the
number of individuals in the popula-
tion multiplies rather than adds over

time.This simple geometric process is what gives populations the potential
to reach prodigious abundances.

Future population size can be forecast if we have two bits of informa-
tion: (1) the population size at some starting time (call it time zero); and
(2) the net rate of offspring production of an average individual in a popu-
lation from one time period to the next, that is, a measure of mean popu-
lation fitness.These two bits of information can be put into a mathematical
equation describing a simple geometric growth process:

N(t) = N(0)ert

where N(t) is population size (numbers) at some future time t, N(0) is ini-
tial population size and r is the net rate of increase and e is the base of the
natural logarithm (i.e., e = 2.71828).This equation may seem a bit daunt-
ing. But the reality is that it is used in everyday life: It is the equation used
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Figure 4.1. (a) Example of unbounded exponential population growth according to
the equation N(t) = N(0)ert where N(t) is population size (numbers) at some future time
t, N(0) is initial population size and r is the net rate of increase. Solid circle represents the
baseline where N(0) = 10 and r = 0.10, solid square demonstrates the effects of increas-
ing N(0) to 11 and solid triangle demonstrates the effect of decreasing r to 0.09. (b)
Populations rarely continue to increase unbounded.The example of population growth
of domestic sheep introduced to Tasmania reveals that populations can level off at some
upper maximum size.The squares represent original census data points and the circles
are calculated from a statistical fit through the census data. Original data are presented in
Davidson (1938).



to calculate how invested money
“grows”because of compound inter-
est that is accrued. So, N(t) could be
the amount of money in an account
after some fixed time t, based on the
initial principle or deposit N(0), and
the annual percentage rate (APR) or
interest rate r.

Let us now explore some proper-
ties of population growth using this
equation. Suppose that we had a
species with an initial population size

of ten individuals, that the species breeds once each year, and that the mean
fitness was such that the population grew at a rate of 10 percent per year.
Population size after five, ten, fifteen, twenty-five, and fifty years is respec-
tively 16.5,27.2,44.8,121.8, and 1484 (figure 4.1a).We can change the con-
ditions from this baseline by increasing initial population size by one
individual.This translates into 148 more individuals than in the baseline
population by year 50 (figure 4.1a).We can decrease the mean fitness in the
population such that the population grows only by 9 percent.This results
in 584 fewer individuals than in the baseline by year 50.The lesson here is
that species populations can appear to be persisting at low densities for some
time.Then, seemingly out of nowhere they can become highly abundant.
Small changes in starting conditions can lead to dramatic difference over
the long run. Over long-enough time periods, the geometric growth
process can lead to prodigious numbers of individuals.

Species populations do not, however, continue to increase in abundance
indefinitely. Eventually population size tends to level off at some upper
bound (e.g., figure 4.1b) because individuals in the population must com-
pete for a finite amount of resources or space. But how exactly is it that
competition holds population abundances constant?

Individuals residing in a location must vie for their share of space or for
their share of resources.As population size rises, that share diminishes in pro-
portion to the number of individuals in the population. So, the higher the
population size, the greater the intensity with which individuals must com-
pete.Thus, rising population density continually feeds back to decrease in-
dividual fitness.

We can better understand the feedback process if we decompose fitness
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into its two fundamental components: per individual survival (or rather its
opposite, mortality) and birth.When population size increases, per individ-
ual birthrates will decline because there are increasingly fewer resources
available per individual to allocate to reproduction. Per individual mortal-
ity rates will rise with increasing population size, again due to declining
abundance of resources that would normally be allocated to survival. (See
figure 4.2a.) Whenever birth or mortality rates change with or depend on
population size within a location, we say that the population is undergo-
ing density-dependent growth. (Population size within a geographic location
is called population density.) By contrast, fitness of individuals in popula-
tions undergoing the unbounded exponential growth described above is
not influenced by population density. Such populations are said to undergo
density-independent growth.

Ecological Balance and Carrying Capacity

In the face of intensifying competition with rising population size, per in-
dividual net fitness eventually will be reduced to the point where the per
individual birthrate is exactly offset by per individual death rate (figure 4.2a).
At this point, individuals are merely replacing themselves over their lifetime
and the population will neither grow nor shrink in size. Instead it will re-
main at a steady state.This steady state is called equilibrium.The reader may
be more acquainted with the vernacular term for equilibrium,“balance of
nature.”The problem with the term balance of nature, however, is that it gives
the impression that there is a single natural balance.Yet, several different pop-
ulations could exist at their own unique balance in different geographic lo-
cations. Hence, the idea that life on earth is in a single balance of nature is
a popular but unfortunate misconception.

We have now explained how environments limit species populations.The
equilibrium population size is effectively the fixed maximum population
size that can be sustained or “carried” by the limiting supplies of resources
or space in a geographic location. In
ecology, this is formally known as car-
rying capacity, usually labeled K. In fig-
ure 4.1b, K for the Tasmanian
population of sheep is on the order of
1,670,000 individuals. Carrying ca-
pacity is synonymous with equilib-
rium for a single population. Note the
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emphasis on single population here.The reason that we must be careful to
link the term carrying capacity with single population dynamics will become
clear when discussing the effects of predator and competitor species, and
the policy implications of carrying capacity.

If it is true that populations must live within the confines imposed upon
them by the environment, what happens when populations exceed their
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Figure 4.2. (a) Change in per individual birth or mortality rate as a function of increas-
ing population density of a focal species. Birthrate (solid line) declines with population
density because fewer resources are available on a per capita basis to allocate toward off-
spring production. Mortality rate increases with population density because fewer
resources are available to support individual survival.The intersection of the two lines
represents the point at which birth rate balances mortality rate—equilibrium or carry-
ing capacity (K).This is where the population growth levels off after a period of increase
(see figure 4.1b). (b) Competitor species can decrease a focal species’ birth rate and
increase death rate leading to a new equilibrium (Bc) in which the focal species is lim-
ited below its carrying capacity K. Predators can have the same qualitative effect as com-
petitor species if they scare prey and thereby cause prey to spend less time feeding
because they must be vigilant. This in turn reduces resource intake, which can lower
birthrates and increase mortality rates across all prey densities. (c) Predators can increase
prey mortality rate by capturing them (dotted lines) leading to a new equilibrium level
that depends on whether or not the predator is inefficient (P1) or highly efficient (P2).



carrying capacity? Essentially, what
happens if population density some-
how ends up to the right of the equi-
librium point in figure 4.2a? In such
a case, mortality rates will exceed
birth rates for all densities to the right
of the equilibrium. Consequently,
population density will decline until
a balance between birth and mortal-
ity rate is recovered. The rate at
which the population declines will depend on the difference between mor-
tality rate and birth rate.Thus populations that far exceed their carrying ca-
pacity will crash faster than populations that only marginally exceed their
carrying capacity.

But, if there are finite limits on population size, why can a population
overshoot or exceed the equilibrium to begin with? Populations can over-
shoot their equilibrium because of lag effects.That is, at a certain popula-
tion size, individuals will reproduce at a certain rate that is high relative to
death rate.This is because individuals in that population do not yet en-
counter fierce competition for resources, so birth and mortality rates haven’t
been adjusted by strong competition yet. However, after a cycle of high
births and comparatively low mortality it may be possible that the net num-
ber of individuals in the population have temporarily exceeded the level set
by finite limitations.At this point, competition kicks in, increases mortality
relative to birth, and causes population density to decline.As pointed out
above, the rate at which population density declines is directly related to the
degree of overshoot. For example, see the population data for Tasmanian
sheep presented in figure 4.1b.

The same lag effect that caused a population to overshoot its carrying
capacity can also lead to a population subsequently undershooting its car-
rying capacity.This then leads to a subsequent overshoot, followed by un-
dershoot, and so on.The degree of subsequent overshoot will depend on
the previous level of undershoot and the average fitness of individuals in a
population, as determined by the way birthrate and mortality rate varies
with population density. So, the overshoot and undershoot may eventually
even out. Over time, the population would reach a steady state density set
by its carrying capacity (figure 4.3a).The long-term dynamic exhibited by
this level of lag effect is known as damped oscillation (Edelstein-Keshett 1988).
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Populations can, however, exhibit other kinds of dynamics. For example,
if per individual birth rates were initially slightly higher than in the previ-
ous case but declined more rapidly with population density, then the lag ef-
fect would be larger than in the previous case. Consequently, the pattern
of overshoot and undershoot could be sustained indefinitely causing per-
sistent oscillations as in the case when the population oscillates about the
equilibrium reaching the same maximum density and alternately the same
minimum density within each cycle period (figure 4.3b).This is known as
a stable limit cycle (Edelstein-Keshett 1988).Technically, the population is in
an equilibrium state even though it is oscillating—a stable limit cycle also
represents a type of “balance of nature.”

Stable limit cycles can take on many forms depending on the relative dif-
ference in magnitude between per individual birth and death rates, and the
rate at which birth and mortality rate changes with population density (e.g.,
figures 4.3b and 4.3c).These cycles each are produced by identical intrin-
sic properties.They simply represent different variants of equilibrium.The
implications of this variety of dynamics were used by Caughley (1976a) to
propose some sobering “what if ” questions about proposed management
solutions to a wildlife overabundance issue.

Limit Cycles and the Management of the African “Elephant Problem”

In parts of Africa, there has been considerable attention drawn to the dam-
aging effects of elephants (Loxodonta Africana) on forests.Elephants ring bark
or fell mature trees and consume regeneration, which can lead to conver-
sion of woodlands to open savannah or grassland—called the “elephant
problem” (Caughley 1976a).The problem had been attributed to two causes.
First, human-caused habitat loss compressed otherwise widely roaming ele-
phant populations into local areas (the population compression hypothesis).
Second, environmental change had allowed elephants to undergo rapid geo-
metric increase (the population eruption hypothesis). One obvious man-
agement solution would have been to cull elephant population levels to the
point where forests could regenerate.

Caughley critiqued these explanations on two grounds. First, both are
effectively hypotheses that are predicated on the untested assumption that
in the absence of human disturbances elephant populations and forests ex-
ists in a stable ratio of abundances over the long term.That is, they exist at
a fixed-point (nonoscillatory) equilibrium. Second, the time trend under
the two proposed hypotheses indicated that the population increase was re-
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Figure 4.3. Effects of increasing the difference between density-dependent birth rate
and mortality rate on the dynamics of a population. (a) Damped oscillation, (b) two-
point stable limit cycle, (c) four-point stable limit cycle.



cent (within the last eighty years).Caughley instead proposed that elephants
actually undergo stable limit cycle dynamics.Using tree ring counts of long-
lived baobab trees, Caughley reconstructed the age-structure of the tree
population. He noted that the age-structure was sharply bell-shaped and
that the most abundant trees were 140 years old.This age-class of baobabs
may have arisen when elephants were low in abundance.By corollary,when
elephants were at the peak of their cycle, baobabs would be rare because
they would have been highly exploited by elephants.Thus, if elephants and
baobabs undergo limit cycle dynamics, the time for one complete cycle
(peak to peak) would be, on average, 280 years.Allowing for some asyn-
chrony between elephants and baobabs, a more conservative estimate of the
cycle time is on the order of two hundred years.

Caughley was careful to note that this hypothesis, although plausible
based on the data, would require further testing before ascribing a high de-
gree of reliability to it. Nevertheless, the study illustrates that one can rea-
son through alternative hypotheses using simple ecological principles.More
importantly, if the limit cycle hypothesis is correct, then undertaking a cull
(solution under alternative hypotheses) could seriously perturb the long-
term dynamics of the system, perhaps leading to collapse of the managed
population. Caughley’s point is that one can and should take precautions
to think through the alternatives before undertaking management actions
that could have serious irreversible effects if they are based on misguided
presumptions.

Competitors and Predators

The preceding discussion of population dynamics assumed that the only
factors limiting the maximum size of a population at some location was
competition for fixed supplies of resources or space.That is, I assumed that
the factors influencing the dynamics of the population were intrinsic to the
population itself. However, this assumption may not always be true. In re-
ality, all species populations face extrinsic limiting factors because they are
embedded in food webs in which they must compete with individuals of
other species for resources or space. Moreover, they also may be subject to
predation.

We can deduce the effect of competitors and predators on a focal species
population using the fitness principles underlying figure 4.2a. In essence,
individuals of a competitor species can have the same qualitative effect on
individuals within a focal species population as individuals of the same
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species have on each other.That is, by vying for resources or space with
members of another species, the per capita share of resources again declines.
This decline in resource share causes an overall decline in per capita birth
rates and increase in per capita mortality rates of the focal species (figure
4.2b).The consequence is that the focal species population may reach a new
balance (Bc) between birth and mortality rates that depends on the density
of the competitor species (the extrinsic factor).The population density at
this new equilibrium will be less than that in the absence of the competi-
tor species (figure 4.2b).That is, the competitor species (external factor) lim-
its the focal species population below its carrying capacity.

Predators affect focal populations differently than competitor species.
Predators can scare prey, which causes prey to spend less time feeding be-
cause they must be vigilant.This in turn reduces resource intake,which can
lower birth rates and increase mortality rates across all prey densities.This
would have the same qualitative net effect on per capita birth and mortal-
ity rates as competition and thus reduce the focal species below its carry-
ing capacity (figure 4.2b). Predators also increase mortality of their prey by
hunting and capturing them. The new equilibrium density of the focal
species will fall below that in the absence of predators.The exact level at
which the new balance is achieved will depend on whether predators are
inefficient (P1) or highly efficient (P2) at capturing their prey. (See figure
4.2c.)

Weather

Point equlibria and limit cycles all re-
sult from fixed birth and death
processes—called deterministic
processes—that lead to order, even
though there can be fluctuating or
oscillatory behavior in the dynamics.
All deterministically oscillatory pop-
ulations cycle about an equilibrium
but they do not reach that equilib-
rium exactly at any instant in time.
Instead, they continually overshoot or
undershoot the equilibrium. When
they overshoot or undershoot, the
density-dependent adjustments in fit-
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ness components (survival and reproduction) cause a directional reversal in
population density.Thus the populations are continually drawn back or at-
tracted to equilibrium. Hence, we apply the special term attractor to equi-
libria of deterministically oscillatory systems (Edelstein-Keshett 1988).

Populations also can be influenced by stochastic processes. For example, sup-
pose an unexpected storm passed through a location causing temperatures
to plummet. Suppose some number of individuals died because they were
poorly adapted to cope with such temperature change.The storm, an ex-
trinsic factor, effectively increased the average mortality rate in the popu-
lation.

Weather forecasters will tell you that specific weather events such as se-
vere storms (or comparatively more benign events such as rainfall, dry con-
ditions, etc.) are not highly predictable over the long term.Although we can
count on regular seasonal changes in weather,we cannot expect that a storm
event will hit the same location with the same ferocity and duration on the
same date each year.There is considerable variability from one year to the
next in rainfall, duration of winter, and so forth. Because the duration and
intensity of this extrinsic factor is highly variable in space or time, it is un-
predictable and so cannot be considered a deterministic factor.We call this
a stochastic factor (Edelstein-Keshett 1988).

Stochastic factors also have impor-
tant implications for population dy-
namics beyond simply altering
mortality rates within populations.
Suppose that individuals of a herbi-
vore species rely on grassland forage
to sustain themselves and reproduce.
The nutritional quality of the grass-
land forage can be quite high in dry
(good) years when the forage is cured
by the sun’s heat (except in the ex-
treme case of drought when there is
no forage and mass starvation ensues).

In wetter (poor) years, the nutritional value is lower because the forage qual-
ity becomes diluted by water in the plant tissues. Because nutritional qual-
ity of the resource determines herbivore birth and death rates, it plays an
important role in shaping the carrying capacity of the landscape. In other
words, an extrinsic factor such as weather can limit the quality or abundance
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of food resources and thus determine the carrying capacity in any single
year. Furthermore, the stochastic nature of weather causes the carrying ca-
pacity of the environment to fluctuate or oscillate up and down from one
year to the next.

As a consequence populations will be forced to “track” these changes
over time. Individuals experiencing “good” years will have high reproduc-
tion and low mortality leading to high net population growth rates. But, if
the following year is a poor year, the population will have exceeded the car-
rying capacity set by environmental conditions the previous year (a lag ef-
fect) and so crash to a lower level.The fluctuation between good and bad
years could also lead to oscillatory population dynamics. But, unlike a de-
terministic system, the dynamics of a stochastic system fluctuate in an irreg-
ular or random way.There is no single attractor for stochastic systems.

The potential for stochastic events to influence dynamics of populations
creates a difficult empirical dilemma for managers. Populations whose dy-
namics are governed by deterministic processes are comparatively easy to
manage.The nature and strength of cause-effect relationships are easily dis-
cerned and predicted. So managers can manipulate deterministic factors to
achieve desired ends. Stochastic factors throw a proverbial monkey wrench
into management by increasing uncertainty.

Carrying Capacity and Population Overabundance

We have all probably experienced, read about, or seen on television cases
where a state wildlife management agency is called in to thin a deer herd
because it is said to be overpopulating a local area.The act of thinning the
herd by hunting evokes many different feelings in society.These feelings
often boil over into highly newsworthy protest events or injunction hear-
ings in court because defenders of animal rights often pit their interests
against the interests of defenders of the hunting fraternity and those sub-
urbanites who are tired of deer eating up their expensive ornamental plants.
From a management standpoint, it is a political problem that needs to be
dealt with quickly, usually by rapidly thinning the herd.

This action provides only a proximate solution to the environmental prob-
lem. It may result in a temporary fix that will require managers to thin the
herd once the population again reaches high numbers.To solve the problem,
we need to look deeper into the reasons for the problem in the first place.

Let’s consider a hypothetical case in which a state environmental 
management agency is charged with managing a public forest preserve.
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Management must balance the interests of a wide range of constituents.
Some constituents use it for sports activities or recreation such as swimming.
Some use it for observing wildflowers, songbirds, and deer. Suppose that the
reserve was managed in such a way that it attracted deer to that location.
The deer residing there would obviously consume some of the vegetation.
Resource consumption, in turn, leads to births and the population begins
to grow, putting increased pressure on the vegetation.The management
agency becomes concerned because there is documented scientific evidence
(e.g., McShea et al. 1997; Cote et al. 2004) that dense deer populations can
prevent forest regeneration by eating tree seedlings. Deer can also alter the
vegetation such that songbirds no longer reside in an area.Thus, important
services of the nature preserve (e.g., forests, wildflowers, and songbirds)
sought by the public stand to be jeopardized by a growing deer herd.

To head off this potential problem, managers look to other geographic
locations that contain deer populations and try to come up with a repre-
sentative number of deer that could be sustained locally in the preserve. Sup-
pose the broad consensus was that the preserve should support no more than
thirty deer. Based on this, management asserts that the carrying capacity of
the preserve is thirty deer and then formulates all future management pol-
icy around that number.

However, it often happens that the deer population within a preserve is
larger than this number or grows far beyond this number. Suppose that in
our case that number was 120 individuals. By management’s reckoning, we
have a crisis because the deer population is exceeding its carrying capacity
of thirty. Suppose that management went ahead and resolved this overabun-
dance problem by culling the population back down to thirty animals and
then left things alone. Often, we find that when this is done the popula-
tion rebounds to its previous size of a hundred or more individuals within
as short a time span as five years.This outcome then precipitates the next
round of crisis management.

The problem is that this management crisis is probably more an artifact
of policy based on superficial thinking than on the biology underlying pop-
ulation growth and carrying capacity.To understand what I am driving at,
let’s apply some of the principles laid out above.

The herd culling represents a perturbation intended to bring the popu-
lation down to its predetermined carrying capacity for the preserve. In prin-
ciple then, if the deer population was restored to its carrying capacity by
management, we should see births in the population balance deaths (figure
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4.2) and the population should remain at or near thirty individuals.The fact
that the population can rebound to a hundred individuals within a short time
span indicates that thirty is not the carrying capacity for the deer herd. One
might counterargue that the population rebounds because of lag effects (fig-
ure 4.3). If this were true, then the population would eventually crash down
in size on its own, because deaths would exceed births when populations
exceeded their carrying capacity.Thus, culling would not be warranted—
natural processes would take care of the overabundance problem.

There are a couple of reasons why an estimated carrying capacity of
thirty is probably wrong. First, management obtained this number from
other regions containing deer, not the particular preserve itself.As pointed
out above, carrying capacity (equilibrium) can vary over space. So there is
no guarantee that an estimate derived at one location applies exactly at an-
other. Second, managing a public nature preserve is tricky business because
it requires reconciling conflicting values of society.The choice of thirty for
the carrying capacity in this case is more than likely based on management’s
implicit value to protect those many services of the preserve (e.g., songbird
abundances or mature stands of forest) that are sought by society.This im-
plicit value is in large measure the cause for the thinning of the herd.

Value Trade-offs and Ecological Implications

To disentangle science and values, consider the following set of concepts
from Sinclair (1997). For the sake of argument, and to keep the concepts rel-
atively straightforward, let’s suppose that management must reconcile only
two competing values: a large deer herd versus a densely wooded forest (im-
plicitly carrying with it the attendant services of the forest such as song-
bird and wildflower species diversity). These competing interests are
illustrated graphically where the axes represent the abundance of deer and
forests in figure 4.4.

This graph immediately makes explicit the source of the management
problem. Namely, that there is a trade-off in that management, and society
for that matter, cannot have maximum values of all possible services within
the preserve. At one extreme (the bold circle) we have maximum forest
cover, but this can only be achieved if the deer herd is eliminated entirely.
This is, effectively, a carrying capacity of the forest itself. If we allow deer to
enter the preserve, then we must forego some forest cover because deer must
utilize forest vegetation for sustenance. At the other extreme (the bold
square) we have a maximum deer population size that the reserve can 
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sustain, that is there are sufficient resources in the forest such that deer births
are balanced by deer deaths.This is the biological carrying capacity for the
deer herd in the preserve.This, however, comes at the expense of a vast for-
est. Between these endpoints are many different combinations of deer and
forests that are possible to achieve through management.

This line of reasoning now focuses the deer management issue on the
appropriate explicit question: How many deer are we willing to allow in
the preserve? Thus depicting the problem in terms of an explicit trade-off
is a useful management concept because it now allows us to make our val-
ues explicit (Sinclair 1997). For example, suppose that society wants a high
percentage of the preserve covered by forest so that it is able to view plenty
of songbirds and such wildlife.This value might be achieved when deer
population size is at or near a level depicted by the open square labeled “SB.”
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Figure 4.4. Decision curve representing different possible solutions to a management
trade-off between maximizing forest abundance (and attendant ecosystem services),
depicted by solid circle, and maximizing deer herd size (i.e., deer at carrying capacity K)
at the expense of forest cover, depicted by the solid square. Intermediate solutions could
range from modest deer population size with plenty of forest cover (SB) to modest for-
est cover and maximum offspring production rate (MP) of the deer herd.The figure also
illustrates that predators do not determine carrying capacity of the deer: they limit deer
population sizes below their carrying capacity. The degree of predator limitation (PL)
depends upon whether predators are inefficient (PL1) or highly efficient (PL2) at captur-
ing and subduing the deer. (After Sinclair 1997.)



This is effectively the management scenario that I have been discussing all
along.This is the target deer density that management needs to maintain
to protect high levels of the other services of the forest preserve that soci-
ety values.Thus, management must cull the herd on a regular basis to avoid
the recurring boom-bust cycles arising from periodic culling.Management
(an extrinsic factor) must lower the herd below its carrying capacity to
achieve desired ends.

The utility of presenting information in this way is that it forces individ-
uals with conflicting interests to make their values explicit. Management
options can then be explored in ways that match ecological principles to
value-oriented objectives.

This line of reasoning also allows us to address another very muddled
concept that has been popularized by society.We hear that deer herds are
now highly abundant because we have exterminated many of their natural
predators such as wolves, coyotes, and bears.As a consequence, hunting is
required as a substitute for missing predators in order to restore ecosystems
back to their natural balance.The problem once again is that human values
undergird the reasoning applied to the definition of “natural balance.”Ac-
cording to the ecological principles laid out above, carrying capacity does
not include mortality from predation because it is an extrinsic factor, not
an intrinsic one. Predators limit prey populations below the prey popula-
tion’s carrying capacity.The extent to which this occurs depends upon the
predator’s hunting efficiency as depicted by the open squares PL1 and PL2.
What this means is that loss of predators allows prey populations to increase
from a former balance or equilibrium toward a new one: carrying capac-
ity.What is implicit in society’s wish to “restore the natural balance” is that
society wants deer populations to stabilize at levels observed when preda-
tors were historically present,which is much below another balance—their
biological carrying capacity.This suggests that we should abandon describ-
ing systems in terms of their “natural balance” and instead use the explicit
terms we have learned such as carrying capacity and predator limitation.

This example illustrates how easily ecological science can become en-
tangled with environmental advocacy.The reserve managers in my case ex-
ample applied some ecological principles, but applied them only enough to
advocate a certain set of values.As I pointed out in chapter 2, to remain 
objective and credible, ecological science must be presented in ways that
honestly and clearly reveal the suite of management options to those in-
terested in mediating environmental problems. Ecological science can do
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this by presenting scientific insights in
ways that reveal the trade-offs that
different interest groups in the policy
process must reconcile when making
decisions and by illuminating the
consequences of choosing one or an-
other trade-off option.The trade-off
curve clearly and explicitly depicts
the alternative policy options and il-
luminates the consequence of choos-
ing a particular option (i.e., the level
of the deer population and the extent
of forest cover in the reserve). Most
importantly, the trade-off curve re-
veals that there is no ecologically

“best” solution: there are just different states of an ecosystem that could be
reached depending on what option is chosen.Thus, the favored solution de-
pends entirely on different human values and preferences that must be rec-
onciled through the policy process, not by ecological science.
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THE FOLLOWING IS AN EXCERPT FROM AN ARTICLE PUBLISHED IN AN OUT-
door magazine. I am not providing the exact reference or identifying the
location where it happened because it would needlessly embarrass the
wildlife managers responsible for oversight of this resource. However, it is
a real-world example that requires some detailed scrutiny because this kind
of management activity is routinely carried out worldwide.

We Accept Your Apology.The Turtles,Alas, Do Not
When 222 baby hawksbill turtles poked their heads out of the sand at [such and
such] National Park last September, they were intent on doing what chelonian
hatchlings do best: bumbling down the beach and into the sea to join their
brethren, only a few thousand of whom survive (a statistic that ranks the hawks-
bill as one of the world’s most endangered species). Sadly, a number of them
never got that far. Seven weeks earlier, a group of earnest volunteers had cov-
ered the fragile eggs with wire to shield them from predators—and then failed
to remove the protective cage before the hatch, which began a day earlier than
anticipated. By the following afternoon, 37 of the newborns had been toasted
to death by the sun. . . . “We all have our screw-ups,” sighs the park’s resource
management chief . . . “But this is the most lamentable one to date.”

What were the managers thinking? They were thinking exactly what
most people would if they understood the plight of many sea turtle popu-
lations worldwide.We have probably all seen on television (or lucky enough
to witness in person) the annual ritual of adult female sea turtles coming
ashore on sandy beaches to dig nest holes and lay their eggs; only to have
marauding nest predators eat up most of those eggs. From a human value
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standpoint, it stands to reason that we should protect the eggs of these won-
derful, defenseless species from their predators.And so,wildlife management
agencies and volunteers often hold vigil on beaches during the egg-laying
season and place protective wire baskets over turtle egg nests.

At face value, such management derives logically from natural history
observation and the retroductive reasoning (see chapter 2) that predators
must be the cause of population decline for sea turtles. Here, however, is
an example of management that may have acted on an untested hypothe-
sis.We must ask the critical question:Why do this kind of management in
the first place? To answer this question it will be insufficient to use the ma-
chinery of classic population ecology presented in chapter 4.This is because
classic population ecology assumes that all individuals in a population—
young and old—live in the same habitat all the time.But,we know that this
assumption does not apply to sea turtles where adults who spend most of
their time in the ocean live apart from eggs and young on the beach.To an-
swer the management question we need to consider each life-cycle stage
specifically—that is, we need to consider the population age structure—when
attempting to understand the dynamics of the turtle population.

Sea turtles are long-lived creatures. Some can reach eighty years of age
or more.They first begin to breed around age twenty; a female can produce
many hundreds of eggs in a single breeding season. Suppose we followed
the fate of individuals from the one hundred eggs of a single nest using sur-
vival estimates provided by Crouse et al. (1987).The data show that most
eggs are lost to predation, fungal infections, accidents, and so on before they
even hatch. Upon hatching, individuals must rush out to the ocean. Most
make it, but some succumb to accidents or predation (Box. 5.1). Once in
the ocean, individuals are highly likely to live; and to live to an old age.This
pattern holds for many other species of reptile and amphibian species (Pi-
anka 1988). Natural selection places a large toll on the egg and hatchling
stages of the turtles.

For a population to be stable or sustainable over the long term, a parent
only needs to be replaced by one surviving offspring. Of the thousands of
eggs that are laid by a single female sea turtle over the course of forty to
sixty years, only two turtle babies need to survive to replace their mother
and father.This then begs the question:Why do sea turtles employ a game-
of-life strategy of laying hundreds of eggs in a clutch and laying so many
clutches? They do this because the need to breed on beaches and to spend
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the rest of their life in oceans prevents them from providing extended care
for their offspring.Thus, turtles produce many more offspring than one
would expect to survive and the newborn individuals must survive the mor-
tality gauntlet on their own. It is simply a numbers game.

If the strategy of dumping eggs and leaving them to their random fate
is an evolved strategy, then we must question whether or not protecting eggs
is indeed strategically the correct measure for sea turtle conservation. Be-
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Box 5.1 Survival of Loggerhead Sea Turtles

Example of a longitudinal data set from a cohort of 100 loggerhead sea turtle

(Caretta caretta) eggs whose fate is followed over six stages of their life. The sur-

vival numbers can be used to calculate stage-specific survival rate (px) and to

graphically portray a survivorship curve. (Data from Crouse et al. 1987)

Age Number Number Survival

Class x Surviving Sx Dying Dx Rate px

Egg/hatchling 100 33 0.67

Small juvenile 67 26 0.62

Large juvenile 41 14 0.67

Subadult 27 8 0.70

Novice breeder 19 4 0.79

mature adult 15 3 0.80



fore we can answer this question, we
must gain some insight into princi-
ples of life cycles and structured pop-
ulation dynamics.

Life Cycles and 
Population Dynamics

Individuals of most species develop
through several life-cycle stages be-

fore they become adults.There is considerable variety in the modes of life-
cycle development among different taxa. For example, most vertebrate
species start life as newborns then pass through juvenile, young prerepro-
ductive adult, prime adult, and old adult stages. In these cases, the young are
simply miniature copies of older members of a population.Usually, they re-
side in the same habitats as older individuals. Insects such as grasshoppers
can likewise have simple development where young individuals reside in
the same habitats as older individuals and they are also miniature copies of
their older counterparts. In these cases, individuals may pass through five
development stages (called instars) before reaching adulthood.Other insects
are born and pass through similar instar stages in the aquatic realm (e.g.,
mosquitoes, dragonflies) but they switch to terrestrial habitats when they
emerge as adults.

There is also complexity in life-cycle development.The most celebrated
examples, perhaps, are the amphibians that are born as tadpoles in the water.
Tailed and legless young tadpoles look very different than older tadpoles
that have developed legs and lost their tails. Even these older tadpoles look
different than adults who often leave the aquatic realm and spend a good
part of their life on land.Perhaps the most striking examples of complex life
cycles are in Lepidoptera (butterfly and moth) species.Here individuals de-
velop from eggs, become larvae (caterpillars), enclose themselves in a casing
(pupae), and remain dormant for a period of time after which they emerge
as winged adults.

The life cycles of species can be represented schematically (figure 5.1).
Consider the case of the loggerhead sea turtle with the six age classes listed
in Box 5.1: eggs/hatchlings, small juveniles, large juveniles, subadults, novice
breeders, and mature adults. Figure 5.1 illustrates with arrows the transi-
tion of individuals from one age class to another, or the aging process. It also
illustrates which age classes contribute toward reproduction.The letters as-
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sociated with the arrows represent parameter values.The p-values represent
the average probability that an individual will survive from the beginning
of one age class to the next age class, called age-specific survival.The m-val-
ues represent the average contribution of an individual of a specific age class
to the reproductive pool of the population, called age-specific fecundity.

Many analyses of population dynamics assume that here is one-year dif-
ference in age between the age classes in the population because many
species undergo annual breeding cycles. Considerations of population dy-
namics based on such age structure are called age-structured population dynam-
ics (Caswell 2001). Often, however, individuals from several different
breeding seasons could be considered to be in the same life-cycle stage. For
example, human teenagers comprise individuals from ages thirteen to nine-
teen; young adults are individuals say between the ages of twenty and thirty.
In such cases, all individuals within an age class (e.g., teenagers) do not all
become one age class older (e.g., young adults) over the course of a year.
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Figure 5.1. Depiction of life-cycle transitions and contributions of different stage class-
es to the overall population size and structure using loggerhead sea turtles as an exam-
ple.The figure depicts life-history transitions of six stage classes (Eggs/hatchlings, Small
juveniles, Large juveniles, Subadults, Novice breeders, and Mature adults). Horizontal
arrows indicate that individuals in one stage class grow older during the course of a sea-
sonal life cycle. Upward angled arrows identify those stage classes that produce offspring
at the beginning of a season.The parameter m with stage-specific subscript represents
stage specific reproduction; the parameter p with stage specific subscript represents
stage-specific survival.



Such is the case also for the loggerhead sea turtles. Consideration of popu-
lation dynamics when different aged individuals can be grouped according
to a common life-cycle stage is called stage-structure population dynamics
(Caswell 2001). Both age-structured and stage-structured approaches are
conceptually similar in the way they help to understand population dynam-
ics.The difference between them is that a stage-structured approach ac-
counts for the fact that some individuals remain within an age group for
longer than one breeding period.

Ecologists and conservation biologists devote much effort to quantify
age- or stage-specific survival and fecundity of species.This information is
used to develop mathematical models that use this information to under-
stand what the future population size and age or stage structure (number of
individuals in each age or stage class) might look like in the face of various
management regimes or environmental stressors.

Modeling Age-Structured Population Dynamics

Building a model of age-structured dynamics effectively is like building a
spreadsheet with specific information about each age class within rows of
a column.Each column then represents a subsequent year of life. Figure 5.2
shows how the different stage classes combine to influence population
growth from time 1 to time 2. For example, only two stage classes (novice
breeders and mature adults) contribute to the production of newborn off-
spring.They do so at the age-specific rate m. In natural populations it is usu-
ally the older, mature breeders that produce the lion’s share of offspring
because younger individuals,while physiologically capable of reproduction,
may be too naive to breed or may have insufficient energy reserves to re-
produce.

In addition to breeding, individuals of the different stage classes also be-
come older.This is depicted in figure 5.2 by the downward-angled arrows.
Individuals within a stage class grow older at rate p (with appropriate sub-
script designation for a stage class). If all of the individuals in a stage class
survive to the next breeding season then p (the proportion surviving to the
next age class) would be one or 100 percent. However, there are few if any
populations (including humans) in which all members of one stage class sur-
vive to the next. Diseases and accidents all take their toll, independently of
age—albeit younger or older individuals often are more likely to succumb
to disease than are individuals in their prime.Thus, p for any age class is
likely less than one.The lower the p value the higher the mortality risk for
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an age class. (Incidentally, these are the kinds of statistics that insurance ac-
tuaries use to calculate life or health insurance premiums.) This informa-
tion can then be used to follow the fate of different-aged individuals over
time (figure 5.2).

There is one problem with this modeling approach.That is, males in a
population cannot produce offspring. So the model will distort dynamics
if we include males in the current formalism.This issue is usually resolved
by assuming that the sex ratio in a population is 50:50 (i.e., the number of
males equals the number of females) and that females produce female off-
spring only. Under theses circumstances, we simply forecast the number of
females in a population from one time period until the next and then dou-
ble that number to forecast the total population size.The assumption of
equal numbers of male and females is reasonable for most populations
(Caswell 2001).When it isn’t, we can build more complex models that ac-
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Figure 5.2. Hypothetical “spread sheet” for depicting aging and reproduction within
six stage classes of loggerhead sea turtles over the course of three years.The value n with
age specific subscript represents the number of individuals in the population belonging
to a specific age class.The total population size can be calculated by summing all age-
specific numbers in a column.



count for sex ratio biases.The interested reader can consult Caswell for in-
sight into building such complexity into structure population models.

In light of the above information, forecasting the numbers of individu-
als in each age or stage class from year to year requires that we know two
things: (1) number of offspring produced by a female of a given age or life-
cycle stage, (2) the probability that an individual will survive from one age
or stage class to the next.There are two ways to get these data.

1. A longitudinal study in which a cohort of newborns is followed
from their time of birth through their entire life.Age- or stage-
specific survival and offspring reproduction is estimated from this
cohort directly.This is impractical for long-lived organisms.
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Figure 5.3. Examples of different survivorship curves exhibited by species. A Type I
curve is representative of species that have high newborn and juvenile survival.These are
typically species such as birds and mammals that engage in extended parental care. A
Type II curve indicates that mortality rate is fairly constant across all age classes.A Type
III curve applies to species with very high newborn and juvenile mortality rates and low
adult mortality.These are typically species such as lizards and amphibians that produce
many offspring in one breeding period and allow the offspring to survive the vagaries
of the environment on their own.



2. A cross-sectional study in which we collect data on the number of
individuals of different ages in a population and their birth history.
For humans, these data can usually be obtained from historic town
records or from headstones on graves.With wildlife species, there
are various techniques that have been developed to age individuals
and obtain reproductive values (Schemnitz 1980). For example,
hunter check stations run by State Wildlife agencies routinely are
used to collect this kind of information from carcasses of hunted
animals.These values are used to estimate age- or stage-specific sur-
vival and reproductive data. If we plot the values of population size
against time (in this case, age is a surrogate for time) we can gener-
ate what is known as a survivorship curve (e.g., see Box 5.1).

For the data presented in Box 5.1, we find that the population size de-
clines with a downward curve.That is, it declines rapidly at first and then
slows its rate of decline with increasing age.This is not, however the only
form of survivorship curve. Indeed, there are three general forms (Pianka
1988) known as Type I, II, and III survivorship curves (figure 5.3).Type I
curves are characteristic of long-lived, large bodied species such as large
mammals. Birds and some mammals display Type II curves. Reptiles, am-
phibians, and insects tend to display Type III curves (Pianka 1988).The ex-
ample in Box 5.1 approximates a Type III survivorship curve.

Survivorship is environmentally determined.But, it is also a species char-
acteristic that has been molded by evolution. For example, a Type III curve
is often associated with species that cannot provide extended care for their
offspring. Such species produce many more offspring than one would ex-
pect to survive and the newborn individuals must survive the mortality
gauntlet on their own (e.g., sea turtles and predation).Alternatively, species
that are able to provide extended care
tend to produce fewer offspring and
they invest more heavily in each of
them to ensure that they survive the
juvenile phase. This is important to
keep in mind. Whenever we use
management to change the survival
probabilities of individuals in a spe-
cies we are effectively imposing new
selection pressures on these species
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and hence are potentially playing with a strategy that has been molded by
the species’ evolutionary history.

The survival probabilities (p) in conjunction with age class–specific
birthrates (m) and numbers of individuals in an age or stage class can be used
to calculate the survival and production of each age or stage class. For ex-
ample, suppose two year olds survive to become three year olds with prob-
ability 0.8. Suppose an average two year old produces 1.2 female offspring
(this means that if, say, there are 10 females and collectively they produced
12 female offspring, then on average there are 1.2 offspring per female). Sup-
pose there are six hundred two year olds in the population that survive at a
rate of 0.8.We can then calculate the number surviving to age three as 600
x 0.8 = 480. If the 600 produce 1.2 offspring each, on average, before they
become one year older, then there will be 720 newborns that come from
two year olds that age to become three year olds.These calculations can then
be made for each age class.We can then calculate the number of individu-
als (n) in each age class (x) in a specific time period t (nx,t) to understand
population structure in a given time period.We can add up all of the nx,t
values to calculate total population size in time period t (Nt).This can be
repeated for each future time period based on data from the previous time
period.Thus, if we wish to calculate population size fifty time steps into the
future based on age structure, age-specific survival, and reproductive values,
and population size in time 1, we simply iterate (i.e., repeat using data from
the previous time step) through each calculation fifty times beginning with
data from time 1.This task is routinely automated using computers that can
calculate future population sizes in a matter of milliseconds.

Sensitivity of Populations to Disturbances

There are a number of things that we can do with this model. For exam-
ple, suppose we were interested in the fate of a threatened species such as
the Giant Panda (Ailuropoda melanonleuca). Pandas live predominantly in the
Qinling Mountains in southwestern China (Zou and Pan 1997).They are
specialist feeders on bamboo and their livelihood is threatened by habitat
destruction (Zou and Pan 1975).To obtain key data, Zou and Pan (1997)
studied the population for ten years.They discovered that females, on aver-
age, become sexually mature at age 3.5; males take two years longer on av-
erage maturing at age 5.5. Breeding occurs in March and April. Mothers
give birth in August in a den.The reproductive interval, the time from one
reproductive bout until the next, is about 2.5 years.This prolonged period
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between reproductive events is largely a consequence of mothers providing
extended care for their offspring.Pandas can breed up to about sixteen years
of age and they appear to display a Type II survivorship curve during the
course of that lifetime.

In theory, species with extended birth intervals tend to have a slower ca-
pacity to recover from disturbances than species with less protracted birth
intervals. In light of threats due to habitat destruction, the question facing
managers is this:Can the Panda population sustain itself under current habi-
tat conditions and demographic rates in the population? Zhou and Pan
(1997) showed that the population could indeed continue to produce suffi-
cient numbers of individuals to support positive population growth.

This estimate of the population’s propensity to sustain itself can be
viewed as a baseline reference.We can now enlist the machinery of struc-
tured population modeling to ask other questions that also aid in manage-
ment planning.For instance, suppose that we wanted to know how sensitive
the population might be to further habitat destruction. Let’s suppose that
habitat destruction meant that a female could no longer provision both her-
self and her offspring as well as under conditions of intact habitat.As a con-
sequence, she and her offspring will suffer increased risk of age-specific
mortality.The question then is:To which mortality rate is the population
more sensitive, a mother’s or the offspring’s?

This question can be answered by systematically changing one parame-
ter value at a time and then projecting how the population will grow after
the parameter value has been changed. For example, suppose we estimated
that a certain level of habitat destruction would lead to a decrease in cub
survivorship from natural levels of 83 percent down to 70 percent.We can
then reduce the parameter value p associated with cub survival from 0.83
down to 0.7, leave all other parameters the same as before, and then pro-
ject what the future population would look like. In this case, we see that 
the population will persist, but over a two-hundred-year time span it will
have two hundred fewer individuals than observed under higher survivor-
ship (figure 5.4). If we change the survival of young, soon-to-breed females
by a similar amount then we will see a much larger change in population
size over time. Indeed, we will see a loss of 1180 individuals.This implies
that the population is far more sensitive to changes in the survival of females
that are reaching reproductive age than it is to cub survival.That is, conser-
vation efforts should be devoted to protecting young females more than
cubs.
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Figure 5.4. Sensitivity analysis of Panda population growth to changes in the survivor-
ship of cubs or of prereproductive subadult females that stand to make a high future
reproductive contribution to the population. Baseline data (open circles) indicate that
the population can be sustained over the long term. Small decreases in survival (10 to 12
percent) should however cause the population to decline over time (solid circles).The
analysis also reveals that protecting subadults will result in greater population abundances
than protecting cubs.This suggests that conservation efforts should be targeted at main-
taining high survivorship of older-age individuals. Graphs based on data from Zhou and
Pan (1997).



When conducting sensitivity analyses of structured population models,
population growth is often projected over a long (two hundred to one thou-
sand year) time span. It is noteworthy that by doing this, the intention or
the goal is not to provide an accurate forecast of long-term future popula-
tion size.The intention, rather, is to provide a long-enough, stable time se-
ries so that one can obtain a reliable estimate of the degree of change in
population size that may arise as a consequence of changing a parameter
value by a fixed amount.The reason that one cannot assume the long-term
projection to be accurate is that under natural conditions, parameter values
do not remain fixed for indefinite time periods.As a consequence, struc-
tured modeling is normally used to conduct viability or risk analyses, rather
than forecast population size (Beissinger and Westphal 1998).

Viability of Loggerhead Sea Turtles

We are now equipped with the concepts and tools to revisit our original
question: Should management focus conservation effort at protecting sea
turtle eggs on the beach? Crouse et al. (1987) did such an analysis for log-
gerhead sea turtles.

Box 5.1 summarizes the average stage-specific survival values of logger-
head sea turtles based on cross-sectional studies conducted in the field. In
addition, nesting studies showed that novice breeders produce on average
127 eggs per breeding season and mature breeders average 80 eggs per
breeding season (Crouse et al.1987).These values are not known with exact
certainty owing to wide variation about the average values.For example, egg
survival can vary between 3 and 90 percent. Reproductive females can pro-
duce between one and seven nests per year. Given this variability, we can ask
how sensitive the population is to a fixed percentage change in any one of
the survival and reproductive values (Caswell 2001). Such a sensitivity analy-
sis reveals where conservation should get its greatest “bang for its buck.”

In the case of loggerhead sea turtles, the population is most sensitive to
survival values rather than egg production. Moreover, the sensitivity is
higher for older stage classes, which spend their life in the ocean.This con-
clusion derives from computer simulations that examine the effects of
changing egg production and survival on absolute population growth rate.
Like the case of the Panda, this analysis is accomplished by using average
values to run a baseline computer simulation to estimate the long-term
population trend. Baseline runs are then followed by simulation runs that
systematically change one age-specific survival parameter value at a time.
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In the case study,Crouse and colleagues systematically manipulated each
survival probability individually by 50 percent and estimated population
growth rate. Such an improvement is within the realm of possibility.This
analysis reveals that for average baseline conditions observed in natural pop-
ulations at the time of analysis, loggerhead sea turtles should have a nega-
tive population growth rate, implying that their numbers should dwindle to
extinction if there is no management action taken to rescue the population.
The analysis shows, however, that improving egg and hatchling survival by
50 percent will not reverse the decline. (See figure 5.5.) However, a 50 per-

cent increase in the survival of small
juveniles, large juveniles, and mature
breeders will reverse the trend and
lead to positive gains in population
size. In essence, the analysis reveals
that the pay off for concentrating ef-
forts on improving egg and hatchling
survival will not rescue the popula-
tion, but improving survival of older-
aged individuals may.

Rescuing Sea Turtle Populations

The simulation results beg the question: How does one improve the sur-
vivorship of individuals that spend most of their life unseen in the vast
ocean? The key here is to identify the source of their mortality. It turns out
that one important source of loggerhead sea turtle mortality in the ocean
is being inadvertently caught in fishing trawler nets (Crouse et al.1997).Un-
like fish,which can extract oxygen from water through gills, sea turtles have
lungs and so they must swim to the ocean surface regularly to breath.Tur-
tles are unable to do this when they are caught in trawler fishing nets.The
solution, therefore, is to figure out how to prevent turtles from being caught
by fisheries.The ingenious technological solution is called a turtle excluder
device, known by the acronym TED.This device selectively harvests fish and
other seafood but prevents turtles from becoming entangled in the nets.
However,TEDs also decrease the capture efficiency of nets and thus lower
the income rate of the fishermen.Thus, there is a trade-off between an eco-
nomic gain and conservation.

Further analysis illustrates how a structured modeling approach can eval-
uate different ways of reconciling this trade-off through different regulatory
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policy related to the use of TEDs (Crowder et al.1994).There are two basic
management options for the fishery. Fisherman might use the TEDs only
during the shrimping season and only
offshore. Or they could be forced to
use TEDs year round and in all wa-
ters.An analysis of the options, using
structured modeling revealed that
loggerhead sea turtle populations
would take seventy years or more to
increase an order of magnitude in size
if trawl fisheries used TEDs only dur-
ing the shrimping season and only
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Figure 5.5. Analysis of the sensitivity of loggerhead sea turtle populations to 50 per-
cent improvements in survival of different stage classes.The graph shows the effect of
changing the survival of one particular age class (bars) on total population growth rate
relative to a baseline (dashed line) that uses average parameter values (Box 5.1). For
example, improving egg survival will increase the growth rate of the population from a
baseline of –0.42 to –0.35. But, such improvement should not stem the population
decline.Alternatively, improving large juvenile survival should lead to a positive popula-
tion growth rate of 0.12.The analysis suggests that loggerhead population declines are
best reversed by focusing conservation efforts at improving survival of large juveniles and
subadults, not the egg stage.The graph is based on information provided by Crouse et
al. (1987).
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offshore. If the trawl fishery were required to use TEDs all year round in
all waters, then the population would reach the same population size in
nearly half the time, assuming good compliance with regulations (Crow-
der et al. 1994).

This analysis serves as clear example how science might be interfaced
with policy in efforts to make management decisions.There is one caveat.
The modeling does not provide evidence of cause-effect:The prescriptions
are merely hypotheses formulated as management options.Thus, careful
monitoring should follow any implementation of a management option to
ensure that the modeling predictions are borne out.
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ECOLOGY AS A SCIENTIFIC DISCIPLINE WOULD BE HARD PRESSED TO CLAIM

discovery of universal laws of nature, if in the strict sense, we require that a
law explain the invariant causal link between a specific environmental con-
dition and a specific ecological pattern or process (Lawton 1999).One eco-
logical pattern that perhaps comes closest to being lawlike is the relationship
between the size of an area and the diversity of species within that area,
called the species-area relationship (Rosenzweig 1995).This relationship can
be described qualitatively by a curve that rises and then saturates with in-
creasing size of an area (figure 6.1a). But, the rate at which the curve rises
and the level to which it saturates varies quantitatively among ecosyetms
(e.g., arctic tundra vs. tropical rainforest), taxonomic identity of the species
assemblage being examined (e.g., birds vs. insects), and habitat types (Rosen-
zweig 1995). Such quantitative variability would preclude the species-area
relationship from being a true universal law (Lawton 1999). Nevertheless,
the asymptotic trend is such a widely recurring empirical pattern (Rosen-
zweig 1995) that ecologists can at least be confident of ascribing some pre-
dictive reliability to this relationship (Peters 1991). Predictive reliability—in
our particular case that increasing size of an area supports an increasing di-
versity of species, up to an upper limit—has profound implications for con-
servation and management (Peters 1986), which we will discuss below.

The prediction that species diversity saturates with increasing area ap-
plies only when we sample for what is called alpha (α) diversity (Rickleffs
and Schluter 1993),meaning diversity within a specific area or habitat type,
like an upland deciduous forest, a prairie grassland, the benthic zone of a
freshwater pond, a salt marsh, and so on.The reason is that sampling across 
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habitat types will cause the area affect on diversity to be confounded or
washed-out by the effect of changing habitat and the different kinds of
species associated with those habitats.This is not to downplay the impor-

tance of diversity patterns caused by
the mosaic of habitat types on a land-
scape, called beta (β) diversity. But,
beta diversity requires scaling from
local areas or habitats to the land-
scape, a subject that will be treated in
detail in chapter 8.

Diversity Indices

There are various indices or measures
of alpha diversity that are used by
ecologists, each of which have differ-
ent kinds of information content.The
most commonly employed diversity

index is called Species Richness. It is a simple count of the number of
species in an area.This index gives equal weighting to all species, whether
they occur frequently and thereby dominate an area or they are rare. Be-
cause it does not account for commonness or rarity, Species Richness can
be conflated by the contribution of rare species to the measure of species
diversity. In many cases, we want to understand the richness of species rel-
ative to their relative abundance.

Ecologists have proposed other diversity indices that combine Species
Richness with various weightings for relative abundance.The first kind of
indices, called heterogeneity or diversity indices (Krebs 1989), quantify either
the likelihood that two individuals sampled randomly from an area are not
the same species (Simpson’s index), or the likelihood that one cannot pre-
dict to which species the next individual collected in an area belongs (Shan-
non-Weiner index). In both cases, larger values of the indices imply more
heterogeneity, and hence diversity, than do smaller values of the indices.
These two indices differ in their sensitivity to the weighting given to rare
species.The Shannon-Weiner index is most sensitive to changes in the num-
ber of rare species sampled in an area whereas Simpson’s index is most sen-
sitive to changes in abundant species (Krebs 1989). Finally, ecologists have
long known that natural communities have a few dominant species and
many rare species and so wished to quantify such unequal representation.
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Figure 6.1. (a) The species-area curve describes the relationship between the number
or diversity of species and the size of an area of habitat. Empirical evidence shows that
the curve typically rises with area size and then saturates at an upper maximum. (b) The
species-area relationship can be used to predict the effect of destroying large contiguous
areas that leave scattered smaller habitat patches on the landscape.The length of the arrow
indicates the magnitude of species loss caused by fragmentation within a fixed time frame.
Larger fragments are expected to lose fewer species than are smaller fragments.



Evenness indices accomplish this by scaling the heterogeneity indices to a
theoretical maximal value of diversity when all species are equally repre-
sented in the sample. In this case, large index values imply that the species
are equally represented or equally abundant in a sample; small index values
imply that there are a few species that are highly abundant and many that
are rare.Ultimately, the choice of index to describe diversity depends largely
on whether one is interested in emphasizing common species or rare species
in an area.

The Ecology of Rarity

Each of these indices share one important feature:They are devoid of any
biology other than measures and weightings of simple relative abundance.
This can be problematic, especially for those indices that attempt to give
greater weight to rare species.The problem arises because species rarity, in
conservation, is often equated with being particularly fragile or threatened
by humans and thus deserving of conservation concern.Yet there are many
ecological reasons why particular species might be rare. So, viewing all rare
species as a target for conservation concern can mislead conservation efforts
(Rabinowitz et al. 1986).

Rabinowitz et al. identify seven different causes for species rarity based
on contingency among three features of species populations: (1) their geo-
graphic range, (2) their habitat specificity, and (3) their local population size.
Within this contingency, one might find that, at one extreme, a species has
a broad geographic range but is rare within that range because it has very
specific habitat requirements. A case example is the woodland caribou
(Rangifer tarandus caribou), which occurs throughout the Canadian boreal
forest but in extremely low population densities.This species is vulnerable
to predation, competition with other ungulate species, and disturbances
(Courtois et al.2004).Woodland caribou especially prefer mature and over-
mature lichen-covered conifer stands with irregular structure.These habi-
tats are less suitable for other ungulates (Courtois et al. 2004). Moreover,
such habitats tend to be widely dispersed on the landscape into isolated,
small pockets that can only support low local population densities.Caribou
also roam widely across the landscape as they move from pocket to pocket
of habitat.This limitation on population size, together with the roaming be-
havior also reduces encounter frequency with natural predators (Courtois
et al. 2004). Rarity due to a preference for a widely dispersed habitat type
and migration among those habitat pockets may in this case simply be a
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consequence of a species adopting a strategy to deal with competition from
other species and predation.At the other extreme, a species could have a
small geographic range but have large local population sizes within that
range.For example, a species of primrose (Primula scotia) occupies a tiny part
of northeastern Scotland, but it has very large population sizes in several lo-
cations within that range (Rabinowitz et al.1986).This pattern suggests that
the species has substantial ability to thrive in a variety of conditions of soil
moisture and fertility.Rarity due to this mechanism implies that there likely
are some areas that are suitable to this species, but it has yet to colonize
those.

The implication of this contingency is that efforts aimed at conserving
rare species can be graded in their priority by using the three features of
species populations as a decision tool (Rabinowitz et al. 1986). So, the most
critical form of rarity—a species with small range,narrow habitat specificity,
and small population size—is a species most deserving of immediate con-
servation attention because it is most likely to be jeopardized by distur-
bances that lead to loss of habitat (Rabinowitz et al. 1986). Species with
other contingent combinations grading from narrow to wide geographic
range, narrow to broad habitat specificity, and small to large population sizes
become less of an immediate conservation concern.

Habitat Fragmentation and the 
Species-Area Relationship

Ever since Alexander von Humboldt’s accounts of his expedition to the
Amazon basin between 1799 and 1800 (Helferich 2004), we have revered
the extraordinarily rich diversity of plant and animal life found in tropical
ecosystems. It is no small wonder, then, that any human activity that imper-
ils this diversity is likely to spark considerable attention.

In particular, vast expanses of humid tropical forests, which may harbor
half of all species on the globe, are being lost or fragmented into very small
areas as a consequence of logging and the use of fire for land conversion
into agriculture (Ferraz et al. 2003).The species-area relationship predicts
that habitat fragmentation qualitatively should lead to loss of valued tropi-
cal biodiversity, once fragments become small (figure 6.1b). So there is good
reason for concern about the fate of tropical diversity in the face of this
large-scale disturbance. But, the critical uncertainty for conservation is ex-
actly what size and extent of habitat fragmentation is permissible without
causing significant loss of species diversity.
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Loss of Tropical Bird Diversity

To decrease this uncertainty, a team of
ecologists (Ferraz et al.2003) initiated
in 1980 a large-scale fragmentation
experiment in the heart of the Ama-
zon basin near Manaus, Brazil, to
evaluate the consequences of forest
loss on biodiversity.The project cre-

ated eleven isolated fragments that differed in size by orders of magnitude
(two roughly one hundred hectare areas, four roughly ten hectare areas, and
five roughly one hectare areas) with the matrix between the experimental
patches comprised of cattle pasture (Ferraz et al. 2003).The study evalu-
ated how quickly understory bird diversity, measured as species richness,
disappeared from the fragments.The study employed standard bird mist net
sampling for the ten-year duration of the experiment.The study discovered
that smaller fragments tended initially to harbor fewer bird species than
larger fragments, consistent with the species-area relationship (figure 6.1a).
During the ten-year period, some bird species appeared to go extinct, some
declined in abundance, and others remained stable.The rate of loss of a given
proportion of species was higher in small fragments than in larger ones,
again consistent with predictions of a species-area relationship (figure 6.1b).
Ferraz et al.’s analysis of data also indicates that in order to increase by a fac-
tor of ten the time it takes for a fragment to lose 50 percent of its species,
one must correspondingly increase the size of the fragment by a factor of
one thousand. Even the hundred hectare (one square kilometer) fragments
stand to lose half of their species within a decade or so.To guarantee long-
term persistence of understory bird diversity in this tropical forest system
for one hundred years, conservation efforts need to ensure that fragments
do not become smaller than one to ten thousand hectares (ten to one hun-
dred square kilometers).

Whether or not the insights from this research will be put into practice
is beyond the scope of the science.The decision to require forest fragments
in this system to remain larger than one thousand hectares to ensure long-
term persistence of bird species diversity rests within the domain of gov-
ernment policy making. Government must also reconcile the interests of
agriculture and logging with conservation.Nevertheless, the scientific study
serves as an excellent example of how ecologists can, through careful ex-
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perimental research at landscape scales, identify the cause and magnitude of
risks to species diversity in ways that clearly illuminate the consequences
of different policy options for habitat fragment size.

The Ferraz et al. study implicitly assumes that loss of species from a habi-
tat fragment is a random event in the sense that each species of bird has an
equal likelihood of going extinct and that it is only the loss of absolute liv-
ing space that drives species in this system to local extinction. But, species
do not live in “splendid isolation” of other species (Lawton 1999).They are
embedded in food webs in which they are linked to competitor and pred-
ator species. In such cases, habitat fragmentation may disrupt important lines
of dependency in those food webs and precipitate nonrandom extinctions
due to altered competition or predation.A case example, which we now
consider, is the attendant consequences of top predator loss from another
ecosystem.

Fragmentation, Mesopredator Release,
and Loss of Bird Species Diversity

Southern California has been trans-
formed from a largely native sage-
scrub chaparral landscape to a highly
urbanized area.Vestiges of the native
habitat are relegated to steep-sided
canyons and small fragments within
the urban matrix.As expected from the species-area relationship, bird species
that normally depend on large, intact tracts of native sage-scrub habitat have
undergone significant declines in population size or have become extinct
(Crooks and Soulé 1999). Habitat fragmentation certainly is an important
factor in bird species decline. But, closer inspection of the ecological
processes underlying the dynamics of this system has revealed a more insid-
ious cause for bird species decline.

In the original sage-scrub habitat, birds species were part of a food web
(figure 6.2) in which the top predator, the coyote (Canis latrans), preyed
upon several species of natural middle-of-the-food-web predators (meso-
predators) including the striped skunk (Mephitis mephitis), the raccoon (Pro-
cyon lotor), and the gray fox (Urocyon cinereoargenteus), as well as more recent
exotic predators (domestic cat,Opossum [Didelphis virginanus]).These meso-
predator species in turn preyed upon birds’ eggs, nestlings, and sometimes
juvenile and adult birds. In this system, the coyote had an indirect beneficial
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effect on sage-scrub birds by directly
controlling the abundance of the
mesopredator species that prey upon
the birds.

The mesopredator release hypoth-
esis (Crooks and Soulé 1999) predicts
that effects of losing the top predator
should cut off the indirect benefit the
top predator provides to the birds

(figure 6.2).This is because loss of the top predator releases control over the
abundance of mesopredators. Unusually abundant mesopredators should
then cause large declines in bird species populations and hence bird diver-
sity. Coyotes require large expanses of habitat to thrive. Habitat fragmenta-
tion should precipitate the chain of events that lead to mesopredator release
and devastation of bird diversity (figure 6.2).

Crooks and Soulé’s survey of habitat fragments in the transformed land-
scape seems to bear this out. Fragment size was a very good predictor of
mean coyote abundance.Furthermore, coyote and mesopredator abundance
among fragments was inversely related. Finally, coyote abundance and bird
species diversity (measured as species richness) was positively related among
fragments.

Such surveys tend to be inductive in nature because they simply associ-
ate existing patterns of animal species abundance with existing patterns of
fragmentation. However, Crooks and Soulé were able to ascribe potential
causality by capitalizing on the fact that coyote visits to different fragments
vary in space and time.They observed that changes in coyote abundance
among habitats among the different years of the study led to changes in
mesopredator abundance and bird species diversity in the ways predicted by
the mesopredator release hypothesis.

Fragmentation thus stands to disrupt the nature of interactions among
individuals within and between pop-
ulations of species in a food web. In
the example above, habitat fragmen-
tation meant that coyotes were no
longer able to reside within a single
large tract of land. Instead, they were
forced to wander among widely
spaced pockets of habitat, thereby in-
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Figure 6.2. Illustration of the direct lines of dependency (solid arrows) among preda-
tor and prey species in the California sage-scrub food web examined by Crooks and
Soulé (1999).The directions of the arrows indicate the direction of a species effect on
another species.The minus sign indicates that a species has a detrimental effect on the
abundance of another species.The plus sign indicates that a species has a positive effect
on the population of another species.The dashed arrow indicates an indirect effect, an
emergent property of food webs that arises when two remote species are connected by
their common interaction with an intermediate species. Such emergent indirect effects
are what create complexity in ecological systems by linking many species together in
myriad ways. The implication of such interconnectedness is that disturbances do not
necessarily affect a few species:Their effects can reverberate throughout the food web.



creasing their home range size. Ecological theory, which we consider next,
predicts that such alteration in a species’ ecology can affect the fundamen-
tal structure and long-term dynamics of species populations and ecologi-
cal communities.

Habitat Fragmentation and Population and 
Community Processes

Populations of species that live in large tracts of intact habitat are expected
qualitatively to undergo the kinds of population dynamics described in
chapter 4.Namely, individuals of a population vie for their share of resources
and the maximum limit on population size is determined by the capacity
of the intact habitat to supply resources. Populations of species that live in
patches of habitat that are separated on the landscape undergo different dy-
namics because they not only survive and reproduce within local habitat
patches but they migrate among habitat patches on the landscape.This col-
lection of local populations connected on the landscape by migration is
known as a metapopulation (Levins 1969).A powerful metaphor for describ-
ing metapopulation dynamics is to liken habitat patches to lights on a
Christmas tree in which patches occupied by the species are lit and patches
that are unoccupied are dim.The ensuing dynamics can be imagined as the
tree lights winking on and off.That is, some occupied patches become ex-
tinct due to random effects on small populations; however, some unoccu-
pied patches are colonized by migrating individuals. In theory, the perpetual
balance between patch extinction and recolonization allows the population
as a whole to persist on the landscape even though it may not be present
in any one patch at any one time (Kareivea and Wennergren 1995).

Fragmentation of large parcels of land into smaller, localized patches can
thus change the fundamental character of population process because it
forces individuals normally belonging to a large, contiguous population to
be relegated to small, local populations scattered among small habitat pock-
ets.An important feature of the population dynamics in fragmented habi-
tats is that landscape-scale persistence and maximum size of the newly
created metapopulation depends not only on the number and size of habi-
tat patches but importantly on the ability of individuals to migrate among
the local habitat patches (Kareivea and Wennergren 1995). Species will de-
scend to extinction once the number of available habitat patches falls below
a species-specific threshold.But, even if an ample number of patches is avail-
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able, any development within the land matrix between habitat patches that
hinders or impedes species migration could also be devastating to the pop-
ulation.The implication here is that well-intentioned habitat conservation
aimed at protecting local habitat patches on a landscape may still paint a
species into a proverbial corner of the
landscape if a species’ movement dy-
namics among habitat patches is not
carefully considered.

Habitat fragmentation and conse-
quent metapopulation process stand
also to alter the fundamental structure
of ecological communities. Within
intact habitats, species that tend to
thrive in high abundances are com-
petitive dominants—those species
that are best able to exploit local re-
sources or preempt other species for
gaining access to resources (Kareiva and Wennergren 1995).However, habi-
tat fragmentation can change the playing field by strongly favoring mobil-
ity at the expense of competitive ability (Nee and May 1992). If we were
to pit species with high competitive ability but low mobility (the compet-
itive species) against species with low competitive ability but high mobil-
ity (the dispersing species) in a hypothetical game-of-life scenario, significant
habitat fragmentation should shift the species dominance from the compet-
itive type to the dispersing type.This is because the competitive species can-
not colonize vacant patches faster than the rate at which it becomes locally
extinct (Nee and May 1992).This is wholly counterintuitive because one
would normally guess that highly successful, abundant species are the ones
least at risk to human disturbance (Kareiva and Wennergren 1995).

Habitat Fragmentation and Extinction Debt

The effects of habitat fragmentation on the species composition of com-
munities may not be immediate when species can be ranked in a competi-
tive hierarchy from strong competitor but weak disperser to weak competitor
but strong disperser.Under these conditions, lags can exist between the time
a habitat is fragmented and the time when a species disappears altogether
from all habitat fragments. In tropical forests, this lag can be between ten
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and fifty years (Ferraz et al. 2003); in California sage-scrub it can be up to
seventy-five years (Crooks and Soulé 1999).Theory shows that the level of
extinction rises exponentially with the degree of habitat loss. Initially small
amounts of habitat loss should precipitate only low numbers of species ex-
tinctions. Greater amounts of loss can cause a sharp rise in extinction rate.
As explained above, it may be the highly competitive species that are most
susceptible to extinctions. However, highly competitive species tend to be
highly abundant at the onset of habitat loss so it will be some time before
their populations disappear. Species should also disappear sequentially in
rank-order of their competitive ability.These factors together imply that
fragmentation can precipitate a chain of species extinctions that are irre-
versible once the fragmentation process is initiated.Without some careful
thinking, current habitat fragmentation may pass on a considerable legacy

of debt—the “extinction debt”
(Tilman et al. 1994)—the burden of
which will only truly be realized by
our grandchildren and generations
beyond.

We must be careful not to ascribe
absolute truth to the assertions made
by the various theories described
above. After all, the predictions are
only as accurate as the assumptions
on which they are based conform to
nature.We must ask several questions:
Does a trade-off exist between com-
petitive and dispersal ability among
species? Is the likelihood of coloniz-

ing any patch on a landscape equal across all patches? Can these spatial
processes be examined without considering the effects of predators on the
competitors? Theoretical examinations that relax these assumptions sug-
gest that the extinction debt idea is robust (insensitive) to changes in as-
sumptions (Kareiva and Wennergren 1995).The ultimate arbiter, however,
will be data derived from experimentally testing the predictions on large
landscapes. Such experimentation may, however, be logistically challenging
and even impossible on ethical grounds.Thus data to address this issue may
not be easily forthcoming.
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Nevertheless, the modeling presented here encourages some important
pause for sober reflection before taking any action.This is because it forces
one to ask critical “what if ” questions.The insights from theory coupled
with empirical evidence presented in this chapter begin to reveal that the
consequences of human impacts can cascade through myriad pathways in
highly interconnected networks of species.The consequences of these ef-
fects may take decades to centuries to fully play themselves out. Possibly it
may take equally long periods, if ever, to reverse these effects.
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ALDO LEOPOLD,THE FATHER OF MODERN CONSERVATION ETHICS, DID NOT

begin his career writing and speaking on the importance of conserving
ecosystems. Ironically, his first profession after graduating college was as a
predator control officer with the U.S. government.This job required that
he eradicate predators from wilderness areas with the express purpose of
enhancing the abundance of game species.This experience, however, left an
indelible and formative impression on him as he observed during his life-
time the consequences of systematic predator removal. He articulates that
impression in his essay “Thinking Like a Mountain” (1953), an essay that
represents the beginning of ecosystem conservation ethics.

He opens the essay by recounting his hearing a wolf ’s “deep chesty bawl”
echo throughout the mountain canyons. He continues with a reflection:

In those days, we had never heard of passing up a chance to kill a wolf. . . . We
reached the [mortally wounded] old wolf in time to watch a fierce green fire
dying in her eyes. I realized then, and have known ever since, that there was
something new to me in those eyes—something known only to her and to the
mountain. I was young then, and full of trigger-itch; I thought that because fewer
wolves meant more deer, that no wolves would mean hunters’ paradise.But after
seeing the green fire die, I sensed that neither the wolf nor the mountain agreed
with such a view.

Since then, I have watched state after state extirpate its wolves. I have watched
the face of many a newly wolfless mountain and seen the south-facing slopes
wrinkle with a maze of new deer trails. I have seen every edible bush and
seedling browsed,first to anemic desuetude, and then to death. I have seen every
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edible tree defoliated to the height of a saddle-horn. Such a mountain looks as
if someone had given God a new pruning shears, and forbidden Him all other
exercise. In the end, the hoped-for deer herd, dead of its own too-much, bleach
with the bones of the dead sage, or molder under the high-lined junipers. Just
as a deer herd lives in mortal fear of its wolves, so does a mountain live in mor-
tal fear of its deer.

Leopold poetically describes here the trophic cascade concept that I pre-
sented in chapter 2 in which the top predator in a food web has an indi-
rect beneficial effect on plants by controlling the abundance of its prey
species (figure 2.2a).This early-twentieth-century large-scale experiment in
game management did not ultimately enhance game species abundance but
rather unwittingly caused the collapse of an entire system.The essay also
underscores another important con-
sequence,namely the legacy that such
management action passes on to fu-
ture generations. Leopold notes that
a deer lost to predation can be re-
plenished after two to three years,
whereas a range destroyed by highly
abundant deer may take two to three
decades, if ever, to be replenished.

Ecosystems in Time

The legacy of predator eradication has been recounted more recently for a
food web in riverine areas that comprise part of the prairie ecosystem in
the western United States (Berger et al. 2001). Such areas were once dom-
inated by large carnivores such as wolves (Canis lupus) and grizzly bears
(Ursus arctos), large herbivores such as moose (Alces alces) and stream- or
river-side (riparian) tree and shrub vegetation. In this case, individuals of
each of these large mammal and plant species live many years (more that
ten years) and so there is a considerable lag between the time that a preda-
tor species is lost and the attendant adjustments in the lines of dependency
made by the remaining herbivores and plants.

The large carnivores that normally were part of this food web were lost
between 75 to 150 years ago because of government policies to eradicate
predators.This loss triggered a cascade of events with some indirect surprises
that are only being realized in the last twenty or so years. It turns out that
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moose can have important localized effects on riparian vegetation by eat-
ing woody species such as aspen, willows, and cottonwoods (Berger et al.
2001). Indeed, they can be particularly damaging to the vegetation because
they can reach high densities in areas where predators are absent.The grad-
ual build-up of moose populations and corresponding decline in riparian
vegetation has now resulted in the decline of numerous migratory songbird
species, including species that depend wholly on riparian habitat for their
existence (Berger et al. 2001).The sobering point here is that the early-
twentieth-century government policy of carnivore extirpation has created
a legacy of ecosystemwide effects that are only fully realized by the grand-
children and great-grandchildren of those originally engaged in the pred-
ator control efforts.

These examples illustrate that
species diversity is represented not by
members of a single trophic level but
by food webs in which species in dif-
ferent trophic levels of the system are
directly and indirectly connected to
each other. This diversity is main-
tained because carnivores control the
abundance of herbivores.This in turn
prevents herbivores from overeating
plants, allowing the entire system to
remain intact. Removing the preda-

tors leads to loss of species diversity. Such effects can, however, be reversed
through careful management aimed at restoring direct and indirect effects.

Restoring Interconnections in Ecosystems

Prior to the late 1990s, wolves had been absent from Yellowstone National
Park for the better part of seventy years (Ripple and Beschta 2003). Dur-
ing that time, there was a herbivore-caused decline in the riparian vegeta-
tion, especially cottonwoods (Populus sp.) and associated woody plants, along
the Soda Butte Creek and the Lamar River in the northeastern part of the
park, similar in nature to that chronicled in the Berger et al. (2001) study
described above. In this case, however, the dominant herbivore is the North
American elk (Cervus elaphus) rather than the moose.Wolves were reintro-
duced to the park in the winter of 1995–1996 (Ripple and Beschta 2003)
and within seven years, there were pronounced differences in elk browsing
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intensity and the height of riparian woody plants between sites with low
visibility and comparative absence of escape barriers and nearby sites that
were more open.

This difference was largely because elk avoided the low visibility areas
putatively due to heightened predation risk in those areas. Moreover, the
difference arose because young cottonwoods on high-risk sites were grow-
ing taller each year of the last four years,while they were not growing there
prior to the wolf reintroduction. By comparison, there was little height
change in the low-risk sites due to persistent browsing by elk.This case
study demonstrates that a predictive understanding of trophic cascades (i.e.,
understanding direct and indirect connections) can lead to management ac-
tion that hastens the recovery of an ecosystem, despite long-term absence
of a key component of the ecosystem.

Enhancing Species in Ecosystems

Commercial and sport fisheries are an important economic activity world-
wide. It stands to reason then that managers develop management programs
that sustain or even enhance the production of economically important fish
species.Nevertheless, attempts to enhance the production of a single species
without considering the way the focal species is linked to other species in
a system can lead to outcomes that are opposite to that desired.

Spencer et al. (1991) chronicle the saga of management aimed at enhanc-
ing the production of a landlocked salmon species, Kokanee salmon (On-
chorynchus nerka), in several lakes that are part of the Flathead catchment in
northwestern Montana. Managers introduced freshwater opossum shrimp
(Mysis relicta) to several lakes between 1968 and 1975 believing that the
shrimp would serve as a key supplement to the salmon’s diet.The problem
with this strategy was two-fold. First, it turned out the salmon did not eat
the opossum shrimp. Second, opossum shrimp are voracious predators of
zooplankton species that are a major food source for the salmon. Manage-
ment effectively inserted into this ecosystem a species that turned out to be
a strong exploitative competitor (figure 2.1c) of salmon. Moreover, because
of their voracity, opossum shrimp flourished and reached peak numbers by
1981 (Spencer et al.1991).This in turn caused the plankton species on which
the salmon depended to be decimated, precipitating the collapse of the
Kokanee salmon population and its associated fishery. By the early 1990s,
the species composition of the lake ecosystems also became transformed.
The top predators in the lake are now whitefish (Coregonus clupeaformis) and
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small lake trout (Salvelinus namaycush).The effects did not simply stop within
the boundaries of the water bodies themselves. Many species of birds and
mammals such as bald eagles (Haliaeetus leucocephalus), gulls (Larus sp.), griz-
zly bears (Ursus arctos), coyotes (Canis latrans),mink (Mustela vison), and otter
(Lutra canadensis) depended on spawning salmon as a key food source.These
species also declined in abundance in many of the tributary watersheds feed-
ing the Flathead lake system in which the salmon spawn.

Ecosystems in Space: Linkages across 
Geographic Boundaries

The above treatment of ecosystem complexity shows the temporal legacy
of human impacts on ecosystems. It also alludes to the fact that ecosystems
cannot be viewed as though they were self-contained entities. For example,
lakes—often viewed as being isolated from the surrounding terrestrial sys-
tems by a hard, shoreline boundary—are affected by seasonal runoff as melt-
ing snow in spring flows down hill slopes carrying with it nutrients into
lakes. Such run-off in turn can be important in sustaining the structure and
functioning of lake ecosystems (Pace et al. 2003).

The older conceptualization of an ecosystem being a self-contained en-
tity is now giving way to recognition that ecosystems are connected to each
other by flows across landscapes in which they are juxtaposed.This new way
of thinking has been championed by the late Gary Polis who essentially
asked the question:What if we focus on the consequences to food chain dy-
namics of the flow of externalities to a system rather than concentrate solely
on the components within the system? Polis began asking this question after
studying oceanic island ecosystems off of Baja California that are sharply
separated from each other and the mainland by large distances and a seem-
ingly impermeable salt water barrier.These arid islands provide a largely in-
hospitable environment. They are covered with Opuntia cactus, myriad
species of flying insects, and their web-building spider predators (Polis and
Hurd 1995). Curiously, however, the islands supported extraordinarily high
densities of spider predators and this trend was more pronounced on smaller
islands than on larger ones.This oddity ran counter to current ecological
concepts. It is larger island and mainland ecosystems that are supposed to be
better able to support absolutely more top predators.This is because they
have higher in situ plant production to sustain those higher levels of the
food chain. Polis and Hurd’s observations instead suggested that the small
islands held the more productive systems.
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In searching for an explanation, the researchers noticed that the shore-
line was not an impermeable boundary. Rather, there was a considerable
abundance of nutrient rich resources in the form of algae and drowned an-
imal carcasses that washed up onto the shore from oceanic drift.This re-
source input was sufficient to sustain insect species that consumed the algae
and scavenged the decomposing carcasses, species that might not be as
highly abundant if they had to rely solely on plant production on the islands
themselves. In effect, the island economies received a subsidy from the ocean
that eventually supported very high abundances of top predators.Moreover,
the smaller islands were more productive because of the physical proper-
ties of their boundaries. Smaller islands have a higher perimeter to area ratio.
That is the smaller islands have more shoreline relative to their overall area
than do larger islands.This property allows consumers from all over the small
island to access the subsidy. By contrast, individuals living in the middle of
the larger islands have a lower likelihood of encountering the subsidy.The
subsidies also influenced the dynamics of the island ecosystem.The abnor-
mally high abundance of spiders led
to an unusually high capacity to con-
trol the abundance on the island’s her-
bivorous insects, thereby lessening the
insect damage to plants.Thus, the ef-
fects of the subsidy reverberate through
the whole island system.Shut the sub-
sidy off and the ecosystem could col-
lapse to a comparatively barren desert.

The lesson from this study is that the two very different kinds of eco-
systems can be inextricably linked through resource flows across their
boundaries.The amount of subsidy provided and its attendant effects de-
pend very closely on the dynamics of species interactions within each
ecosystem.That is, if marine production is altered by environmental impacts
or from species imbalances in the marine food chain, then the amount of
subsidy to the island can become altered causing a cascade of effects on the
island. It is the broader landscape and the ebb and flow of resources across
ecosystem boundaries on that landscape that drives dynamics.

Species Link Ecosystems on a Continental Scale

The effects of subsidies can have more far-reaching effects by linking ecosys-
tems in vastly different parts of a continent.Agricultural production in the
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wintering grounds of migratory waterfowl in the southern United States
and along northward migratory routes, improves the health and survival of
geese that spend the summer in Canadian arctic tidal flats.These geese have
reached enormous densities such that they now have a cascading and dev-
astating effect both on the production and abundance of vegetation and
on nutrient cycling within that arctic ecosystem (Jefferies et al. 2004). In
particular, they are beginning to cause the collapse of normal arctic ecosys-
tem function and there are hints that the damage may be irreversible be-
cause of wholesale changes in the physical attributes of the soil (moisture,
salinity, and temperature).

The most important lesson here is that it is no longer tenable to think
that the world is divided by sharp, impermeable boundaries, be it between
land and water, urban and rural, south and north, tame and wild. More im-
portantly, we need to contemplate the effects of our local actions in the
broader context. Returning to the goose example, reversing the trend of
ecosystem damage in the arctic is not simple. Developing policies to elim-
inate the agricultural practices in the southern United States to protect
comparatively uninhabited arctic ecosystems in another country would in
all likelihood not be given more than cursory consideration. But, what if
the opposite happened? What if some sort of management activity in the
arctic enhanced the goose populations such that geese heavily damaged
agricultural crops during their stay on the wintering grounds? This reason-

ing underscores that thinking globally
when acting locally can no longer
rest within the domain of environ-
mental activism. It must now be a
matter of course.This is further un-
derscored by recent understanding of
effects on ecosystems across global
scales.

Humans and Geographic Transport of
Species

Globalization through expanding
transport and commerce over the past
five hundred years has also increased
the capacity of species within one ge-
ographic range to invade new geo-
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graphic ranges (Mack et al.2000). Such biotic invasions occur when organ-
isms are transported to new, often distant ranges where their descendants
proliferate, spread, and persist. Such invasions are cause for significant con-
cern in the conservation of ecosystems and endemic biodiversity within
them. Invading species can alter fundamental ecological properties such as
the dominant species in an ecosystem, and the biophysical features of
ecosystems, including nutrient cycling and plant productivity (Mack et al.
2000).

In the game of life, invasive species are, on average, better at utilizing the
same set of resources as those used by a native species or they are better at
translating those resources into fitness because they have fewer costs in their
new geographic locations owing to release from biotic constraints. For ex-
ample, predators might not recognize a novel invader as a potential prey
item, thereby freeing the invasive species from the need to devote time or
energy to avoid predators. In this case, the invasive species is less intercon-
nected to other species than are the native species with which it competes.
In other cases, the invasive species may be a novel, voracious predator that
devastates native species that have not evolved the capacity to deal with this
new predator species.

Invasive species often affect eco-
systems by wedging themselves into
them and then systematically causing
the collapse of the entire system. A
classic example of such an effect in-
volves the Zebra mussel (Dreissena
polymorpha).This species is native to
the Caspian Sea region of Asia and
was transported to the U.S. Great
Lakes in ballast water in a cargo ship
(Ricciardi and MacIsaac 2000).The
ballast water was discharged before
the ship entered port in Detroit.Adult female zebra mussels, which are no
bigger than your thumbnail, can produce between thirty thousand and one
hundred thousand eggs per year.Zebra mussels invade aquatic food webs by
attaching to fixed surfaces.They then outcompete native species by rapidly
filtering phytoplankton from the water column.The loss of the phytoplank-
ton base has reverberated upwards in the ecosystems through loss of zoo-
plankton and fish species in higher trophic levels. In addition,Zebra mussels
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are able to sequester toxins and pollutants in high concentrations and then
excrete them in feces leading to local concentrations of toxic chemicals,
which further kills native life.This creates clear water zones in lakes that fos-
ter invasions by other species (Ricciardi and MacIsaac 2000).Zebra mussels
are effective because they are potent exploitative competitors (drawing
down phytoplankton) and interference competitors (production of toxics),
two abilities shared by many other invasive species (Mack et al. 2000).

Interconnected Species as Conduits of Climate Effects

Recent evidence has shown that cyclic weather phenomena also can have
long-term (decade- to multiple decade–long) impacts on species interac-
tions in and properties of ecosystems.Analysis of forty years of annual data
on a well-studied system of wolves, moose, and balsam fir (Abies balsamea)
on Isle Royale,Michigan (Post et al.1999) reveals that a cyclic weather phe-
nomenon with a decadal trend in temperature, moisture, and winter snow-
fall—the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO)—has a strong influence on
ecosystem function.

The NAO phenomenon is determined by atmospheric pressure differ-
ences off of continental North America between Iceland and the Azores in
the North Atlantic. But, the NAO has profound effects on the continent.
Whenever NAO conditions are such that they cause high snowfall levels
in northeastern North America, Isle Royale wolves become extremely ef-
ficient predators of moose that are encumbered by deep snow. Conse-
quently, wolves reduce moose populations to levels where they cause very
limited damage to balsam fir.Wolves thus play an important direct and in-
direct role in determining the compositional make-up of forest vegetation.
This role of wolves becomes diminished when NAO causes snowfall levels
to be low. In this case, moose easily evade their predators causing moose
populations to abound and inflict considerable damage to balsam fir (Post
et al. 1999).

The connection between climate and species interactions also has some
surprising implications in the face of another long-term environmental
change discussed in chapter 3: global warming.Certain environmental con-
ditions realized under NAO forcing, namely winters with anomalously
warm temperatures and little snowfall, are akin to the kind of conditions
expected from global warming due to rising levels of the greenhouse gas
CO2. Over the long term, climate warming can cause a cascade of effects
including declining wolf populations, rising moose populations, and declin-
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ing balsam fir productivity. Moreover, moose may increasingly suppress
sapling tree recruitment resulting in a more open forest canopy with a
changed understory of shrub and herb species diversity. Thus a chronic
human-altered environmental factor has the potential to transform the
species make-up of large ecosystems by decoupling important direct and
indirect linkages among species
(Schmitz et al. 2003).

The myriad dependencies among
species in ecosystems mean that we
cannot examine single species in iso-
lation when devising management to
protect them or restore their popula-
tions to their original levels.Yet, using
a conceptualization that navigates
through the direct and indirect lines
of dependency among species prior to any management action may en-
able us to anticipate the emergence of unintentional outcomes and ensure
we mitigate these outcomes before they happen.
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THE BOREAL FOREST, GIVEN ITS CIRCUMPOLAR DISTRIBUTION (FIGURE 3.2),
is among the most expansive regions of the globe.As a consequence, it has
enormous economic value because it is an important source of timber and
pulpwood. Boreal ecosystems are therefore routinely subject to large-scale
forest harvesting, often in the form of clear-cut harvesting.A limiting fac-
tor in long-term sustainability of the forest industry is the boreal forest
ecosystem’s capacity to regenerate following harvesting. In particular, bo-
real forest ecosystems contain mixtures of hardwood aspen (Populus tremu-
loides) that are sought by the pulp, paper, and plywood industries and
softwoods like white spruce (Picea glauca) that are sought largely by the lum-
ber industry. Historically, attempts to regenerate such mixed woods after
clear-cut harvesting have largely met with failure because in many instances
only aspen, a dominant competitor species, proliferates and suppresses re-
generation of spruce.This gives rise to vast aspen monocultures that risks
putting the softwood lumber industry out of business.

Regenerating the mixed wood forest is a desired goal of the forest in-
dustry. But current forest management practices can make regeneration an
expensive enterprise. It first involves intensive postharvesting site prepara-
tion with heavy machinery to create conditions that discourage rapid aspen
growth.This is followed by intensive replanting of spruce seedlings, plants
that are reared in tree nurseries. In some cases, the return on investment can
be marginal at best when these management costs are discounted for net
present value over the fifty to sixty year period required to regenerate the
forest. One solution to make forest management more cost-effective is to
dispense with the expensive site preparation and instead enlist biodiversity
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and natural ecological processes to carry out the management (Schmitz
2005).

Traditional forest management implicitly eschews biodiversity (specifi-
cally plant species diversity broadly and trophic linkages) by intensively
managing for a few economically valuable timber species, and discouraging
through hunting the presence of large herbivores such as white-tailed deer
and moose that are viewed as damaging to regeneration (Schmitz 2005).An
alternative view, which may be more compatible with the whole-ecosystem
perspective outlined in chapter 1, recognizes that plant species such as aspen
and spruce represent dominant and subordinate competitors whose dynam-
ics might be mediated by herbivores (e.g., figure 8.1, cf. figure 2.2c). Deer
and moose preferentially feed on aspen because it contains more nutrition
than spruce.This leads to the hypothesis that these herbivores might tip the
competitive dynamics in favor of mixed wood regeneration.This hypothe-
sis was tested experimentally in a boreal forest site in northwestern Sas-
katchewan, Canada (Schmitz 2005).

The experiment comprised a systematic comparison of two management
treatments: traditional, labor intensive site preparation followed by replant-
ing spruce seedlings, against treatments in which harvested sites were left
untouched, including letting natural spruce seedlings grow. Herbivory by
deer and moose was further manipulated by allowing herbivores free ac-
cess to half of both treatment sites and excluding them from the other half.
The experiment revealed that deer and moose suppressed aspen regenera-
tion thereby releasing spruce regeneration.The regeneration rate of both
tree species exceeded that resulting from traditional management. More-
over, herbivore mediation of aspen-spruce competition resulted in increased
diversity of herb and woody plant species that are part of the forest under-
story (Schmitz 2005).

In the experiment, balanced regeneration of aspen and spruce was best
achieved by encouraging greater biodiversity (attracting large herbivores)
and enlisting ecological processes (consumer-mediated competition).This
case study illustrates that the species within this ecosystem offer an impor-
tant service: a cost-effective, ecologically compatible way to sustain boreal
forest productivity by preserving the trophic structure of the ecosystem.

The recognition that biodiversity offers humankind important services 
has led to a sea change in thinking about the linkages among biodiversity,
ecosystem function, and the economic value of services arising from 
those functions (Daily 1997). The annual net value of these services is 
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Figure 8.1. Food web diagram illustrating how biodiversity can provide an important
ecosystem service, in this case, cost-effective, ecologically compatible forest regeneration.
Clear-cut harvesting of boreal forest often favors regeneration of aspen (plant on left).
This is because aspen competes with spruce (plant on right), as depicted by the solid
arrows between the plants, but aspen is the superior competitor, as depicted by arrow
thickness. Mitigating this using traditional forestry practices involves costly heavy
machinery that makes site conditions less favorable for aspen growth followed by plant-
ing nursery-grown spruce seedlings. An alternative, less costly approach is to recognize
that herbivores such as moose prefer to eat aspen, depicted by the consumer-resource
(+/–) arrows between moose and aspen. In this case, moose indirectly benefit spruce,
depicted by dotted arrow, by suppressing aspen growth and allowing the release of nat-
urally growing spruce seedlings.This represents an example in which enlisting species
diversity in several trophic levels of an ecosystem to cause a keystone predation effect
can be an effective management tool.



considerable: it has been assessed in the billions of U.S. dollars (Costanza et
al. 1997; Daily 1997).

Consideration of ecosystem serv-
ices fall into two broad categories.
The first category—material goods—
subsumes contributions with tangible
financial value such as new, improved
foods, plant based pharmaceuticals,
germ plasm infusion for agriculture,
raw materials for industry, bioenergy,
and so on.These goods can be traded
on markets and the markets set values
directly through supply and demand pricing.The second category—func-
tions—typically do not have a direct marketable value because they cannot
be easily sold. Functions contribute toward economic and financial well-
being by sustaining components of ecosystems on which major economies
depend (e.g., soil production for farming, clean drinking water, etc.); or by
creating opportunities to reduce production costs within those economies
(e.g., the above case of herbivore-mediated boreal forest regeneration). In
the case of nonmarketable services, the linkages between biodiversity and
functions are often less immediate or less direct than they are for material
goods and so the linkages require some elaboration—the purpose of this
chapter.

Ecosystem functions are both diverse and ubiquitous.The nature and
level of the function varies with the make-up and diversity of species in an
ecosystem. Ecologists have identified upward of nine classes of function
ranging from sustaining ecological cycles (e.g., carbon and nitrogen) to
maintaining long-term sustainability of ecosystems (Myers 1996). Below, I
highlight specific examples from five categories that have been the focus
of experimental research.

• Ecosystem stability and resilience
• Biomass production and minimizing production costs
• Crop pollination
• Pest control
• Resisting invasive species
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Diversity Begets Ecosystem Stability

Ecologists have been long been concerned with understanding how ecosys-
tems withstand being buffeted by natural and manmade disturbances. One
of the earliest formal explanations invoking a critical role for diversity in
stabilizing long-term ecosystem function was developed by Robert
MacArthur (1955). It is now known as the Diversity-Stability Hypothesis.
MacArthur derived his explanation after wondering why it was that in some
ecosystems the abundances of most species changed little in the face of ab-
normal changes in the abundance of one species in that system, whereas in
other ecosystems, species abundances fluctuated widely.The former would
be called a stable system and the latter an unstable one (Box 8.1).MacArthur
(1955) argued that the stability difference was tied directly to the pattern of
interconnectedness or food web linkages among the species in the system.

To understand what MacArthur was driving at, imagine two systems
with identical numbers of plant species (P), herbivore species (H), and car-
nivore species (C) organized into food webs (figure 8.2). Food webs I, II,
and III differ only in the way the species are linked together.Yet, these sim-
ple differences can have profound implications for the ability of these sys-
tems to buffer the effects of a disturbance.For example, any disturbance that
lowers the abundance of plant species 1 (P1) will be felt more strongly in
food web I than in food web II or III.The reason is that in food web I,
herbivore species 1’s (H1) livelihood is directly tied to the abundance of plant
species 1 and the carnivore species depend wholly (C1) or partly (C2 ) on
the abundance herbivore species 1.Thus, fluctuations in the abundance of
plant species 1 will reverberate right up the food chain and cause significant
fluctuations in the abundance of herbivore species 1 and the two carnivore
species. In food web II, the effects of fluctuations in plant species 1 will be
buffered because herbivore species 1 now has an alternative resource that
can help meet shortfalls in its resource supply. In other words, food web II
has a greater diversity of species interconnections than food web I.This in-
terconnectedness increases the diversity of resources that higher trophic lev-
els can draw upon to mitigate shortfalls arising from fluctuations in the
abundance of any single resource species. By extrapolation, the more in-
terconnected species are in a food web (cf. food web I versus III) the more
stable are the systems (MacArthur 1955).This is because the greater diver-
sity in the lines of dependency (feeding linkages) among species in highly
interconnected food webs allows species higher up in the food chain to
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compensate for species losses lower down. More diverse systems tend to be
more stable than less diverse systems.

The Diversity-Stability Hypothesis was tested using a large-scale field ex-
periment at the Cedar Creek Long-Term Ecological Research site in Min-
nesota, United States (Tilman 1996). In this system, plant species are
consumers of soil nutrients in a food web context similar to that envisioned
by MacArthur.The experiment comprised different numbers of plant species
(from two to twenty)—and hence different numbers of consumer-resource
linkages with soil nutrients—planted out among 207 field plots. Tilman
measured the degree of fluctuation in total plant biomass in a plot from one
year to the next. In this case, stability was measured using the coefficient of
variation (CV) in plant biomass (see Box 8.1).The experiment revealed that
total plant biomass in plots with greater plant diversity tended to fluctuate
less (have lower CVs) than biomass in plots with lower diversity.

In many parts of the world, periodic drought is an important stressor on
ecosystems. Frank and McNaughton (1991) evaluated how such stress af-
fected the stability of a grassland ecosystem by tracking changes in plant
species composition before and after the 1988 drought in Yellowstone Na-
tional Park, United States.Within three different locations in the park they
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Box 8.1 Types of Ecosystem Stability

There are three ways that ecosystem stability may be measured:

Coefficient of Variation—Species abundances (population numbers or total biomass)

may fluctuate over time due to disturbances. The degree of fluctuation can be meas-

ured statistically by scaling the magnitude of fluctuation (measured as the standard

error about a mean abundance) relative to mean abundance. Smaller coefficients of

variation indicate smaller fluctuations and hence imply greater stability.

Resistance—Species have some capacity to withstand a disturbance. Resistance

quantifies that capacity. A small change in species abundance due to some distur-

bance implies greater resistance than does a larger change.

Resilience—Species abundances may be changed by disturbances. But, species also

have the capacity to recover their abundances after a disturbance. The rate at which

a species or an ecosystem recovers is a measure of resilience. Species or ecosystems

that recover quickly are more resilient than those that recover more slowly.
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Figure 8.2. Food web diagrams in which the composition of plant (P) herbivore (H)
and carnivore (C) species remains unchanged but the degree of interconnectedness in
lines of dependency varies.The systems range from low diversity (low degree of inter-
connectedness) as depicted in Food Web I to high diversity (high degree of intercon-
nectedness) as depicted in Food Web II. In Food Web I species tend to be specialized in
their use of prey resources and hence have a unique role to play in the ecosystem that
complements the other species.The uniqueness of the role diminishes (i.e., functional
redundancy increases) as the degree of interconnectedness increases.

documented that drought-induced species composition change was posi-
tively related to grassland plant species diversity (measured as species rich-
ness), consistent with expectations of the Diversity-Stability Hypothesis.
Although stability was measured in terms of the degree of fluctuation in
plant species composition, the study provides insight into another element
of diversity known as resistance (see Box 8.1). Frank and McNaughton ef-
fectively showed that species-rich systems were more resistant (i.e., changed
less) to the disturbance than systems with lower diversity.

A review of the broad ecological evidence (McCann 2000) revealed
that greater species diversity is related to greater ecosystem stability. The
evidence further indicates, however, that species diversity per se does not
drive this relationship. Rather, ecosystem stability depends upon the nature
of the trophic linkages among species and the relative strength of the inter-
actions between species. Specifically, the most stable systems are those in
which there are a few strongly interacting species and many weakly inter-



acting species. This asymmetry cre-
ates the necessary conditions for the
many weakly interacting species to
counterbalance the destabilizing
effects of a few strongly interacting
species (McCann 2000).Thus, weak-
ly interacting species that individual-
ly might contribute minimally to a
specific ecosystem service may col-
lectively provide an essential func-
tional role in ecosystems.

Ecosystem stability thus depends
upon the nature of the trophic link-
ages among species and the relative strength of the interactions between
species.

Instability brought about by fluctuations in species abundances or bio-
mass also has important financial implications for natural resource-based
economies (Armsworth and Roughgarden 2003). Instability increases the
risk that an exploited resource will not replenish itself because production
of species biomass becomes highly variable.There may even be complete
loss of long-term sustainability if the feeding linkages among the harvested
species and all others in the system are additionally disrupted by habitat frag-
mentation as described in chapter 6. Essentially, the Diversity-Stability 
Hypothesis proposes that maintaining diversity is a way to ensure against
fluctuations that cause declining ecosystem function or performance.Thus,
biodiversity may provide insurance against loss of ecosystem function (Yachi
and Loreau 1999).

Rivets and Redundants

The nature of the feeding linkages among the species in figure 8.2 also de-
termines the functional role of species in the ecosystem.This may have
added implications for ecosystem stability, or rather resistance to loss of
species. For example, food web I depicts herbivore species 1 and 2 (i.e., H1
and H2) as specialists on their respective plant resources (P1 and P2); food web
III depicts them both as being generalist and completely overlapping in their
resource use. In essence, the herbivores in food web I have a unique func-
tional role in the ecosystem whereas in food web III they are completely
functionally redundant to one another.The possibility for different func-
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tional roles has led ecologists to develop various hypotheses about the link
between species functional diversity and ecosystem function.

When species tend to be specialized, as in food web I, they each have a
specific “job” in the ecosystem.The emerging level of an ecosystem serv-
ice, say rate of organic material decomposition for soil creation, rate of ni-
trogen fertilizer cycling, or rate of plant production, then increases
incrementally with each new specialist species that is part of the ecosystem.
That is, there is functional complementarity among species.This kind of
scenario is the basis for the “Rivet Hypothesis” of species diversity and
ecosystem function (Ehrlich and Ehrlich 1981).The Rivet Hypothesis likens
species in an ecosystem to rivets on an airplane wing.You can lose a few
rivets with limited consequences. If you lose too many, however, the in-
tegrity of the whole wing (ecosystem) is compromised.The wing (ecosys-
tem) then loses its ability to maintain critical function and breaks apart.
Alternatively, when species are so generalized that they overlap completely,
as in food web III, they are able to back-up one another’s roles.That is to
say they are functionally redundant.The Functional Redundancy Hypoth-
esis of species diversity and ecosystem function (Walker 1992) envisions
classes of species doing different kinds of jobs. But, within a class, say graz-
ing herbivores, several species may be doing the same job. In this case, loss
of one or a few species from that class does not jeopardize ecosystem func-

tion because other species can back
up the lost species. The burden of
current evidence, derived from a syn-
thesis of fifteen field experiments in-
volving plant communities across the
globe, suggests that species tend to
play a complementary role to each
other (i.e, they tend to be rivets)
rather than have a functionally redun-
dant role (Schmid et al. 2001).

Diversity-Productivity 
Relations

Much of life on earth is sustained by the fact that green plants use sunlight
to stimulate a physiological process—photosynthesis—that converts carbon
dioxide and water into sugars and oxygen.The sugars especially are the
building blocks that lead to plant structure (roots, shoots, and leaves) and,
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essentially, a green world.This green biomass, and the food energy contained
within it, supports herbivore species higher up in the food chain; herbivores
in turn are energy packets that support carnivore species further up the food
chain (see figure 8.2). It is easy to imagine, then, that increased production
of plant tissue available to herbivores can lead to more herbivores and more
carnivores. Plant production is probably the most fundamental ecosystem
function supporting life on earth. It also sustains natural resource economies.
Without sustained production or yield of grassland biomass, it would be dif-
ficult to support a cattle industry. Sustainable logging relies heavily on reli-
able production of plant biomass in the form of stems (timber). Ecological
research is now showing that species diversity contributes toward the
amount of plant biomass that is produced in ecosystems.

The most notable example that species diversity plays a role in plant bio-
mass production comes from a systematic multi-site comparative study,
called the BIODEPTH (BIOdiversity and Ecosystem Processes in Ter-
restrial Herbaceous systems) project (Hector et al. 1999).The BIODEPTH
project aimed to evaluate not only how plant species diversity contributed
toward plant production but also to see if this outcome was repeatable (a
hallmark of scientifically reliable insight) by conducting identical, simulta-
neous experiment protocols in grassland field sites within eight different
European countries.The experiment manipulated both plant species rich-
ness in experimental plots and functional group richness (e.g., grasses, ni-
trogen fixing herbs, etc.).Although the exact level of plant production varied
among sites owing to properties of the sites themselves (such as soil fertil-
ity and moisture and the plant species present at a location), there was nev-
ertheless a strong signal among all of the plots.As plant species richness and
plant functional group richness increased, so did plant productivity (Hec-
tor et al. 1999).The outcome arose largely because plant species had com-
plementary effects on productivity.That is, species tended to be rivets rather
than redundants.

Crop Pollination

Some of the most tightly coevolved relationships in nature involve plants
and the animal species that pollinate them. Plants have remarkable varieties
of adaptations such as flower shape and color or scent and nectar that are
used to attract specific pollinator species. In some cases, there are single or
very few animal species that pollinate a particular species of plant making
plant-pollinator associations an important source of biodiversity globally.
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Bees, in particular, pollinate one or more cultivars of a majority of the
world’s 1,500 crop species and thus are essential for an estimated 15 to 30
percent of world food production (Kremen et al. 2002). Farmers have re-
lied on such relationships for millennia and to foster efficiency have culti-
vated extensively the European honey bee (Apis mellifera) within crop fields
and orchards.This pollination function is now becoming compromised,
however, due to diseases and poisoning from insecticides (Kremen et al.
2002).This decline in beekeeping, combined with increasing demand for
the service is making cultivation of European honey bees expensive. One
solution is to look to natural, related species of pollinators to fill in their
ecosystem role.

Maintaining habitat for a diversity of native bees is important for crop
pollination because the abundances of individual species fluctuate from one
year to the next or they differ in abundance across a landscape. Indeed, up
to twenty species of native bees were necessary to ensure sufficient polli-
nation function in any one year (Kremen et al. 2002).Also, different bee
species are differentially effective as pollinators for different crops. In essence,
there is an element of both functional redundancy (bee species covering for
each other among years and in different locations) and functional diversity
or rivets (different groups of bee species effective on different plants) in this
pollinator community.Managing for bee diversity could therefore meet the
pollination requirements of a great number of crops and provide insurance
against shortages of domesticated honeybees and specific native pollinator
species (Kremen et al. 2002).

The pollination service offered by
native bees can, however, vary with
land management practices. To un-
derstand quantitatively just how land
use affected pollination function,
Kremen and colleagues undertook a
systematic study to document how
diversity in the native bee species
community affected the rate of crop
pollination on farms in the Central

Valley of California.They found that amount of crop pollination depended
on how close a farm was to natural bee habitat and on the type of farm it-
self (organic versus conventional).Native bees had the greatest effect on or-
ganic farms near natural habitat. All other farms (e.g., organic far from
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natural habitat, conventional near or far from natural habitat), however, ex-
perienced greatly reduced diversity and abundance of native bees, resulting
in some cases in failure of the native bees alone to pollinate crops.This im-
plies that farmers need to consider managing farmland for both natural pol-
linator habitat as well as crop lands.

Pest Control

Herbivorous insect species are a leading cause of crop plant damage and ac-
cordingly annual loss of crop production. Suppression of such insect pests
by their natural enemies has been identified as a potentially important
ecosystem service of biodiversity (Cardinale et al. 2003).

A case in point involves one of the most abundant pests of alfalfa crops,
the pea aphid, (Acyrthosiphon pisum).Three of the most important natural
enemies of pea aphids are the ladybird beetle (Harmonia axyridis), the damsel
bug (Nabis sp.), and the parasitic wasp (Aphidius ervi). Cardinale et al. (2003)
conducted an experiment in alfalfa fields in Wisconsin, United States, to
compare the effectiveness of the three natural enemies individually (low di-
versity) and in combination (high diversity) in controlling aphid abundance.
They discovered that the abundance of the pea aphid was suppressed more
under high diversity than low diversity conditions.Aphid reduction trans-
lated into higher alfalfa production.

Moreover, the degree to which pea aphids were suppressed in the high
diversity condition was greater than one would expect simply from sum-
ming the impact of each enemy species alone.This nonadditive effect arose
in part because different predator species were functionally complementary
in their effects on different age classes of the aphid, and hence set up a pre-
dation gauntlet.The parasitic wasp deposits eggs into the body of young
aphids.The eggs hatch and the wasp larvae consume the internal tissues of
the young aphids.The ladybird beetle and the damsel bug actively hunt
older aphids. Cardinale and colleagues, however, caution against ascribing
universality of this finding for all natural enemy species. In some cases, nat-
ural enemies may overlap in ecological roles (functionally redundant) and
may even attack each other as well as their shared prey (called an intraguild
effect) in which case the effectiveness of the diverse natural enemy assem-
blage is compromised.The underlying message is that natural enemy di-
versity is effective provided one is strategic about predator species selection.
Predator species chosen for a particular biological control problem should
be ones that complement each other in their effects on a pest species. But,
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to allow options for future biological control, it is imperative that a portfo-
lio of predator species (i.e., predator species diversity) from which to choose
is actively maintained on ecological landscapes.

Invasion Resistance

As explained in chapter 7, biotic invasions occur when species are trans-
ported beyond their current range distribution into conditions in which
their descendants thrive.The likelihood that a species can invade depends
in good part on biophysical features of the environment. For example, the
success of invasions may depend upon the availability of bare areas, requi-
site soil fertility, and suitable climate (Kennedy et al. 2002).These biophys-
ical conditions for invasion may be mitigated by the presence of native
species that can regulate the competitive environment the invader faces. So,
it stands to reason that the likelihood of successful invasion may decline as
the number of native species with which the invader must compete in-
creases. In essence, biodiversity should lead to ecosystem stability by resist-
ing species invasions and associated decline in ecosystem function (see Box
8.1; Kennedy et al. 2002).

This idea was tested using a large-scale field experiment at the Cedar
Creek Long-Term Ecological Research site in Minnesota, United States
(Kennedy et al. 2002).The experimental system consisted of 147 different
experimental plots in which resident plant diversity (species richness) was
initially varied from one, two, four, six, eight, twelve, and twenty-four grass-
land species drawn at random from a pool of twenty-four species. Invaders
were allowed to enter the experimental area from the surrounding weedy
fields through natural dispersal processes. The experiment revealed that
species richness had a strong suppressing effect on invader establishment suc-
cess (there were fewer invaders in high diversity plots than in low diversity
plots) and on the ability of invaders to proliferate (invaders had smaller max-
imum size in high diversity plots than in low diversity plots).The study sug-
gests that loss of biodiversity may exacerbate likelihood of invasion; it can
diminish resistance against invasion once other factors that insulate habi-
tats from invasion, such as natural geographical barriers, are compromised
by human transport of nonnative species.

These examples illustrate that biodiversity can have important functions
in ecosystems, the value of which may go well beyond that measured in
terms of material goods. Conserving such functions should not be viewed
as competing with economic activity, but rather as essential and consistent
with a pursuit of human well being (Myers 1996).
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AN IMPORTANT LESSON FROM CHAPTER 6 IS THAT CONSERVATION OF SPECIES

requires preservation of natural habitat. Upsetting the integrity of natural
habitats through fragmentation, exploitation, or conversion to other land
uses can trigger a cascade of ecological changes that sooner or later lead to
species extinctions. Indeed, it is estimated that if the current pace of human-
caused global habitat loss continues, many habitats and associated species
will be completely eliminated by 2080 (Sinclair et al.1995).More than ever
in the history of the planet, humankind is at a critical juncture in the way
it chooses to interact with the natural world.

The practical reality is that the need to support a burgeoning global pop-
ulation demands that natural lands be increasingly exploited for their raw
materials or converted into living space and agricultural production.The at-
tendant consequence is that there is altogether less space to support the rest
of planet’s living diversity, and so humankind is forced to become strategic
about what species it actively chooses to protect. Our ability to do this is
constrained by limited funding.To reconcile this trade-off, we have to look
for ways to conserve the most species
per dollar spent.

One expedient strategy is to iden-
tify areas that support high concen-
trations of species—“biodiversity
hotspots”—and devote efforts at pro-
tecting those areas (Myers et al.
2000). The rationale for adopting
such a strategy is that biodiversity hot
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spots contain exceptional numbers of endemic species (species only native
to those locations and that have a long evolutionary history there) that are,
at the same time, facing rapid loss of their native habitat. A biodiversity
hotspot strategy creates the opportunity for conservation planners to target,
from a global perspective, a comparatively small fraction of land that sup-
ports a disproportionately high share of the world’s species at risk.

To this end, conservationists have
identified twenty-five global biodi-
versity hotspots. Many of these
hotspots are situated within the equa-
torial regions of South and Central
America, Africa, and Asia (Myers et
al. 2000).These areas are the sole re-
maining habitats of 44 percent of the
earth’s plant species, 28 percent of all
bird species,30 percent of all mammal

species, and 54 percent of all amphibian species (Myers et al. 2000).The
hotspot areas originally covered 17 million square kilometers (an area of
about twice the size of Canada). Habitat loss from exploitation and land
conversion has reduced that area to 2 million square kilometers or about 0.6
percent of the earth’s total surface. It is speculated that if the current pace
of habitat loss proceeds virtually unchecked, between one-third and two-
thirds of all species in the hotspot areas would disappear within the foresee-
able future (Myers et al. 2000). Accordingly, protecting the twenty-five
hotspots might stem this decline significantly. At the same time, saving
species within hotspots putatively resolves the trade-off because it allows for
human development of the remaining global land base (Myers et al. 2000).

Conservation Tools

There are a number of approaches that one can take to protect biological
diversity (Box 9.1).These approaches differ in the degree to which they
trade-off human land-use and protection.

Parks and Protected Areas

Protecting species within hotspot areas involves circumscribing the hotspot
areas with a fixed political boundary and legally designating the area within
those boundaries as national parks or protected areas (Box 9.1).To safeguard
species and natural habitats, access to parks would be legally restricted or
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precluded and enforced by park wardens.Therefore, people who have his-
torically resided within the hot spot areas would be displaced and forced
to live with others in a common land matrix outside the park boundaries.
Such a strategy is one way to reconcile the conflicting needs of conserva-
tion and economic development simultaneously on the land base. Both ac-
tivities are permitted, just in different locations.

But,most hotspots lie within the heart of developing countries with ex-
tensive poverty. Human population density in hotspot areas is on average
seventy-three persons per square kilometer, a number that is 73 percent
higher than the world average of forty-two persons per square kilometer.
Thus, displacing indigenous peoples from the hotspot areas and concentrat-
ing them with others in urban areas could increases the potential for huge
conflicts because such a conservation strategy can pit conservation inter-
ests against human livelihoods (Schwartzman et al. 2000). Indeed, concen-
trating people in the land matrix between the parks can lead to serious
overexploitation of resources.Once resources are exhausted, displaced peo-
ple look to remaining vestiges of resources.These remaining resources often
lie within parks. For example, on-the-ground monitoring (Curran et al.
2004) has shown that within sixteen years (1985 to 2001), Kalimantan’s pro-

Box 9.1 Conservation Tools to Protect Biodiversity

National Parks and Preserves—The intended goal is to protect species, large areas

of scenic, natural beauty, and natural processes in as undisturbed a state as pos-

sible for scientific, educational, or recreational use. Park use and policy is regulat-

ed at the national level.

Indigenous Reserves or Biosphere Reserves—recognize the land tenure rights of

indigenous peoples. It provides the opportunity to maintain their traditional sub-

sistence livelihoods on the land. Such reserves represent samples of landscapes

from long-established land use patterns.

Extraction Reserves—allow local economies to develop through local commercial

enterprises (e.g., rubber tapping, rearing Brazil nuts, etc.). Such reserves allow

people to continue with their traditional economic way of life. This can lead to local

sustainable economic development. The success of such programs rests on

national government guarantees that land conversion to other enterprises (e.g.,

farming, ranching) will not take place.
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tected lowland forests declined by more than 56 percent. Even uninhabited
frontier parks like Gunung Palung National Park in West Kalimantan were
almost completely logged to meet timber demands (Curran et al. 2004).

Because of their fixed political boundaries, parks and protected areas
strategies also have the potential to predestine systems to other forms of ex-
tinction debt because of a failure to consider landscape dynamics (Carroll
et al. 2004). Specifically, development of the land base between parks in-
creasingly isolates the parks themselves. From a landscape dynamic perspec-
tive, parks effectively represent isolated fragments of the original, larger
habitat. Our consideration of species-area relationships in chapter 6 taught
us that fragments can support only a fraction of the species supported by
intact habitat. Moreover, development within the land matrix between the
fragments makes it difficult for species to migrate and recolonize those frag-
ments in which species have gone extinct.That is, there is no possibility to
“rescue” species that go extinct within the park. Isolating parks thus can pre-
cipitate chronic extinctions (Newmark 1984).

In addition, parks may fall short if there is a failure to align legal and bi-
otic boundaries (Newmark 1985; Caroll et al. 2004).A case example is Al-
gonquin Park in central Ontario, Canada, a place that is highly revered for
its population of wolves, moose, and white-tailed deer. The name itself
harkens back to an age when native Indians occupied the landscape; hence
the park symbolizes primordial wilderness.The region was the inspiration
for an important impressionistic art movement—the Canadian Group of
Seven—that portrayed natural landscapes in their raw glory and thereby
forged an indelible and important Canadian wilderness identity. In the
1800s, loggers harvested the vast stands of white pine (Pinus strobus) trees
in this area to feed the high demand of an expanding British economy.Al-
gonquin Park was created in 1893 to establish a wildlife sanctuary and by
excluding agriculture on harvested land to protect the headwaters of the
five major rivers that flow from the park. But, humans have been permit-
ted to transform the landscape around the park into agricultural lands.This
is where the problem begins.

During fall, white-tailed deer migrate out of the park to over-winter in
the surrounding agricultural land matrix.They return to the park in spring
and spend the summer there (Forbes and Theberge 1996).Wolves naturally
follow their prey’s seasonal migration. But, wolves are shot with impunity
once outside the park boundary because humans believe that they are a
threat to their livestock and competitors for deer, which they also hunt
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(Forbes and Theberge 1996). Over a period of thirteen years, fully 56 per-
cent of all Algonquin Park wolves were killed by humans after they migrated
out of the park; and 70 percent of those killed were potentially reproduc-
tive individuals (Forbes and Theberge 1996).The wolves, (a species that re-
produce at a rate of 15 to 25 percent per year), do not have the reproductive
capacity to compensate for the high mortality and so could be at risk of ex-
tinction.

The human-wolf conflict arises for several reasons. Failure to consider
landscape dynamics means that the park is too small to contain a viable year-
round population that depends on a reliable prey base. In other words, the
park was established to protect a collection of species rather than to pro-
tect an ecosystem in which there are myriad lines of dependency among
species. Consequently, the park boundary does not contain the complete
range of critical habitats used by various species that depend on each other.
Also, regulations for wolf protection differ inside and outside the park.Pro-
tecting predators leaving the park is viewed as encroaching on the rights
and safety of surrounding residents. Clearly, the problem isn’t the park by
itself, but what happens within the land matrix surrounding the park.A sim-
ilar plight occurs for large carnivores in and around the national parks
within the Rocky Mountain region of North America (Carroll et al. 2004)
and for lions in the Gir Forest of India (Saberwal et al. 1994).As we learned
in chapters 1 and 6, the loss of such apex predators from ecosystems can pre-
cipitate loss of species diversity in those systems. Thus, loss of just one
species—but one with a critical functional role in an ecosystem—can con-
found well-intentioned efforts to conserve concentrations of biodiversity
(Soulé et al. 2005).

Ecologists are increasingly realizing that they need to solve the extinction
debt problem not by establishing more parks but by recognizing that ecosys-
tems often extend beyond park boundaries.Thus,one must be strategic about
linking conservation efforts within parks to the land base outside of them.
One strategy, in particular, is to con-
sider enfranchising local peoples in
conservation and allowing different
forms of human land use both within
and around parks. Many different
strategies have been proposed in two
broad categories: indigenous reserves
and extraction reserves (Box 9.1).
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Indigenous and Extraction Reserves

Indigenous reserves recognize historical land tenure rights of local indige-
nous people. For example, many agrarian societies have transformed land
bases (e.g., terracing mountain slopes) in order to adapt their farming to the
vagaries of the landscape within which they work and live. Such societies
have a long history on the land base.An indigenous reserve strategy recog-
nizes and respects this history and thus protects a way of life as well as the
species diversity that is part of that landscape.

Extraction reserves go a step further by supporting enterprises that are
sustained by ecosystem services unique to a particular region in which there
is also a need to protect biological diversity. For example, Brazilian tropical
rainforest ecosystems contain tree species that produce rubbery latex and
others that produce the famous Brazil nuts.These resources support impor-
tant subsistence economies and can lead to sustainable economic develop-
ment. In creating extraction reserves, the Brazilian government forges an
agreement with local communities to provide for the sustainable use of the
forest.At the same time, local communities must guarantee that they will
protect the natural integrity of the forest ecosystem. In return the commu-
nities would have control over the products from the forest. In other words,
control over conservation is ceded by national governments to local com-
munities.

There is divided opinion about the viability of extraction reserves. Some
argue that national control over conservation is more stable in the long term
than local control because humans, being selfish, will overexploit resources

to their own economic gain (Ter-
borgh 2000). It is believed that local
stewardship will only work when
population densities are low. When
resources become stretched by higher
densities, humans will extirpate bio-
diversity for their own gain, or trig-
ger events that lead to collapse of
biodiversity. It is also argued that as

the standard of living rises because of economic development, local com-
munities will look toward further exploitation of resources to fuel their eco-
nomic growth, especially when wealth generation enables them to replace
aboriginal subsistence technology with modern technology (Terborgh
2000).
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Advocates for local control of conservation argue that national parks
alone will be of insufficient size to protect natural areas in perpetuity
(Schwartzman et al. 2000). Moreover, local people protect larger areas of
land than are now protected in most parks. In many cases, humans have lived
in these regions for centuries and have not wrought mass destruction dur-
ing that time. Finally, the practical reality is that local people are potent po-
litical actors and an important environmental constituency that can
determine the success or failure of national parks.

Graded Protection

One compromise strategy may be to design a reserve system on landscapes
that allows different degrees of use. For example, one might completely pro-
tect a core region that is surrounded by concentric rings (buffer zones) that
allow graduated degrees of resource use and land development. Such a strat-
egy also balances the conflict between protection and development, but it
achieves this balance on the same parcel of the land base.Allowing conser-
vation strategies that produce economic benefits from goods and func-
tions—ecosystem services—provided by biodiversity within reserve regions
represents a new shift in conservation paradigm. Pure protection strategies
are giving way to those fostering sustainability through economic incen-
tives to protect nature.

Dynamic Landscapes

Parks and protected areas are typically created to protect areas that are
unique or representative of a particular ecosystem type (Box 9.1).As such,
this conservation tool only conserves a static entity: diversity within a spe-
cific local area or alpha (α) diversity. However, the make-up of a particular
local community of species may be shaped by sorting processes that oper-
ate on a larger, landscape scale—called a metacommunity process.

Metacommunity Dynamics

The metacommunity concept is sim-
ilar to the metapopulation concept
discussed in chapter 6 except extinc-
tions are assumed to be determined
by species interactions in local habi-
tats. It represents a way to understand
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how species come to occupy different regions of a landscape via two eco-
logical processes:migration across landscapes, and interactions such as com-
petition and predation within local areas (Leibold et al. 2004). The
metacommunity is represented by the set of local species assemblages or
local communities.The constellation of local communities on a landscape
is shaped by the rate of species migrations among locales relative to the
strength and nature of species interactions within a locale.

The metacommunity allows evaluation of another form of diversity,
known as beta (β) diversity.Technically, beta diversity quantifies the rate at
which species compositions turn over or become dissimilar across incre-
mental distances on landscapes.A high turn over rate or high dissimilarity
between adjacent locations implies that the species composition across the
landscape is highly heterogeneous, or is highly diverse.

The implication here is that areas
deemed by humans to be representa-
tive of a certain environmental state
or a local hotspot could very well be
the outcome of landscape-scale
processes that produce a local con-
centration of species rather than,
what is usually implicitly assumed,
that they represent local sources of
diversity for the landscape. Accord-
ingly, a conservation strategy that 
creates parks and permits land devel-
opment within the matrix between

parks can disrupt the flow of species across landscapes and alter beta diver-
sity. Moreover, such disruption could eventually doom even the hot spot
species pool to extinction.This insight underscores that effective conserva-
tion requires thinking about protecting dynamic ecological processes lead-
ing to diversity patterns across landscapes, rather than simply identifying and
protecting diversity concentrations locally within landscapes.

Temporal Dynamics of Habitats

Habitat, being comprised of living organisms, may not persist indefinitely
in any one location (Sinclair et al.1997).Dominant vegetation in a location
passes through different stages of a developmental cycle including aging,
dying back, and regenerating.This process is known as ecological succes-
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sion.Thus, landscapes may be considered mosaics of habitats that locally
fluctuate among successional stages. So, the exact location of a particular de-
velopmental stage of habitat will vary in time. So too will the animal species
composition as species move across the landscape to follow the changes in
habitat. High beta diversity can arise in this case because different animal
species associate with these different successional habitat stages.

Thus, a park or protected area strategy that safeguards a fixed parcel of
land in one location may doom its species to extinction simply because it
ignores the consequences of successional change. One solution then is to
actively manage to arrest succession. But arresting succession will require
“fighting nature” and history has repeatedly shown us that humankind is
doomed to lose at this game. How then do we work with nature? We do
this by thinking about habitat and biodiversity conservation in the context
of landscape-scale habitat renewal (Sinclair et al. 1995).

Habitat of a specific type in a specific location is lost over time because
of the natural ecological processes described above, but the rate of habitat
loss can be exacerbated by exploitation. If habitat facing exploitation is pre-
served at a particular time, such preservation will slow the decay rate. But,
it will still decay. So, parks and protected areas are essential because they buy
time.But, to maintain a constant availability of habitat,we must actively plan
for renewal across the landscape within and outside of protected areas.

The idea of including habitat renewal in conservation derives from the
fundamental principles of population processes presented in chapter 4.
Namely, a population remains at an equilibrium if birthrate exactly balances
death rates.We can extend this simple concept to this case by recognizing
that habitat decay is effectively a form of mortality.Thus, habitat of a par-
ticular type will be preserved if the habitat decay rate is exactly balanced
by habitat renewal. So, the decay rate and the renewal rate determine how
much habitat can be saved in perpetuity—a form of sustainable manage-
ment. But, unlike population birth and death processes that may occur si-
multaneously within a locale, habitat decay and renewal occur in different
locations on a landscape. Moreover,
to maintain habitat, we must either
replace it before or (at the very least)
at the same time as other portions of
the habitat are exploited or decay.
The implication here is that long-
term conservation requires a portfo-
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lio of habitats in different development stages to ensure that habitat of a par-
ticular stage is represented on the landscape at any particular time.

Global Climate Change and Reshuffling of Faunas

In chapter 3 we learned that many species are uniquely adapted to live in
specific ecosystems on this planet.Those adaptations include tolerance to
hot or cold, dry or wet, sun or shade.We also learned that global climate
change is being brought about by human activity exacerbating natural
greenhouse warming in ways that will alter the earth’s climate.The conse-
quence is that habitats and the animal species that depend upon them are
expected to undergo major shifts in their geographic locations (Parmesan
and Yohe 2003).This may be the Achilles heel of national parks and pro-
tected areas that are designed to protect species and their habitats within the
confines of fixed political boundaries.

Indeed, an analysis evaluating the effectiveness of eight selected U.S. na-
tional parks in protecting mammalian species diversity in the face of global
change suggests that they are not likely to meet their mandate of protect-
ing current biodiversity within park boundaries (Burns et al. 2003). Based
on current assessments of future climate change, U.S. national parks stand
to lose between 0 and 20 percent of their current mammalian species di-
versity in any one park.

Species losses should come from all mammalian species except Artio-
dactyla (hoofed mammals).The majority of losses will be for rodent, bat,
and carnivore species. But, the parks should also gain other species because
of the reshuffling of species across the landscape (Burns et al. 2003). Parks
are expected to gain between 11 percent and 92 percent more species rel-
ative to current numbers. Species reshuffling is predicted to be dominated
by an influx of rodents followed by carnivores and bats.The projected in-

flux of new species is expected to be
greatest for parks at more northerly
latitudes because, as described in
chapter 3, most species are expected
either to expand their geographic
range or shift their ranges to new ge-
ographic locations nearer the poles.

In the balance, all parks could re-
alize a substantial gain in mammalian
species composition as a consequence
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of geographic shift in species.But this
shift will be of a magnitude unprece-
dented in recent geological time.
Also, it is assumed that species will
reshuffle en masse, in an orderly man-
ner and that the rate of distribution
change is commensurate with geo-
graphic shifts in habitat. Such com-
paratively rapid (twenty to fifty years)
range adjustments are not entirely out
of the question for mammals (Burns et al. 2003). Nevertheless, all of this
assumes that species will be free to migrate in through the land matrix be-
tween the parks, an assumption that, as discussed in chapter 3, may not be
realistic for many species given the kinds of land development taking place.

There may be further ecological repercussions.As shifting species forge
new ecological relationships with each other and with current park species,
the character of species interactions and fundamental ecosystem processes
stand to become transformed (Burns et al. 2003). For example, an influx of
new species may alter existing competitive interactions and influence
trophic dynamics as predator-prey interactions change.

These considerations of landscape-scale dynamics means that classic con-
servation approaches,which rely almost exclusively on the establishment of
parks and protected areas, will require some serious rethinking. Successful
conservation increasingly requires that we accommodate both human needs
for sustainable livelihoods and the need to protect the dynamics of ecologi-
cal systems that play themselves out across landscapes. So, parks and pro-
tected areas need to be viewed as part of a larger portfolio of options. Such
portfolios allow for more flexibility because the specific options exercised
will depend upon local needs for conservation and development.
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HUMANKIND IS AT A CRITICAL JUNCTURE IN THE WAY IT CHOOSES TO IN-
teract with the environment.Rising human population combined with ris-
ing demand for resources to sustain or even elevate standards of living means
that living space for other species is diminishing.The current sentiment is
that we cannot protect everything and so we must be strategic about what
we keep and what we choose to let go.To this end, society is increasingly
demanding that ecologists explain what species A, or species B, and so on,
is good for (Myers 1996).This form of questioning reveals a deeply held
ethic that species are largely expendable showpieces; hence it is reasonable
to do ecological triage if allocating space or financial resources to conserve
species conflicts with human economic progress (Myers 1996).

Aldo Leopold (1953) had a different take on this same issue:

The outstanding scientific discovery of the twentieth century is not television,
or radio, but rather the complexity of the land organism [ecosystem]. . . . The
last word in ignorance is the man who says of an animal or plant [species] “What
good is it?” If the land mechanism as a whole is good then every part is good,
whether we understand it or not. If the biota, in the course of aeons, has built
something we like but do not understand, then who but a fool would discard
seemingly useless parts? To keep every cog and wheel is the first precaution of
intelligent tinkering.

Leopold effectively argued that society needs to change its ethical per-
spective about nature from one that views it as a magnificent collection of
species for our passing enjoyment to one that recognizes that species play
integral roles in maintaining ecological services that make up nature’s econ-
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omy.Thus asking an ecologist to justify the value of a species or a collec-
tion of species in an ecosystem is tantamount to asking an economist to jus-
tify why we value securities such as stocks or mutual funds. I believe that
both are integral components of their respective economies and without
them it would be impossible to carry out our day-to-day business of living.
But, there are fundamentally different opportunity costs to managing port-
folios of stocks versus portfolios of
species.

Tinkering within
Economies

In a market economy, intelligent tin-
kering is done by investors who ad-
just their portfolios with the aim to
balance financial return against finan-
cial risk. Such a balancing act can be
accomplished by keeping those stocks
that perform well and letting go
those that perform poorly. But, the
performance of individual stocks changes over time so the portfolio must
be readjusted, including perhaps, buying back stocks that were once per-
forming poorly but are now performing better.Thus, in a market economy,
a security that is excluded from a portfolio can be included again later pro-
vided that the company offering the stock is still in business.That is, there
is opportunity to reverse investment choices. Moreover, one has flexibility
to make rapid adjustments by buying and selling stocks in the very short
term.

Intelligent tinkering with an ecological portfolio requires that we appre-
ciate some important differences between market and natural economies.
First, and foremost, natural economies obey classical laws of thermodynam-
ics, which means that we cannot “grow” them indefinitely. Species popu-
lations, like capital,may accrue for some time through a compound interest
process. But with financial capital, the investment interest rate does not
change because capital accrues. Unlike capital, species population growth
rate eventually does decline because species density causes negative feed-
backs on population growth rate.This then constrains ecosystem function-
ing and production within upper limits. (See chapter 4 for further discussion
of these dynamics.) Working within those limits means that sustaining 
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natural economies cannot be about deciding which species in the portfo-
lio should be let go. Rather, it is about recognizing the need to keep all
species as part of the portfolio.That is, conservation should be about man-
aging for sustainable function of ecosystems, not about protecting selected
species.The goal of management, then, is deciding what abundance of the
different species should make up the portfolio in order to achieve some de-
sired end.This reasoning is predicated on the idea that species play comple-
mentary rather than strictly redundant roles in determining ecological
functions, for which there is some evidence (chapter 8).

Second, natural economies oper-
ate on longer timescales than most
market economic systems.There isn’t
a measure of daily performance such
as a Dow-Jones or NASDAQ index
for natural economies because they
do not respond to changes that
quickly.As illustrated in chapter 7, the
effects of tinkering with an ecologi-
cal portfolio (e.g., predator species re-
movals to enhance game species
populations) can require decades to
half centuries to fully manifest them-
selves in ways that are detectable by
scientific measurement. Thus, the
consequences of our ecological in-

vestment choices often will only be fully realized by our children and grand-
children. This cautions against a strategy of species triage because that
inevitably dooms some species to extinction.That is, new companies and
stocks can be freely created; new species cannot.Thus, the potential for ir-
reversibility in investment choices created by triage strategies paints our
children and grandchildren into a proverbial environmental corner.

I have, nonetheless, offered examples of investment reversibility in a nat-
ural economy by highlighting in chapter 7 the case of wolf reintroductions
into Yellowstone Park. Restoring the top carnivore led to changes in the
distribution and abundance of the wolves’ major prey species, elk, and in-
creases in the abundance of tree species that are both food resources for elk
and habitats for other animal species. Devising ways to restore ecosystems,
to correct what in hindsight may have been imprudent choices, is an im-
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portant enterprise in ecological science.But reintroducing once-lost species
back to their native habitats can be a formidable task because it presumes
that the we can draw individuals from somewhere else on the landscape (i.e.,
the species have not yet gone extinct) and that suitable habitat is available
to support the reintroduction.

Species also do not live in splendid isolation of each other.There are di-
rect and indirect lines of dependency that make up the natural economy
(chapters 7 and 8).These dependencies can have an important bearing on
the success of reintroductions, especially if we have limited insight into how
they arose over the eons in the first place.This uncertainty leaves us with
the sobering prospect of what Pimm (1991) has termed “Humpty Dumpty
effects.”

The concept has its roots in the familiar nursery rhyme in which all the
parts of a broken Humpty Dumpty are present, but he cannot be put back
together because it is unclear how the pieces fit together originally.To elab-
orate this point, let’s consider a hypothetical restoration scenario and use the
chaparral food web (figure 6.2) for illustrative purposes. In chapter 6, I ex-
plained how habitat fragmentation led to local extinctions of bird species
that comprised the chaparral food ecosystem because fragmentation dis-
rupted important lines of dependency among top and middle (meso) pred-
ators whose effects cascaded down to bird species causing local bird species
extinctions. Suppose that a conservation agency decided that it would re-
store the chaparral ecosystem in southern California by buying parcels of
land to reverse development and reconnect that habitat fragments. Suppose
also that the conservation agency could find individuals of the different bird
species elsewhere on the landscape and that it decided to reintroduce them
en masse in order to hasten ecosystem recovery.This strategy might be suc-
cessful, but it might not because of an ecological phenomenon known as
priority effects. Priority effects mean that species in an ecosystem do not
assemble haphazardly but instead follow a strict sequence.

For example, let’s suppose a primordial chaparral habitat was comprised
only of the roadrunner and its prey: insect species and lizards. Suppose that
from time to time the other bird species (the wrens, quail, and gnatcatcher)
attempted to become established in the chaparral but they were unsuccess-
ful because roadrunners, which also prey on bird eggs, prevented the other
bird species from growing in abundance. Suppose, however, that over time,
the roadrunner population built to a sufficient size to support a population
of carnivores such as foxes that preyed upon roadrunners.The limitation of
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roadrunner abundances by foxes would now create opportunity for the
other bird species to become established. Let’s suppose that this led to the
rich diversity of birds in a more modern chaparral ecosystem. Let’s suppose
now that foxes began to build their own populations by diminishing the
abundance of roadrunners. Hungry foxes then might switch to preying on
the other bird species. But, suppose also that because foxes became suffi-
ciently abundant so that coyotes could become established by preying on
foxes.This would release predation pressure on the bird species. So coyotes
now indirectly maintain bird species diversity in the ecosystem.The direct
and indirect lines of dependence leading to the maintenance of species di-
versity and function in this ecosystem became established through a specific
order of priority from roadrunner to fox to other bird species to coyote.
Any restoration sequence that deviates from the original assembly process,
including reintroducing species en masse, could very well lead to failure—
a Humpty Dumpty effect.

Some might dismiss all this by saying that in the grand scheme of things
it is just a few insignificant little birds and mammal varmints that are found
in other places anyway—the triage ethic. But, what if the loss of these pu-
tatively insignificant species and varmints lead to ecosystem conditions that
fuel more frequent and intensive chaparral wildfires that annually damage
expensive real estate? Right now we do not have the scientific knowledge
to speak to this issue nor to many other issues concerning the role of hu-
mans in natural economies.Resolving this is one of the major challenges in
the next generation of ecological science (Lubchenco et al. 1991; Ludwig
et al. 2001). On the other hand, the prospect of Humpty Dumpty effects
could be eliminated altogether by ensuring that we cause minimal risk to
species when developing or exploiting ecosystems. In this respect, it is wise
to revisit the insight of Aldo Leopold that was presented above:“If the biota,
in the course of aeons, has built something we . . . do not understand, then
who but a fool would discard seemingly useless parts? To keep every cog
and wheel is the first precaution [my emphasis] of intelligent tinkering.”

Ecological Science, Uncertainty, and Precaution

Sustaining natural economies, like market economies, involves making de-
cisions in the face of uncertain knowledge.Ecological science tries to dimin-
ish this uncertainty through a systematic process of induction,deduction, and
experimentation (chapter 2); but ecological science cannot eliminate uncer-
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tainty completely.This uncertainty has some important ethical implications
for decision-making. Let me illustrate with an example.

Suppose that a developer wished to convert a large tract of forested land
into housing and commercial enterprises and engaged a scientific consult-
ant to offer insights about the degree of fragmentation that could be sus-
tained without disrupting the diversity of animal species within the land
base. Suppose that the consultant executed an experiment like the one con-
ducted in Amazonia (chapter 6) to test the null hypothesis that habitat frag-
mentation did not cause loss in species diversity. Let’s suppose that unlike
the Amazonian case, experimental fragmentation did not cause a change
in species diversity.We would then conclude that the evidence is insufficient
to reject the null hypothesis and thus permit development to go ahead.

But how reliable is the conclusion from this single test? The answer is:
limited.The reason is that we are unsure if the outcome is normal for this
kind of ecosystem or a rare event that depended on specific place and time.
Thus, a single experimental test of a hypothesis cannot provide a highly re-
liable answer.The only way to increase reliability of knowledge acquired
from ecological experimentation is to repeat the experiment many times.
That is why ecologists, when asked to offer scientific advice, often qualify
their conclusions with the disclaimer “this needs further study . . . .”,mean-
ing, this needs more replication to gain general insight into the likely trend.

Such a disclaimer is a perennial
source of frustration for policy mak-
ers who seek definitive answers to
specific problems.Yet the disclaimer is
legitimate because ecologists can
never be definite that one factor or
variable is the causal driver of a pat-
tern or process. This is because re-
peated experimental tests of the same
hypothesis will never produce identi-
cal (invariant) outcomes in the field due to random environmental effects.
Consequently, ecologists are only able to present their scientific results in
terms of the likelihood or risk that a particular event will happen (Ludwig
et al. 2001). Indeed, this is true for any scientific discipline that must deal
with confounding effects of random environmental factors encountered in
natural environments.
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Variability and associated uncertainty introduced by random environ-
mental effects can be dealt with by repeating experiments enough times that
we can calculate the odds (or risk) that an experimental treatment (or a
management prescription based on it) provides a rare or unusual outcome.
For example, if we conducted the same fragmentation experiment twenty
times under different environmental conditions and found that it does not
alter species diversity (that is, we could not reject the hypothesis) nineteen
times out of twenty, then we say that there is a 5 percent chance that habi-
tat fragmentation will collapse bird species diversity.The implication of this
calculation for policy is that if the goal is to develop land and safeguard
species diversity, then we can claim that there is a 5 percent chance that frag-
mentation will be harmful.This information is valuable because it allows
policy makers to decide whether the benefit of implementing a particular
management prescription is worth the risk of failure.

But uncertainties still underlie decision-making, which opens the pos-
sibility for making errors.The first kind of error, known as a Type I error,
arises when we reject the null hypothesis when the null is in fact true.The
likelihood of doing this can be kept marginally small simply by being very
stringent about the criterion we use to reject the hypothesis.The norm in
ecology is a 5 percent risk of making a Type I error. Criteria for ensuring a
small likelihood can be calculated whenever it is possible to quantify the
mean and degree of variability in experimental response among different
replications—often this can be done with as few as three replications.The
second kind of error, known as a Type II error, arises when we accept the
null hypothesis when in fact it is false.Type II errors can only be controlled
by gaining understanding of typical experimental responses versus compar-
atively rarer ones. Our confidence in discerning what is typical and what
is rare is only boosted by increasing the number of times an experiment is
replicated. But, most experiments conducted on scales relevant to ecosys-
tem management are neither easy,nor practical, nor often affordable to repli-
cate many times. Consequently, there is often a greater chance of
committing a Type II error than a Type I error.These different risks of error
carry different ethical implications.

The normal practice in science-informed policy and management is to
weigh the consequences of action versus making a Type I error. Under this
condition, policy favors the interest of land development if the decision is
to develop in light of scientific evidence that it will not damage the natu-
ral system. In turn, the burden is placed on the public, or regulatory agen-
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cies and the environmental movement that represent the public interest to
argue for consideration of the potential harmful effects of development. It
is the public and ultimately the ecosystem itself that assumes the risk of land
development if the decision was faulty and there was a failure to safeguard
nature.

If we change the ethical basis of decision-making by forcing policy and
management to weigh the consequences of action versus making a Type 
II error, then we place the burden on the developer to show that land de-
velopment will not jeopardize the public interest and ecosystem function-
ing. It is the developer that must assume the risk in this case. But, as I
mentioned above, demonstrating that development is unlikely to inflict
damage requires a considerable amount of experimentation—a costly un-
dertaking.This then argues for taking a decidedly precautionary approach
to tinkering with natural economies,which brings me back to the question
that I posed in the introduction: Is dismissing a potential environmental
problem for lack of understanding about clear cause a wise decision? I hope
that the reader is coming to realize that the answer to this question should
be a resounding “No”.Dismissing for lack of cause means that decisions are
being made based on risks of committing Type I errors. But, in suggesting
that the answer should be “No” I do not imply that we should halt all
human enterprises that have impacts on the environment. Intelligent tin-
kering is possible (chapter 7). But tinkering for sustainable function means
that humans must be considered as integral parts of natural ecosystems
(rather than outside their sphere) and that human impacts have manifold
feedbacks that may eventually cost
human welfare.

I have presented examples of the
interdependent global links among
species and ecosystems in chapter 7
and how acting within one ecosys-
tem without regard to another can
have devastating consequences. A
much starker case in point is the re-
verberations caused by the collapse of
the northwest Atlantic cod fishery
and its feedbacks (current and future)
on the human societies globally.The collapse of this species population due
in part if not entirely to unsustainable exploitation by North American and
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European Union fishing fleets has had devastating socioeconomic effects on
coastal fishing communities in eastern Canada (Roughgarden and Smith
1996).Moreover, this fishery will take generations of human lives to recover
to economic viability, if it recovers at all.This example illustrates how cur-
rent exploitation and loss of species has limited the options for resource use
by future generations.

The European Union fleets, in turn,have shifted their exploitation to the
coasts of western Africa and now threaten to diminish fish stocks there.
These fleets compete heavily with local Africans, especially in Ghana, who
rely on fisheries for protein. Diminishing protein supplies from overfishing
has increased demand for protein from other sources, primarily forest mam-
mal species.This has lead to a lucrative but unsustainable bushmeat trade.
Together, the exploitation of fisheries and mammal species has threatened
many species populations in this region with imminent collapse.The con-
sequences of collapse may be felt immediately in the form of widespread
human poverty and food insecurity in the region (Brashares et al. 2004).
With the diminishing stocks, European Union fleets may be forced once
again to move elsewhere. It is easy and quite logical to reason that the ef-
fects of attendant, unsustainable fishing will eventually come full circle to

impact Europeans’ ability to meet
their own protein demands.

Precautionary approaches to re-
source exploitation require thinking
through which interdependent
species will ultimately be impacted
and how this will alter the character
and complexion of ecosystems when
our children and grandchildren in-
herit the planet. It also recognizes that

exploitation must be undertaken with sensitivity and respect for the liveli-
hood and dignity of all human societies (Ludwig et al. 2001) and to mini-
mize the risk of long-term negative consequences of the impacts.Taking a
precautionary approach means that our definitions of prosperity must in-
clude maintaining a sustainable natural economy in addition to sustaining
a market economy. It also means that ecologists, as scientists, must develop
methods and approaches that better support precautionary decisions mak-
ing in policy and management.
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Policy and Management as a Scientific Enterprise

Basic science is essentially an adaptive process in which an initial hypothe-
sis for the cause of a natural pattern or process is systematically tested.The
hypothesis is either validated or rejected. In basic science, the hope is that
the hypothesis is rejected because this typically leads to new and exciting
discovery, which is after all the hallmark of success in basic science.The
knowledge gained from discovery is used to refine existing ideas or develop
new and better ones.These ideas are then subject to the next round of test-
ing.This process of idea formulation, testing, discovery, and refinement is a
time-tested cycle of knowledge creation.

Basic science in this purest of form, that is, accumulation of knowledge
about nature for the simple sake of gaining knowledge, is neither intended
nor geared toward solving specific applied environmental problems.Any sci-
entific insights that are eventually used by policy are usually regarded as the
dividend of the basic scientific process.Consequently, the interface between
policy and science tends to be passive and linear. Basic science passes off to
policy whatever knowledge is useful. Policy then uses this knowledge to
formulate solutions to environmental problems.

The drawback of a linear, passive interface is that science continues with
its cycle of discovery independent of the policy process. It is therefore en-
tirely conceivable that policy could be based on outdated scientific knowl-
edge by the time it has passed through the public review process and
becomes implemented.The remedy is to intertwine science and policy.
There are two creative ways to do this.

The first way is to change our perception about what policy and man-
agement is and what it can accomplish. Management is typically viewed as
the implementation of policy and, as such, it alters some component of the
natural environment to achieve a desired end. In essence, this is just a large-
scale perturbation or treatment that is conducted in the absence of a control
(Sinclair 1991). If management changed its approach slightly and left some areas
unmanipulated (experimental controls), it can be treated as a scientific ex-
periment that has the potential to offer knowledge about ecosystem func-
tion (Sinclair 1991). Let me illustrate this point with a hypothetical example
of a lost opportunity because management did not include a control.

Northern forests in eastern North America are periodically threatened
by the outbreak of insect pest species. Caterpillar stages of many moth
species can grow to thousands and rapidly consume leaves of many eco-
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nomically valuable deciduous and coniferous trees.One solution to this dev-
astating environmental problem might be to aerially spray a pesticide (which
has been a practice in some parts of the region). Suppose a certain pesticide
has been chosen after clinical laboratory trials have demonstrated its effec-
tiveness against the caterpillar pest.

There are, however, two problems with applying the pesticide based on
knowledge acquired from the clinical studies. First, a clinical trial cannot
guarantee against confounding random environmental effects when the pes-
ticide is applied to a whole ecosystem. More importantly, many pesticides
are broad-spectrum agents, meaning that they kill more than the focal pest
species. Many pesticides have the potential to kill a whole host of butterflies
and moths that may offer important beneficial services in natural ecosystems
such as pollinating plants or being an important food base for many song-
bird species.Thus, a large-scale aerial application of the pesticide has the po-
tential benefit of arresting the pest species outbreak. But the potential cost
of the application is damage to other important components of the north-
ern forest ecosystem. Suppose that despite vocal public concerns, policy
makers felt that the risk was worth the market economic benefit of healthy
trees and thus called for the implementation of large-scale aerial spraying.
Suppose however, that management conducted a single, large-scale applica-
tion of the pesticide. In so doing, it missed the opportunity to treat this as
an experiment with a treatment area and control area and follow-up mon-
itoring of species and ecosystem responses to the pesticide.

Suppose that the application of the pesticide was confounded by a large-
scale, unavoidable random environmental effect after it was applied. For ex-
ample, an unusually cool autumn and a prolonged rainy and cold spring
would be sufficient to cause a natural downturn in the pest species popu-
lation via a large-scale reproductive failure. If such a random environmen-
tal effect occurred, it would swamp out the pesticide effect leading to a high
degree of uncertainty about the true effectiveness of the aerial spraying pro-
gram.The significance of this uncertainty is even more striking when we
consider it in light of the potential ancillary damage that the pesticide ap-
plication may have caused to other ecosystem components.The absence of
a control in this case meant that management missed a valuable opportu-
nity to collect important data on ecosystem-level responses to a large-scale
perturbation. Such information could have been used to devise more strate-
gic and targeted pesticide applications in the future. More importantly, if
management applied the same approach to any later outbreak and justified
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its action on the putative success realized here then it would be making an
egregious Type II error.

The need to understand the risk of Type II errors brings us to the sec-
ond way to blend science and policy—called active adaptive management
(Walters and Holling 1990) or intelligent scientific tinkering.Active adap-
tive management treats a policy decision as a working hypothesis that con-
tains logical predictions about outcome. If we implement the policy as a
properly controlled management experiment, it is possible to evaluate the
outcome systematically and discern fairly quickly whether or not the man-
agement is working. If not, we refine our thinking about management
strategies, implement them, and carry out the next round of experimental
evaluations of the new management regimes. Moreover, different manage-
ment regimes (experimental treatments) can be carried out on smaller scales
so we don’t commit all of our eggs to one basket. Essentially, we “learn-
by-doing” (Walters and Holling 1990) by capitalizing on the adaptive na-
ture of the scientific process:Management is continually refined as we learn
from successes (management regimes that come closest to achieving pol-
icy goals) and failures (management regimes that work less well).The im-
portant point is that failure should be celebrated, not punished. Failure, in
this case of a planned experiment, is not a consequence of negligence (i.e.,
making decisions without considering the likelihood of Type II errors) but
rather due to a comparison of different management regimes. It allows us
to select the best performing management options and abandon the poorer
performers.

In this vein, the role of the ecologist, as scientist, is not to advocate for
one solution or another. Rather, ecologists contribute to policy by:

• Providing scientific insight on ecological interactions and the im-
pacts of human activities on those interactions.

• Presenting the scientific insights in ways that reveal the trade-offs
that different interest groups in the policy process must reconcile
when making decisions.

• Illuminating the consequences of choosing one or the other trade-
off option.

This is not to suggest that an ecologist, as an active citizen, cannot ad-
vocate for a preference. But, ethically the ecologist must make it clear
whether he or she is acting as a scientist who is providing a balanced view
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of the science underlying the environmental issues, as opposed to advocat-
ing a certain policy based on personal preference.This is a difficult challenge
to reconcile because, as was so poignantly stated by Aldo Leopold in 1953:
“ . . . the penalties of an ecological education is that one lives alone in a
world of wounds.” As ecologists, we see the hallmarks of unsustainable
human activities and thus often wonder if, like the deer in the essay “Think-
ing Like a Mountain” (Chapter 7), we will be the next species to die be-
cause of our own “too much”. I personally believe that the future is much
brighter than that.But, getting there requires a realignment of ethical think-
ing in which market and natural economies are viewed as intertwined and
interdependent.The good of each species is that it provides options for con-
serving the functioning of the whole ecosystem, even if our understanding
of ecosystem function is incomplete.
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Chapter 1
1. What are three major issues confronting society in sustaining ecosystem

functioning in the face of economic development?
2. Why are environmental problems increasingly challenging to resolve sci-

entifically in modern society?

Chapter 2
1. What are the scientific aims of ecology?
2. What is an ecosystem?
3. Can you identify four different trophic levels in an ecosystem and ex-

plain their ecological role?
4. What do we mean by the term “biodiversity”?
5. What determines ecological complexity?
6. How do direct and indirect effects operate in ecosystems?
7. Species diversity in an ecosystem can be determined by predators and re-

sources. How would you experimentally test between these two plausi-
ble causes of biodiversity? Be sure to state your hypotheses.

8. Can the scientific method of retroduction lead to reliable knowledge for
policy?

9. What do we mean by the “game of life” in ecology?

Chapter 3
1. How does the greenhouse effect lead to warming of the planet? How do

rising carbon dioxide levels influence the greenhouse effect?
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2. What biophysical factors determine the location of specific ecosystems
globally?

3. What happens when a species finds itself in environmental conditions
that it cannot tolerate? In your answer, consider short-term (seasonal)
and long-term (centuries) timescales.

4. What do we mean by climate envelope?
5. Can you identify two documented responses of species to global climate

change?

Chapter 4
1. What is ecological carrying capacity and how is it measured? How does

predation factor into carrying capacity estimates?
2. Why do populations of species not grow indefinitely in abundance?
3. Is there a “balance of nature”?
4. What is the implication of stable limit cycles and stochastic fluctuations

for the management of species populations?

Chapter 5
1. What is the difference between age-structured and stage-structured pop-

ulation dynamics?
2. Can you explain the biological basis for the three qualitative shapes of

survivorship curves?
3. Why do species such as turtles lay so many eggs over their lifetimes?
4. Can you identify three different kinds of life cycles?

Chapter 6
1. What is a species-area curve?
2. How would you experimentally test the effects of habitat fragmentation

on two bird species: one that is a good competitor and one that is a good
disperser? Be sure to state your hypotheses.

3. What is the difference between alpha diversity and beta diversity?
4. Are all rare species threatened with extinction? Why or why not?
5. What is extinction debt?
6. How can habitat fragmentation disrupt direct and indirect dependencies

among species in ecosystems?
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Chapter 7
1. How does the loss of top predators affect ecosystems?
2. What do we mean by a legacy effect? What is the timescale of ecologi-

cal legacies?
3. How would one test the effects of restoring top predators to an ecosys-

tem after a prolonged absence? State your hypothesis and deductions
about the predator effects.

4. Can you identify two ways that ecosystems are linked across landscapes?

Chapter 8
1. How do species and ecosystems provide human kind important life-sup-

port services?
2. What factors contribute toward ecosystem stability?
3. How does biodiversity ensure against loss of ecosystem function?
4. What are the ecosystem conservation implications of rivet species versus

redundant species?
5. Can you identify three nonmarket ecosystem services of biodiversity and

explain why they are important to human economic well-being?

Chapter 9
1. Can you explain the rationale for biodiversity hotspot conservation?
2. Why might parks and protected areas only provide limited value for

long-term biodiversity protection?
3. Can you design a conservation strategy that simultaneously allows eco-

nomic development and protection of ecosystem services?
4. How do we implement parks and protected areas with other strategies

to maintain dynamic landscapes?
5. What is a metacommunity process? What are the implications of this

process for conservation?
6. How will global climate change affect the ability of parks and protected

areas to meet their mandate of protecting biodiversity?

Chapter 10
1. Is dismissing a potential environmental problem for lack of understand-

ing about clear cause a wise decision?
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2. Can you articulate your own conservation ethic that ensures sustainable
ecosystem function and economic opportunity for human kind?

3. What is the first precaution in intelligent tinkering with ecosystems?
4. How does uncertainty lead to two different kinds of errors in policy de-

cisions?
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Adaptation:The evolution,via natural selection,of organisms’traits.These include everything
from physiological coping mechanisms to predator hunting tactics.

Alpha diversity (αα diversity): A measure of the variety of species within a local area or 
habitat.

Balance of nature:A vernacular term used to describe the condition in which natural checks
such as predation or starvation compensate for births, thereby maintaining species popula-
tions in a constant state.

Beta diversity (ββ diversity):A measure of the variety of species across a landscape gradient
comprised of several habitats.

Biodiversity: The biological variety at all levels of organization including genetic variety
within a species population, and species variety within an ecological community.

Biodiversity hotspot: A geographic region in which there is an extraordinarily large con-
centration of species that evolved in that region.

Carrying capacity:The capacity of a habitat or area to support a population at fixed num-
bers through the supply of resources necessary for survival and replacement reproduction.

Climate-space envelope:A mathematical construct that describes the combinations of solar
radiation and environmental temperatures that a species can tolerate based on its physiologi-
cal coping mechanisms.

Complex life cycle: Life cycle development in which offspring are altogether functionally
different than adults.A classic example is the development of butterflies, which follows from
egg to larva feeding on vegetation to resting pupa to adult feeding on nectar and pollen.

Deterministic population growth: Population growth that can be accurately predicted 
because the birth and death rates, and immigration and emigration rates remain constant over
time.
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Direct effect:The immediate impact of one organism on another’s chance of survival or re-
production through a physical interaction such as predation or interference.

Diversity-stability:The relationship that exists when the likelihood of long-term sustain-
ability of an ecological system increases with the diversity of species interconnections within
that system.

Ecosystem: A descriptor of a biological system on the basis of the complex of species in-
habiting a region as well as the chemical and physical attributes of that region.

Ecosystem stability:The capacity of an ecosystem to maintain or return to normal species
abundances or function in the face of disturbances.

Ecosystem resilience: A form of ecosystem stability: it is measured as the rate at which an
ecosystem returns to normal function or species abundances following a disturbance.

Ecosystem resistance: A form of ecosystem stability: it is measured as the capacity of an
ecosystem to remain unchanged in the face of a disturbance.

Equilibrium:The ecological condition in which death or emigration rates of species ex-
actly balance birth or immigration rates.

Exponential growth: A form of population growth in which there is a multiplicative or
compounded increase in the number of individuals over time.

Extinction debt:The compounded future loss of species diversity propagated by contempo-
rary disruption of dominant species interactions in an ecosystem through habitat destruction.

Extraction reserve: A biodiversity conservation tool in which local societies are allowed to
continue with traditional resource harvesting within a protected area in order to promote
sustainable economies and ecosystems.

Fitness:The net lifetime contribution of an individual to the future genetic pool of a popu-
lation, quantified in terms of its capacity to survive and reproduce.

Food chain:A descriptor of an ecological system in terms of the feeding linkages or energy
flow among major groups of species,e.g., in a two-link chain,carnivores consume herbivores,
which in turn consume plants.

Food web:The interconnected network of feeding linkages among species in a system.

Functional complementarity:The condition in which species bolster each others’ roles
in an ecosystem to the extent that their net combined effect is greater than their individual
effects. For example, two predator species together can be more effective than each species
individually when each predator feeds on different life cycle stages of their shared prey.

Global climate change:The change in the earth’s climate brought about by rising atmos-
pheric levels of gases from air pollution.

Greenhouse effect:The warming of the earth’s surface due to absorption of infrared radia-
tion by a gaseous atmosphere that metaphorically acts like glass windows in a greenhouse.
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Greenhouse gas: Atmospheric gases that cause a greenhouse effect by creating a boundary
layer around the earth that traps heat energy.These gases include water vapor, carbon dioxide,
ozone,methane, and nitrous oxides.

Habitat fragmentation:The parceling of contiguous habitat area into smaller, isolated units
consequent to natural disasters or land development.

Hypothetico-deduction: A scientific method in which an hypothesis is proposed and sys-
tematically tested with empirical data.The aim of this method is to reveal cause-effect rela-
tionships in nature.

Indigenous reserve:A biodiversity conservation tool in which local societies are allowed to
continue with their traditional way of life within a protected area in order to harmonize con-
servation and development.

Indirect effect:The impact of one organism on another’s chance of survival or reproduc-
tion mediated through a direct interaction with a third-party species. For example, a predator
can indirectly enhance plant survival by directly preying on herbivores that feed on the plant.

Induction: A scientific method in which one identifies an empirical trend between two or
more variables.

Keystone predator: A top predator species that has a dramatic effect on the species diver-
sity in an ecosystem by controlling the abundance of strongly competitive species.

Lag effect:The condition in population dynamics when a variable (e.g.,population density)
is correlated with the values of that variable several time steps in the past.

Mesopredators: Middle-size predators in a food web that are preyed upon by large top 
predators.

Metapopulation:The set of spatially separated populations of the same species that are linked
to each other through dispersal.

Metacommunity:The set of spatially separated communities of multiple interacting species
that are linked by dispersal of those species.

Natural selection:A process in which individual differences in survival and reproductive suc-
cess lead to evolutionary change.

Nonadditive effect: A condition in which the effect of two or more species on an ecosys-
tem is unequal to the sum of the individual species’ effects.

Population oscillation:The condition in which the abundance of a population cycles up
and down over time.

Population viability analysis:An analysis of a population’s risk of extinction based the de-
mographic attributes (e.g., birth and death rates) of the population.

Redundant species: Species that have identical functional roles in an ecosystem, e.g., two
herbivores that eat the same plant material.
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Retroduction:A scientific method that ascribes a reason or hypothesis for the trend between
two or more variables identified from induction.

Rivet species: Species that have unique but complementary functional roles in an ecosystem.
The term derives from the metaphor of rivets in an airplane wing in which each rivet holds
together a small part of the wing but together the rivets complement each other by maintain
the wing’s integrity.

Species-area curve:The mathematical relationship between the size of an area or habitat
and the number of species contained within that area.

Species diversity:The variety of species in a location.

Species evenness:The degree to which species are equally represented in a location.

Stable limit cycle: A dynamic in which the population abundance of a species oscillates in
a regular, repeatable manner for an indefinite time period.

Stochastic population growth: Population growth that cannot be accurately predicted be-
cause the birth and death rates and immigration and emigration rate are influenced strongly
by random environmental changes.

Structured population:A population that is described in terms of its component age classes,
e.g., newborn, juvenile, subadult, adult.

Survivorship curve: A mathematical relationship between the likelihood of surviving 
and age.

Sustainability: A vernacular term to describe long-term stability of ecosystem function.

Tolerance curve:A mathematical relationship between an organism’s fitness and an environ-
mental variable such as temperature or solar radiation.

Trophic interaction: A feeding interaction in a food chain or food web.

Trophic level:A level in a food chain to which a particular feeding group belongs, e.g.,her-
bivores, carnivores, decomposers, etc.
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